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Preface

This book is a detailed circuit description of the Apple II® computer. Specifically, it

covers the main logic board including all revisions from the earliest through the
latest (Rev. 0 through RFI Rev. D). Also covered are the current two-piece keyboard
and the older single-piece keyboard.

The intended audience includes engineers, technicians, students, and hobbyists.
An attempt has been made to appeal to most skill levels and backgrounds. This is

done by dividing each chapter into two sections: Overview and Detailed Circuit
Analysis. You may choose to read one, the other, or both.

The book consists of eight chapters. Chapter 1 discusses nomenclature and sym-
bols used throughout the text and figures. This chapter also contains a glossary of
terms. Chapter 2 presents a description of the Apple II computer at the block dia-
gram level.

The detailed descriptions start in Chapter 3. Chapters 3 and 4 cover the systems
clocks and pari of the video circuitry. Chapter 5 explains the memory system and
Chapter 6 examines the 6502 microprocessor and the system bus. Chapters 5 and 6
contain overview sectipns dedicated to the 4116 RAM and the 6502 microprocessor.
As a result, the reader need not have prior knowledge of these devices.

The keyboard and other on-board I/O are discussed in Chapter 7. The video
display (graphics and text) is the subject of Chapter 8. Much of the Apple’s circuitry
serves to generate a video signal. Due to the importance of this topic, Appendix A is

included to provide an introduction to video techniques.

Appendix B is a gathering of all known circuit revisions of the Apple II mother
board and keyboard. While the body of the book describes the latest Apple II revi-
sion, Appendix B describes differences between this latest Apple and all earlier re-
visions. Appendix C contains a set of mother board and keyboard schematics. These
schematics cover all revisions. The book concludes with a list of references,

Winston D. Gayler— - . .... i : -

Editor’s Note: In order to present the illustrations as large as possible
many have been placed on the foldout pages at the back of the book. These
illustrations are indicated with an asterisk)*) immediately following the
figure number in the text, e.g., Fig. 3-4* indicates that Fig. 3-4 is located at
th^ hack of the book.
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CHAPTER

Introduction

Have you ever wanted to know the detailed circuit operation of your Apple II®t

computer? Perhaps you were designing a peripheral or making a modification.

Maybe you were repairing an Apple. You may have just been curious about how it

works.

This book started as an exercise in understanding the Apple II hardware. The

initial goal was tp evaluate or design circuit modifications. It soon became apparent

that the information obtained would be useful to others. Thus, the plans for a book

developed.

The result is a detailed circuit description and analysis of the main circuit board

and keyboard of the Apple II. In this introductory chapter, we present the organiza-

tion of the book and explain some of the terms and symbols used.

THE AUDIENCE

This book is intended for engineers, 1 technicians, students, and serious hobbyists.

The engineer and hobbyist can use the descriptions and tinting diagrams as a pre-

paratory step to designing peripherals or modifications. The service technician can

use the timing diagrams and schematics as aids to troubleshooting. The waveform

drawings are particularly handy for troubleshooting with an oscilloscope. The stu-

dent can use the Apple II for examples of practical circuit design. In many cases the

reasons behind the design are presented here. All readers can use the descriptions to

better understand how the Apple II works.

CHAPTER ORGANIZATION

Chapter 2 is a block diagram description of the Apple II mother board. There we

introduce the names such as "address multiplexer” and "video address generator

given to various functional circuit blocks. Chapter 2 contains the discussion of the

power supply, a simplified circuit description.

Chapters 3 through 8 comprise the body of the book. Each of these chapters

takes a functional part of the circuit and examines it in detail. These chapters are
•

‘
. v

tApple and Apple II are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.

9



10 Apple II Circuit Description

each divided into two. sections: Overview and Detailed Circuit Analysis. The Over-

view presents the circuit concepts and often contains block diagrams and simplified

timing diagrams. If the material is new to you, you may want to read only the

Overviews and save the Detailed Circuit Analyses until you need specific details. On
the other hand, you may already be familiar with Applet II hardware. In that case,

you may want to jump directly into the Detailed Circuit Analyses and skip the

Overviews.

Chapter 3 presents the master oscillator,- clock generator, and horizontal portion

of the video address generator. Clocks are always important in a digital. circuit, and

they are especially important in the Apple II due to their, interplay with the video

circuitry.

Chapter 4 completes the video address generator by presenting its vertical por^

tion. The chapter also covers video sync, blanking, and color, burst.

The random access memory in the Apple II is shared by the microprocessor and

the video generator. Chapter 5 covers this shared access scheme. The chapter also

contains an introduction to the type-4116 dynamic RAM (random access memory).

Chapter 6 starts with an introduction to 6502 microprocessor hardware. The
chapter then describes all the 6502 cycle types that are used in the Apple. Included

are reap!- cycles, write cycles, RAM cycles, ROM cycles, I/O cycles, keyboard cycles,

interrupts, and DMA (direct memory access).

Chapter 7 describes the Apple II on-board I/O devices, such as cassette I/O, game
I/O, and speaker. This chapter also contains the circuit description for the current

two-piece keyboard.

The video generator is described in Chapter 8. There you will learn how text,

LORES, and HIRES .are generated by the hardware under software control.

Appendix A is an introduction to video signal techniques. If you are not familiar

with video signals, such as sync, blanking, and color burst, then you may want to

read Appendix A. Doing so may increase your appreciation of Chapters 3, 4, and 8.

Appepdix B covers the topic of Apple II circuit revisions. The most recent circuit

available (RFI mother board, Rev. D) is covered in the body of the book. Circuit

variations dating back to the earliest Apple II (Rev. 0) are then covered in Appendix
B. The appendix also contains modified waveform drawings for signals that differ in

earlier revisions! The circuit description for the old single-piece keyboard is con-

tained in Appendix B.

Appendix C contains schematic diagrams for all revisions of the Apple II.

A list of references follows the appendices— it is arranged by chapter.

TRADEMARKS, PATENTS, AND COPYRIGHTS

The names Apple, Apple II, Apple II Plus, and Applesoft are registered trademarks
of Apple Computer, Inc. BASIC is a registered, trademark of the trustees of

Dartmouth College.

Portions of the Apple II circuitry are protected by U.S. patents 4,130,862;
' 4,136,359; and 4,278,972.

The Apple II schematics are copyrighted by Apple Computer, Inc. These
schematics have been redrawn and printed with the permission of Apple Computer.

WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW
As a reader of this book, you should be familiar with TTL (transistor-transistor

logic), such as gates, flip-flops, shift registers, and multiplexers. While reading, you
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may want to have a copy of a TTL data book, such as Reference 1.2. You need not be
familiar with the 4116 RAM or the 6502 microprocessor. Special sections in Chap-
ters 5 and 6 will cover these devices. However, you should have a basic knowledge of

microprocessor and microcomputer architecture. And of course you should be famil-

iar with the binary and hexadecimal number systems.

Concerning your Apple II background, you should be familiar with the Apple II

Reference Manual (Reference 1.1).

REVISIONS

There have been several circuit revisions to the Apple II since its introduction in

1977. The revisions are discussed in detail in Appendix B. Here in Chapter 1 we
simply summarize the changes and establish a revision nomenclature for use
throughout the book.

There are two categories of the Apple II mother board: Non-RFI (the early

mother boards) and RFI (recent mother boards that have been designed to reduce

radio-frequency interference).

Non-RFI mother boards have the part number .820-0001-XX where XX is the

revision. The first non-RFI mother board was Revision 0; we will call it simply Rev.

0. It had only four HIRES colors. Revision 0 also lacked color killer and power-on
reset circuits.

Revision 1 came next and added two more HIRES colors (for the current total of

six). Revision 1 also added color killer and power-on reset circuits and made other

small changes. Revisions 2, 3, and 4 had the same circuit as Rev. 1. In this book, we
include them with Rev. 1.

The next significant change occurred at revision 7—the memory jumper blocks

were removed and the character generator IC was changed.

The next significant change occurred with the switch to the RFI mother board.

This board has the part number 820-0044-XX where XX is the revision. All revi-

sions of this board to date (through Rev. D) have the same functional circuit. We
refer to it simply as RFI.

The part numbers are found either along the left edge of the mother board or

under the 6502 IC. See Appendix B for more details. In summary, the mapping from
mother board part numbers to our nomenclature is shown in Table 1-1.

Table 1-1. Mapping From Mother Board Part Numbers

Part No. Revision

Non-RFI

820-0001-00 Rev. 0

820-0001-01

820-0001-02

820-0001-03

820-0001-04

Rev. 1

820-0001-07 & up Rev. 7

RFI

820-0044-01

820-0044-C

820-0044-D

RFI

SC AND SIGNAL NOMENCLATURE
The ICs on the mother board are designated by their location on an X-Y grid. The
grid coordinates consist of the letters A through K along the left edge of the board
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and the numbers 1 through 14 along the front edge of the board (Fig. 1.-1*). Within
an IC, the individual gates or sections are designated by the pin number of the gate

output. For example, a reference in the text to "flip-flop B10-9” refers to a flip-flop in

the IC located at coordinates BIO. The specific flip-flop isdhe one whose Q output is

on pin 9.

Signals use a similar nomenclature; For example, signal "Cl 1-4” is the signal at

pin 4 of IC Cll. Some signals have already been given names on the Apple
schematics—"LD 194” is an example. When a signal name has a bar over it (such as

'CAS), it means that the signal is active low. All signal names are printed using

uppercase letters. .

WAVEFORMS
When we say a digital signal is low, we mean it is about 0 volts/ When a digital

signal is high, we mean it is about 4 or 5 volts. The exact voltage level varies with
.logic family, load, and power supply voltage. For typical 74LSXX logic, a low output
is less than 0.5 volt and a high output is greater than 2.7 volts. The same logic

family will accept an input of less than Q.8 volt as a low, and greater than. 2.0 volts

as a high. Input levels between 0.8 and 2.0 volts result in an indeterminate state.

When we say a, digital IC’s output signal is high impedance, we mean that the

IC neither drives nor appreciably loads' the signal line. The high-impedance state is

the third state of three-state logic: low, high, and high impedance. We sometimes
refer to the high-impedance stato as the off state. The off state of a three-sthte IC
allows other ICs to turn on and drive a common signal line.

Digital waveforms are not drawn to vertical scale.. Instead, the three possible

states are depicted a^ shown at the top of Fig. 1-2. The rest of this figure shows the
symbols used for transitions between states.

RESEARCH
The research for this book consisted of two major steps: paper analysis and labora-

tory verification. In the first step, the schematics were analyzed to ascertain the
circuit operation and the timing waveforms. In the second step, the waveform draw-
ings were taken into the laboratory and verified using equipment, such as the fre-

quency counter, oscilloscope, logic analyzer, and light pen recorder.

The two research steps were first performed on a Revision 3 non-RFI Apple II.

Later, Rev. 0, Rev. 7, and RFI Apples were obtained so that waveforms unique to

these revisions could be' verified. Operation and waveforms for both the single-piece

and two-piece keyboards were also confirmed. Thus, the complete set of Apple II

waveforms presented in this book have been laboratory verified'.

GLOSSARY OF TERMS
ac— Alternating current.

access time—The time from accessing a memory IC (with an address dr clock) until

the data becomes stable at the output,

active high—A high level represents a logic T.

active low—

A

low level represents a logic 1.

AN— Annunciator,

architecture— Block diagram.

ASCII— American Standard Code for Information Interchange. A common 7- or
8-bit code used by computers and peripherals.
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/“""T"" THE THREE LOGIC STATES
/ » \

\
HIGH HIGH

LOW IMPEDANCE

INDETERMINATE STATE (i.e.,GARBAGE)

SIGNAL GOES LOW SOMETIME BETWEEN
A AND B

iMMT*
SIGNAL GOES HIGH SOMETIME BETWEEN
C AND D

SIGNAL GOES FROM STABLE TO HIGH IMPEDANCE
SOMETIME BETWEEN E AND F

SIGNAL GOES FRONT HIGH IMPEDANCE TO STABLE
SOMETIME BETWEEN G AND H

SIGNAL IS STABLE BETWEEN I AND J,

INDETERMINATE ELSEWHERE

SIGNAL IS STABLE BETWEEN K AND L, HIGH
IMPEDANCE ELSEWHERE

SIGNAL GOES FROM HIGH IMPEDANCE TO
INDETERMINATE SOMETIME BETWEEN M AND N

0 SIGNAL GOES FROM HIGH IMPEDANCE TC HIGH
P SOMETIME BETWEEN O AND P

POSITIVE-GOING GLITCH

Fig. 1-2. Digital waveform symbols.
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blanking—The part of a video signal that turns off the scanning electron beam
during retrace.

bow tie—A PC board foil pattern in the shape of a bow tie. Meant to be cut to break

the cireuit.

buffer—A simple logic element used to increase the quantity of gates that a signal

can drive,

burst— (See color burst).

bus—A group of signal lines that connect in common to, several circuit elements,

byte— Eight bits.

CAS—Column Address Strobe. (Strobes column address into 4116 RAM.)
clock—An often repetitive digital signal whose edges are used to advance the out-

puts of counters and flip-flops.

CLR— Clear.

color burst—About nine cycles of a 3.579545 MHz signal that appear in a compos-

ite video waveform just following the horizontal sync pulse; used to synchronize

the color circuitry in a tv receiver.

color killer—A circuit in a color tv set that defeats the color circuitry when a black

and white transmission is received. Its purpose is to eliminate color noise and
tinting from black and white pictures. Also, a circuit in the Apple II that removes
the color burst in text rriode. This is to allow the color killer in the associated tv

set to function.

combinatorial logic— Logic consisting of just gates,

complement— Opposite state in two-state logic.

composite video—A video signal containing sync and blanking information in

addition to picturq information.

CRT—Cathode ray tube; usually a monitor or terminal containing a crt.

CTRL—Control.

DeMorgan’s Theorem— States that A.B = A + 8, and that A + B = A.B.

dc— Direct current.

DMA— Direct memory access; the ability of peripherals t^ directly access the main
memory of a system without going through the microprocessor,

don’t care—A signal whose logic state will not affect circuit operation,

dynamic— Depending on continuous clocking or sequencing for proper operation.

EPROM;— Erasable programmable read-only memory.
equalizing interval—The portion of a video waveform just prior to and just follow-

ing the vertical sync pulse,

falling edge— Signal transition from high to low.)

FCC— Federal Communications Commission.
ferrite bead—A toroid or cylinder of magnetic material that is threaded with a

wire to make an inductor,

fetch—To read from memory.
field—One complete scan of a crt face by an electron beam,
firmware— Software executing in ROM.
flag—A bit or signal that stores a binary state, such as on or off, ready or not-ready,

set or cleared.

frame—One complete pietjure displayed on the face of a crt by a scanning electron

beam; may consist of mdre than one field,

garbage— Data that is in, an indeterminate or unstable state,

glitch—A usually short arid usually undesirable level change in a logic signal:

high—A digital signal voltage of about 4 volts.
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high-order— Bi£s representing the larger place values of a binary number.
HIRES—High resolution

hold time— The time after a.clock edge during which the input data to a flip-flop or

other clocked IC must remain stable,

hue— Color i.Unt (red., Jiime, etc.).

Hz—Hertz (cycles per- second).

IC— Integrated circuit.

INH Thibit

iijte j&ce—The process by which the lines of two or more fields are interleaved on
tne face of a ert to create a video frame.

I/O— Input'/output.

IRQ— Interrupt request.

K or k— Kilo, (x 1000 when dealing with ohms, hertz, etc., x 1024 when dealing

with memory locations, etc.)

KBD— Keyboard

LORES—Low resolution.

low—A digital signal voltage of about 0.

low-order— Bits representing >the smaller place values of a binary number.
LSB— Least significant bit (the lowest order bit).

luminance—The brightness or black and white portion of a color video signal.

M—Mega (x 1 000,000).

mask—To cause to ignore.

mother board—1The main logic board into which peripheral boards plug,

mSJ— Millisecond (0.001 second).

MSB— Most significant bit (the highest order bit),

negative true—A low level represents a logic 1.

NMI—Non-maskable interrupt.

non-interlaced—The video technique where each frame consists of one field; that

is, the field and frame are identical (see interlaced),

non-maskable— Incapable of being ignored.

nS—Nanosecond (10 !l second),

off— High-impedance s.tate of three-state logic,

on— Low-impedance state (either 0 or 1). of three-state logic,

op code— Operation code; the first byte of an instruction.

'open collector—A logic output with two states: low (about 0 volt) and high imped-

ance.

overscan—The loss of picture information caused by the electron beam scanning
beyond the edges of a crt.

PC— Printed circuit.

PDL— Paddle.

period— Reciprocal ofi frequency,

pixel— Picture element.

positive true—A high signal represents a logic 1.

PROM— Programmable read-only memory.
RAM— Random access memory.
RAS— Row address strobe (strobes row -address into 4116 RAM).
RDY— Ready. j

refresh— The process by which the data contents of a dynamic RAM are maintained

at their correct values by continuously clocking the IC.

KEPT— Repeat.
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RES— Reset.

retrace—The return of the scanning electron beam to the left of a crt after display-

ing a line. Also the beam’s return to the top after displaying a field.

RF— Radio frequency.

RFI— Radio-frequency interference.

rising edge— Signal transition from low to high.

ROM— Read-only memory.

R/W— Read/write.

saturation— 1 . The intensity of color in a video signal (red is more saturated than

pink).

2. The state of. a linear device (such as an operational amplifier) that

. is operating outside its linear, range.

serration—One of several narrow pulses within the vertical sync pulse. Serrations

serve to maintain horizontal synchronization during the vertical sync pulse,

setup time—The time prior to a clock edge during which the data input to a flip-

flop or other clocked IC must be stable.

Soft 5—A pull-up to a high TTL level.

Soft Switch—A register that can be set or reset under software control. The regis-

ter then acts as a switch to control a hardware function,

solder pad—A PC board foil pattern to which wire jumpers are soldered.

STB— Strobe..

subcarrier—A carrier that modulates a main carrier. The subcarrier itself is mod-
' \

ulated by information to be transmitted (such as the color information in a video

signal).

SW— Switch.

sync— Synchronization.

transceiver—A bidirectional buffer.

TTL—Transistor-transistor logic.

UART— Universal Asynchronous Receiver/TVansmitter.

V— Volts.
'

'

•

:

\

VtM
.—The voltage between the base and emitter of a transister; about 0.6 volt for a

forward-biased silicon transistor.

wait state—An extra clock cycle inserted into the normal memory cycle of a mi-

croprocessor; used to accommodate peripherals with long access times.
' ‘

$—Indicates a hexadecimal number, for example: $C0FF.
/xS— Microsecond ' 10 ''

second).

d>— Phase.

+— Logical or.

•— Logical and.
-— Logical not (A = not A).



CHAPTER

Block

In this chapter we describe the Apple II at the block diagram level. The material
will probably not be new to most readers. It may be useful, however, to read the
chapter for review. And of course if you read this material, we can then be assured of
speaking the same language in later chapters.

We will discuss each of the blocks in the diagram and follow the signal paths for

several major computer functions through the Apple. The Apple II block diagram is

shown in Fig. 2-1.*

BASIC ARCHITECTURE AND BUSES
At first glance the Apple II’s basic architecture appears to be standard for a single
board microcomputer. There are several significantly uncommon features, however,
and we will point them out as we go.

Microprocessor

At the heart of the Apple II is the 6502 microprocessor (A in Fig. 2-1*). The 6502 is

an 8-bit processor. This means that it operates on data in chunks of eight bits, or one
byte. The 6502 can directly address 64K bytes of memory. Thus, it outputs a 16-bit
address.

Input/output (I/O) operations in the 6502 are memory mapped. This means that
I/O or peripheral devices share the same 64K address space with the memory. There
is no Separate I/O address space as provided in some microprocessors, such as the
8080. In addition to the 8 data lines and 16 address lines, there are various clock and
control lines connected to the 6502. These will be described shortly.

Buses

There are three major buses in the Apple II: the 16-bit address bus, the 8-bit data
bus, and the control bus. These buses run throughout the computer andfappear at
the eight peripheral I/O connectors.

^ '

, Address Bus—The 16 address lines from the 6502 are buffered by a three-state
driver (B in Fig. 2-1*) which then drives the address bus. This driver can be turned
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off (switched to the high impedance state)' by signal DMA from the control bus. The
function of DMA will be described shortly.

Data Bus—On write cycles, the eight data lines' from the 6502 are buffered by
transceiver C which then drives the data bus. On read cycles, signal R/W (read/

write) reverses the drive direction of transceiver C. This allows data from the data

bus to pass to the 6502.

Control Bu 2̂—The major control bus signals are the interrupt, ready,, reset,

read/write, DMA, and clock lines. There are two interrupt line£ that allow periph-

erals to signal the 6502 that they need its immediate attention. The first of these

lines; is IRQ (interrupt request). It can be selectively ignored (masked) by the. 6502.

The second interrupt line is NMI (nonmaskable interrupt). It cannot be ignored; the

6502 always responds to NMI!
The ready line allows "slpw” peripherals to momentarily stop the 6502 while

they fetch their data and put it on the bus. The reset line allows any device con-

nected to it to reset (initialize) all other devices connected to the reset line.

We have already mentioned the read/write line. Its function is to control the

direction df data transfers on the data bus. Data is read from memory or I/O devices,

into the 6502. Data is written to memory or I/O devices from the 6502. v

Direct memory access (DMA) refers to the ability of peripheral devices to ex-

change data directly with the system’s memory without the need of first sending

data through the microprocessor. During a DMA cycle, ,th,e DMA line turns off bus

v
driver B so that the DMA device can put its own address on the bus. Also during
DMA cycles, transceiver C does not drive the data bus. This frees that bus for data
transfers between the DMA device and the system memory.

Clocks—The system clocks are the key to controlling the timing of data and
address transfers on the buses. The clocks are also used throughout the Apple for

such functions as video generation. The clocks have their origin in crystal oscillator

D. Its output of about 14 .MHz is used by clock generator T to produce the system
clocks^ One of these clocks (at about 1 MHz) is supplied to the 6502. The 6502 uses
this 1 MHz clock to time its accesses to the buses. Memory and I/O devices use the

same clock to syhehronize their, bus accesses with the 6502.

A read or a write' operation can take place in one period of the 1 MHz clock.

While the 6502 is^ running a program, it is executing individual instructions of that

program. Each instruction executes in an integer number of clock cycles. 0% each
clock cycle, the 6502 either writes to the bus, reads from the bus, or performs an
internal operation. Each instruction consists of a mixture of these cycle types. The
shortest instruction is two clock cycles and the longest is seven.

The 6502, the, buses, and such topics as interrupts and DMA will be discussed in

Chapter 6. The clock generator will be discussed in Chapter 3.

MEMORY
Two types of memory are provided on the Apple II mother board: ROM (read-only

memory) and RAM (random access memory). The mother board can contain up to

12K bytes of ROM and up to 48K bytes of RAM.

ROM
Up to six 2K byte ROMs (E) can be installed on the mother board. Address decoder F
decodes the high-order address bits to provide individual chip select lines for the six

ROMs. The low-order address bits connect directly to the ROMs. On ROM readlcv-
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clfes, the ROM’s data output is placed directly on the data bus. Fig. 2-2*. shows the
main address and data paths through the A,pple for a ROM read cycle. ROM cycles
will be discussed in detail in Chapter 6‘.

RAM
Up to 48K bytes of RAM <G) can be installed on the mother board. Individual.RAM
locations are selected for read/write operations by addresses on the address bus. The
address passes through address multiplexer H on its way. to the RAM The data
input (DI) of the RAM connects directly to the .data bus. This is the source Of data for

RAM write cycles. Fig. 2-3* shows the main address and data, paths through the
Apple for RAM write cycles.

On RAM read cycles, the data output (DO) of the RAM is stored in latch I, The
read data then passes through data multiplexer J to the data bus. Fig. 2-4* shows
the main address and data paths through the Apple for RAM read cycles. Tlie RAM
cycles will be discussed in detail in Chapters 5 and 6.

INPUT/OUTPUT

On-Board I/O

A computer may have a large memory and a fast processor, but it is of no use unless

the computer can communicate with humans or other-machines. That communica-
tion is the purpose of the computer’s I/O (input/output) facilities. In the Apple II,

some of the most frequently used I/O devices are located on the mother board. These
on-board I/O devices include the speaker, cassette I/O, game I/Q, and keyboard (K).

Although the use of on-board I/O by the Apple is not unique, it is a distinguishing

feature of the Apple II.

Write to I/O— Individual address select lines for the on-board I/O are provided by
address decoder F. The 6502 processor writes to on-board I/O devices using these

address lines; it does not use the data bus. For example, the 6502 may address one
location to turn an I/O function on. The 6502 may then address another location to

turn that same function off. It is the act of addressing specific locations that per-

forms the functions. The data bus is not used.

Read from 110—When the 6502 reads from an on-board I/O device, the data bus
is used. Most on-board I/O devices provide just one bit, bit 7. This single data bit

(D7) connects directly to the data bus as shpwn in Fig. 2-1-*'. The keyboard is an
exception since it provides seven data bits. Fig. 2-5* shows the address and data
paths for a keyboard read cycle. When the 6502 reads the keyboard, the keyboard
data passes through multiplexer J. Keyboard cycles are described in Chapter, 6.

Soft Switches—The soft switches are output locations that let the Apple
configure its own hardware." The soft switches are set under software control to

configure the video circuitry for various display modes. Their names of TEXT
MODE, MIX MODE, PAGE 2, and HIRES MODE suggest this application.

On-board I/O is discussed in detail in Chapter 7. The soft switches are also dis-

cussed in Chapters 5 and 8.

Peripheral I/O

There is a needfor flexibility and expansion beyond the on-board I/O. To meet this

need, the Apple II mother board is provided with eight 50-pin peripheral connectors
(L in Fig; 2-1*). The address, data, and control buses appear at each connector. Each
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connector is also provided with individual select lines from address decoder F. The
select lines reduce the amount of address decoding circuitry needed on each periph-

eral card. This feature of the Apple II will he discussed in detail in Chapter 6.

VIDEO
The video output of the Apple contains text and graphics information for display on
a monitor, or tv set. Video signals require high-frequency components that are toq

fast to be generated directly by the 6502 microprocessor. (If.you are not familiar

with video signals, you may wish to review Appendix A at this time.) As a result of

the high frequencies, dedicated hardware is provided to generate the Apple's video

output. Of course, software-control gives the 6502 command over this hardware to

generate specific text and graphics patterns.

The patterns that are. to be displayed on the screen are generated by the 6502
and stored as data in the RAM in the Apple. The video circuitry then reads the data

from the RAM, converts it to a video format, and sends it to the video output for

display on a monitor. The accesses to RAM by the 6502 and the video circuitry .are

time-shared as described here. During the first half of a 6502 cycle, the video cir-

cuitry reads from RAM. During the second half of the cycle, the 6502 reads from
RAM or writes- to RAM. '

In the sections that follow, we will examine the blocks in Fig. 2-1* that comprise'

the video circuitry.

Video Address Generator

Using the system clock as a reference, video address genlerator M creates a 15-bit

video address. The video address consists of six horizontal bits and nine vertical bits.

The address is continuously running through an incrementing sequence that repeats

about 60 times a second. During e^ch pass through the sequence, the vertical ad-

dress has 262 different values. For each value of vertical address, the horizontal

address increments through 65 counts.

Together, the horizontal and vertical addresses can select a location anywhere
on the screen. Each screen location has a height of one scan line, and a width of

about one microsecond. The video address also includes locations that do not appear
on the screen since they occur during horizontal or vertical blanking.

Each location on the screen corresponds to a unique video address. As we will

see shortly, the scanning electron beam in the crt is synchronized to the video ad-

dress. One function of the video address is to "tell” other hardware sections the

current screen . location of the beam. The other hardware sections then fetch the

appropriate character or graphics symbol for display at that location.

Fig. 2-1* shows a feedback path from' the video address generator to the clock

generator. This feedback signal delays the system clock by about 140 nS every hori 7

zontal scan line. The purpose of this unique arrangement is to simplify the genera-

tion of color graphics— it will be described in Chapter 3.

Memory Mapper

The video address is not a bit-for-bit equal of-the memory address used to store the

corresponding screen data. As a result, the video address must be converted to a

memory address in order to fetch the correct screen data from memory. Memory
mapper N performs this function. Screen locations go into the mapper, and the cor-

responding memory location comes out.
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The memory mapper will map to different memory address blocks under control

of the soft switches. In HIRES mode, for example, the video address maps to a differ-

ent memory range.. than it would in text mode.

Fig. 2-6 show's the path through the Apple for a video cycle. The video address

goes into the memory mapper and the memory address comes out. During video

cycles, address multiplexer H connects the output of t\\e mapper to the.address input

of the RAM. Data out of the RAM is then stored in latch I. The latched data then

appears as an input to video generator P.

Video Generator

The video generator configures the latched data into video data that it sends to

mixer In the mixer, the video data is combined with the sync and color burst

signals to become the composite video output.

The conversion process in the video generator is controlled by the soft switches.

In LORES mode, for example, the video generator acts on the data in a manner
different from the way it would act on the same data in text mode.

Sync Generator

Sync generator R uses the video address to generate the sync, color burst, and blank-

ing signals. SYNC and COLOR BURST are mixed with the video in mixer Q. The
sync component of the composite video output allows the scanning electron beam in

the display crt to synchronize with the video address. The color burst component
allows the color circuitry in the display device to synchronize with the internal color

reference clock of the Apple: BLANKING connects to the video generator where it

forces the video signal to go black during the horizontal and vertical blanking inter-

vals.

POWER SUPPLY

The Apple II is equipped with a switching power supply that provides +5 V, +12 V,

-5 V and -12 V to the mother board, keyboard, and peripheral I/O. connectors.

Switching power supplies are noted for their higher efficiency and lower bulk than

more conventional designs. The power supply design of the Apple eliminates the

need for a heavy line transformer. The ac line input is rectified, then converted to a

high-frequency ac. This high-frequency ac is then coupled to the secondary of the

supply via a small transformer.

Basic Operation

Fig. 2-7 is a simplified diagram of the power supply. Bridge rectifier CR1 rectifies

the ac line input td provide a dc potential that is filtered by Cl. This dc potential

causes a current to flow through a primary winding of transformer TRl when Q3 is

on. Transistor Q3 switches on and off at a high frequency. On each cycle, energy is

stored in TRl while Q3 is on. When Q3 turns off, this energy is coupled to the

secondary windings and causes current to flow in the output load.

Circuitry is provided to control the conduction of Q3 via its base. This control

circuitry derives its operating potential from a second primary winding of TRl.

At the secondary, rectifier diodes and filter capacitors are used to obtain the four

dc output potentials.

Regulation—Transistor Q4 is wired as a comparator that senses the voltage on

the +5 V output. Resistor R15 and zener diode CR19 derive a reference voltage from
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the +12 V. butput. This reference is applied to the base of Q4. The emitter of Q4 is

connected through R20 to- the +5 V output. When Q4 conducts, current flows
through the LED (light emitting didde) that is part of bptical coupler ARl. The
amount of light emitted is a function of the :voltage on the +5 V output. If the +5 V
output decreases, for example, Q4 conducts more heavily and the LED emits more
light. This light is coupled to the phototransistor portion of ARl. Increasing light

^causes the phototransistor to conduct more heavily. Via the control circuitry, this

feedback causes Q3 to deliver more energy to TRl. This will in turn increase the
voltage on the +5 V output. The other three voltages will track the regulation of the
+ 5 V output.

Overvoltage— In the event of a fault that causes an overvoltage, the increased
potential on the +12 V output will cause zener diode CR20 to conduct. This, makes
th’e gate of silicon controlled rectifier Q5 go positive—Q5 conducts, shorting the +12
V output to ground. This action will shut down the whole supply.

The complete power supply schematic is shown in Fig. C-23*. CAUTION: jThis

schematic is reprinted directly from the Apple II Reference Manual. It has not been
verified for accuracy with respect to any product shipped by Apple Computer. You
are also cautioned against attempting to repair or modify your power supply. Much
of the circuitry is not isolated from the ac line input and thus contains hazardous
voltages. If you wish to read additional material on the power supply, obtain a copy
of U.S. Patent No. 4,130,862.

SUMMARY
In this chapter we have presented a brief overview of the Apple II computer. At the
heart of the Apple II is a basic single-board microcomputer consisting of micro-
processor, buses, bus drivers, bus transceivers, ROM, and RAM; This basic architec-

ture is enhanced by the inclusion of on-board I/O for many of the frequently used I/O
functions. Expandability is provided by eight peripheral I/O connectors. The use of
these connectors is simplified by an address decoding scheme that provides individ-

ual select lines for each connector?

A large part of the Apple II hardware consists of the built-in video text and
graphics capability. Since the video screen memory resides in the address space of
the microprocessor, the microprocessor can quickly output data to the screen with a
simple memory write operation. Access to the screen memory is time-shared by the
microprocessor and the video circuitry. This is an efficient arrangement that does
not slow the processor.

In the chapters that follow, we will examine in detail the elements that make up
the AppleJI block diagram. AVe start in the next chapter with the clock generator.



CHAPTER

Clock Generator and

Horizontal Timing

We begin our discussion of the Apple II with signals that are essential for the opera-

tion of the computer, the clocks. While it might not be very exciting, a knowledge of

the clocks will provide a basis for. the explanation of many of the functions of the

Apple. In this chapter we will derive the clocks and horizontal timing and make

some interesting discoveries about the processing speed of the 6502.

Schematic reference: Figs. 0-2* and C-3*.

OVERVIEW

Clocks

The Apple II circuit design is based on clocked logic. There are thus many flip-flops,

counters, and shift registers. These circuit elements all perform their tasks upon

receiving a signal transition (or e<Jge) at their clock inputs. For example, a 74LS161

counter will count and update its output pins upon receiving a rising edge at its

clock input. The counter then sits idle until the next clock edge is received. Clearly

the faster the clock, the higher the throughput. If the clock is too fast, however, the

circuitry may not have time to respond between clock edges. The 74JjS 161, for

example, may not respond to clock frequencies higher than 25 MHz.

Other devices in the Apple also use clocks, "the 6502 microprocessor advances

through a program one step at a time as it receives its clock input. The 6502 used in

the Apple II is limited to a clock frequency of 1 MHz.

The type 4116 dynamic RAMs are also clocked devices. They load their address

inputs upon receiving a clock edge. The RAMs in the Apple II are accessed at a 2

MHz rate.

The composite video output of the Apple contains an accurate 3.579545 MHz
color reference signal. This signal is derived in the clock generator.

As you can see, there is a requirement in the Apple II for several plocks of

different frequencies. By deriving the various clocks from a common high frequency

master oscillator, all sections of the Apple are made to operate synchronously with

each other. Synchronous operation is a highly desirable trait in a digital system.

The master oscillator is selected to be an integer multiple of the individual clock

24
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frequency that is the most critical. In the Apple, the color reference is the most
critical frequency, .and the multiplication factor is 4. Thus, the master oscillator
frequency is 4 x 3.579545 MHz = 14.31818 MHz. The Apple makes use of countersand shia registers to divide the master oscillator frequency into the various lower
frequencies required.

Clock Generator Block Diagram

Fig. 3-1 is a block diagram of the clock generator. The ICs that comprise each block
are noted in the figure. The master oscillator frequency is divided by-2 to generate acomplementary pair of 7.2 MHz clocks, 7M and 7M, Signal 7M is divided by 2 to
create COLOR REF. Signals 7M, 7M, COLOR REF, and T4M are used in the video
generator.

_
Signal l4M is divided by 7 to generate RAS, AX, CAS, and Q3 (all at 2 MHz)Row address strobe (RAS), AX, and CAS are used by the RAM and memory address

multiplexer. Clock Q3as a general purpose clock made available to the peripheral
/O connectors. Clock Q3 is divided by 2 to create a complementary pair of 1-MHz
clocks, 00 and 01. These two clocks are used by the 6502 and all other devices that
read from or write to the system data bus.

Combinatorial logic then derives the LD194 and LDPS clocks from the other

Fig. 3-1. Clock generator block diagram.
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clocks previously described. LD194 is used in the video generator and LDPS is used
in the video address generator.

Video Address Generator

-The video addre^ generator (Fig. C-3*) consists of a string of counters. These count-

ers incrempht every microsecond to generate a new video address. The video address
represents the instantaneous screep location of the scanning electron beam in the

monitor connected to the Apple. The video address is used to fetch the video data
that is to be displayed at each screen location. The video address is comprised of

horizontal and vertical parts. The six bits of the horizontal part (HO through H5)
select one of 40 visible screen locations along a scan line. Later chapters will coyer

the use of the video address. In this chapter, however, we must examine the horizon-

tal video address in detail. This is due to a feedback path from the video address

generator to the clock generator. This feedback path plays a key role in the opera-

tion of the clock generator.

DETAILED CIRCUIT ANALYSIS

Clock Generator
t

Basic Clocks—Transistors Ql, Q2, and associated components (Fig. C-2*) form a

crystal oscillator running at 14.31818 MHz. The oscillator output is buffered by B2-8
to become signal 14M, Fig. 3-2. The first section of qhad flip-flop B1 (Fig. C-2*) is

arranged to divide by 2, producing 7.15909 MHz gt Bl-15— this is signal 7M. Its

complement 7M appears at Bl-14. The second section of B1 and B2-3 are arranged to

divide 7M by 2, creating 3.579545 MHz at Bl-2 apd its complement COLOR REF at

Bl-3. •

Shift Register C2—C2 is a 4-bit shift register arranged so that on each 14M
clock rising pulse (pin 10) it either parallel loads (pin 9 low) or shifts (pin 9 high).

When it shifts, it does so in the direction of Q0 toward Q3. Pins 2 and 3 are the serial

inputs. Since they are grounded, a low shifts into Q0 on 14M rising while C2 is in

the shift mode. In other words, on a shift, Q0 goes low, Ql becomes QQ’s previous
value, Q2 becomes Ql’s previous value, etc. Pin 9 (parallel enable) is tied to Q3, so

after four shifts, the low at pins 2 and 3 shifts to Q3, putting C2 in the load mode. If

we assume for now that D2-6 is always high, then the only external signal into C2 is

the steady 14M clock. We can now determine the timing of C2’s outputs.

-~| 69.8 nS
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Fig. 3-2. Basic clock signals.
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/oc*s-Refemng to Fig. 3-3, let’s start at the point where the low has
just shifted into Q3 (point A). Shift register C2 is a synchronous load device, so after
the next clock pulse the outputs will take on the values of the parallel inputs that
existed before the clock pulse. Signal QO (RAS) will remain low since PO (AX) waslmwSignal Ql (AX) will go high since Pi is assumed to be high for now. Signal 02
(CASl will remain low since P2 (AX), was low. And finally, Q3 will stay low since P3(KAb) was low.

, . ,

We are now at Point B and still in the load mode. This time PO and P2 (AX) are
high so on the next clock pulse, QO (RAS) and Q2 (CAS) will both go high On the
third load, Q3 goes high since P3 (RAS) was high. We now stay in shift mode for four
clock cycles before the low shifts into Q3 to put us back into the load mode. You can
see the low s shifting along at points E, F, G, and H. The cycle begins again at point*
Y
Wh^1S th* of point A ' Sinte this cycle takes seven clock periods, RAS,

AA, LAb, and Q3 all have a frequency of 14.31818 MHz + 1 = 2 045454 MHz
Microprocessor Clock -The circuit, next divides by 2 to get the microprocessor’s

clock frequency of about 1 MHz. The third flip-flop in Bl (Fig. C-2) perforrhs this
functmn, aided by data selector- C 1-9. The 1 MHz signal that we are looking for will

f°Urth B1 fllP- fl°P delays Bl-10 by one 14M clock pulse to generate

t o o Z- u
6
u
S
?

art Wlth pi”S 10 and 7 of B1 low
: this is ^ 1 he with point A of

l- ig 3-3. Wuh both-AX and 00 low, select inputs SO and Si of Cl are low, and input
pmulO is gated to output pin 9. Thus, the low at Bl-10 appears a; Bl-12. Both Bl-10
and Bl-7 remain low after the next clock edge, and we move to point B in Fig 3-3

At point B, AX is high, causing Cl-9 (Fig. C-2*) to select input pin 11. Pin Cl-11
connects to C2-11 and is high at this time. On the next clock pulse, Bl-10 goes hiehand we move to point C (Fig. 3-3). The select inputs of Cl do not change, so on the
next clock pulse, Bl-10 stays high an<| Bl-7 goes high fto follow Bl-10. We are 'now at
point D. With Bl-7 high, Cl-9 selects input pin 13 which is high. Nothing changes,
on the foUowmg clocks until AX falls. Now Cl-9 selects input pin 12 which is high.
Still there is no change until Q3 falls at point H causing Cl-9 to select input pin 10
Still no change until AX rises at point L This selects Cl-9 input pin 13 which is nowlow^On the next c ock pulse, Bl-10 falls and we move to point 3. The select inputs ofCl do not change but Bl-7 follows Bl-10 to go low at point K. With Bl-7 low, Cl-9
selects input pm 11 which is low, so there, is no change at point M. Signal AX is lowatpomt N causing Cl-9 to select input pin TO. Pin 10 is low, so there is no changb at
point O. The cycle begins again at point P which is the equivalent of point A.

lnce ^is cycle takes 14 clock periods, signal </>0 has a frequency of 14.31818
14 or about 1 MHz. Phase 1 at Bl-6 is the complement of 00. Phase 00 and 01 are
the clocks for the 6502 microprocessor. .

Ri Q^n^^A^oTJ
116^1131 LDPS iS obtained by the combinatorial logip of gates

13-10 and A2-3 (Fig. C 72*). When AX is low and CAS is low and 00 is high, thefi .DPS is low; see Fig. 3-3. Even though the waveforms in Figs. 3-2 and 3-3 are all
derivedfrom 14M, we have not combined them on one drawing yet* since we do notnow their relative phase. This Will come later after we develop some of the video
timing. . ^

HorizoofaS Timing

In Fig. C-3* (Video Address venerator). Dll, D12, D13, and D14 are a string of 4-bit

fi!

n£
TTT5^

nterS
^
ha

,

lned to&etber to provide the video qddress. The counters clock on
the LDPS signal when it is rising. On each clock pulse, each counter will either
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Fig. 3-3. Simplified system timing.

count (advance in binary sequence) or parallel load from its P inputs. The 74LS161
counts when pin 9 is high and loads when pin 9 is iow.

The first seven counter bits (HO, Hi, H2, H3, H4, H5, and HPE) have the poten-
tial for 128 counts. Only~65 counts are used here. Let’s start with all seven bits low,
point A in Fig. 3-4*. Since HPE is low, D13 and D14 are in the load mode, On the
next clock pulse (LDPS rising), the six low order bits load in zeros (so remain low),

and HPE loads in a 1 (so'goes high). We are now at point B and in the count mode.
Counter D14 now counts up to 15 at which time its carry output (pin 15) goes high
(point C in Fig. 3-4*). This enables D13 so that, on the next clock D1 3. counts <H4
goes high). Counter D14 simply counts from 15 back to 0 and we are at point D. The
enable input of D13 is removed (D14-15 low), so D13 does not count again until D14
reaches a count of 15 at E. Counter D13 counts at point F and again at points G and
H. At point H, HPE is low again and the cycle restarts.

The decimal values of the bits HO through H5 are shown in Fig. 3-4*. Note that
there are two counts in the cycle with the value 0, and that there are 65 counts total

per cycle. Counters D13 and D14 thus divide LDPS by 65. Each cycle (65. counts)
through the waveforms of Fig. 3-4* corresponds to one horizontal line of the Apple
video output. Each of the 65 counts corresponds to the width on the screen of one
character in text mode (or one pixel in LORES mode). We know that the Apple
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displays only 40 characters per line. It so happens that the other 25 counts occur
during horizontal blanking. There will be much more on this in later chapters. First

let’s examine how HPE feeds back' to the clock generator to affect shift register C2.

Note: The remainder of the waveforms in Fig. 3-4* will be discussed in Chapter 4.

The Extended Cycle

Fig. 3-5 is similar to Fig. 3-3, but some new signals have been added. Bit HPE will

go low on an LDPS rising, edge, -let's. 'say at point "A. Bit HPE is inverted by B2-6
(Fig. C-2*) to put a high at D2-1. This meets one of the conditions necessary for D2-6
to go low. The others are AX low and CAS low and </>0 high and COLOR REF low
(note that D2-2 is the complement of COLOR REF via Bl).-These, conditions are the

same as LDPS low and COLOR REF low. At this point we do not know the phase of

COLOR REF relative to the other signals in Fig. 3-5. There art four possibilities

shown as CR1, CR2, CR3, and CR4. The correct COLOR REF phase will turn out to

—
*j
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be CR1. Assume for now that our Apple powers up with COLOR REF shown as CR1;
we will worry about the other three cases later.

Everything proceeds as previously described Until point B when LDPS and
COLOR REF are both low. Pulse D2-6 goes low, so that on the next clock cycle a low
loads into AX instead of the usual high. We are now at point C and another low
loads into AX. At point D, COLOR REF and D2-6 go high so that on the next clock

pulse AX goes high (point E). The timing continues from this point as previously
described in Fig. 3-3. The result of the low at HPE is to extend RAS, AX, CAS, Q3,
<t>0, <f> 1, and LDPS for two 14M clock cycles. The normal cycle is 14 4- 14.31818 MHz
= 978 nS (nanoseconds). The extended cycle is 16 4- 14.31818 MHz = 1117 nS. In
other words, most 6502 cycles are 978 nS long, but every 65th cycle is 1117 nS long.

The average processor spefed is then

14.31818, MHz x ' - — - — = 1.020484 MHz.
(64 X 14) + 16

r .

The horizontal video frequency is 1.020484 MHz 4- 65 = 15.700 kHz.
Why the extefidpd cycle every horizontal line? For the Apple to work with color

tv sets, the frequency of COLOR REF mqst be very close to 3.579545 MHz. This has
been achieved. Also, the horizontal frequency must be near (but need not be exactly)
15.734 kHz. Without the extended cycles, the circuit would divide 14M by (14 x 65).
Since

14.31818 MHz
^

14 x 65
15.734 kHz

it would appear that the second requirement is easily met. It is, but there is a com-
plication. Note that COLOR REF divided by this horizontal frequency is 3.579545
MHz- 4- 15.734 kHz = 227.5. Every horizontal line would contain 227 and one-half
cycles of COLOR REF. COLOR REF would thus change phase by 180 degrees on
each line relative to what it was on the previous line.* There are two ways to deal
with this:

1. Change the phase of the color data every line to compensate for the change in

COLOR REF.
2. Choose another horizontal frequency such that one horizontal line would con-

tain an integer number of cycles of COLOR REF.
The Apple II design uses Number 2. The 227.5 ratio is increased to 228 by ex-

tending each line by one-half period of COLOR REF. Note that one-half period of
COLOR REF equals two full periods of. 14M. The horizontal frequency now becomes
3.579545 MHz -r 228 = 15.700 kHz, a number derived previously. This horizontal
frequency is close enough to 15.734 kHz for most tv sets. The extended cycle design
of the Apple II is a major claim of U.S. Patent No. 4,136,359.

Synchronization of Clocks

What about the cases where COLOR REF and the other clocks do not start in correct
phase at power up (Fig. 3-5)? We will take each of the alternative phases (CR2, CR3,
and CR4) and examine what they do while HPE is low.

CR2 - We start with CR2 in Fig. 3-6. At point A, D2-6 goes low. Register C2
shifts on the next clock pulse, so this low has no effect. D2-6 goes high again at point
B. Since the cycle was not extended, CR2 will have. an extra one-half period left over
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at the end of the line. The next time HPE is low (point C), COLOR REF will have
shifted 180 degrees relative to HPE. (Examine point C relative to point D, and point
E relative to point F to see the 180 degree shift.) COLOR REF now has phase CR1.
When D2-6 goes low at point G, the cycle is extended as previously described. The
correct COLOR REF phase has now been established.

CR3—Next we examine CR3 in Fig. 3-7*. Phase CR3 is high (point A) when
LDPS is low (point B). Thus, D2-6 does not go low, and there is no extended cycle.

However, as in the case of CR2 previously, on the next HPE low, CR3 will have
shifted 180 degrees. Phase CR3 has now become CR4. (To see the 180 degree shift,

examine point C relative to point D, and point E relative to point F.)

CR4—We continue now with CR4; Signal D2-6 is low at point G and C2 shifts

on the next clock pulse. Signal D2-6 is low again at point H and on the next clock

Table 3-1 Summary of Signals in Chapter 3

Signal Description Remarks Frequency Period

14M 14 MHz Master Oscillator 14.31818 MHz 69.8 nS

7M 7 MHz 7.15909 MHz 140 nS

7M 7 MHz Complement of 7M 7.15909 MHz 140 nS

COLOR
REF

Color

Reference

Used for Color Burst 3.579545 MHz 279 nS

RAS Row
Address

Strobe

Used by RAM and

Address Multiplexer

2.040968 MHz
(Average)

-

489 nS
or

628 nS

AX Address

Multiplex

CAS Column
Address

Strobe

Q3 General Purpose Clock

<f>0 Phase (j) 6502 Clock 1.020484 MHz
(Average)

978 nS
or

1117 nS

i

4>1 Phase 1 Complement of </>

0

Load Parallel

to Serial

Clock for Video Address

Generator and Load for

Text

! LDPS
1

1

LD194 Load
(74LS)194

Load for Graphics Data

HO
! Horizontal 0 Horizontal Video Address

HI
|

Horizontal 1

H2 Horizontal 2

H3 Horizontal 3

H4 Horizontal 4

H5 Horizontal 5 15.700 kHz 63.7 fjuS

HPE Horizontal

Parallel

Enable

Load for Horizontal

Video Address Counters
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pulse a low loads into AX. At point I, COLOR REF is high, so on the next clock

pulse, AX loads a high (point J) and the timing continues as usual. The cycle has

been extended by only one 14M period. The result of this extension is to convert

COLOR REF from phase CR4 to phase CR1. (By examining point K relative to point

M, and point N relative to point 0, you can see- that the phase established im-

mediately following the extension is indeed phase CR1.) Once phase CR1 has been

established, there will be an extended cycle (point P) everytime HPE is low.

No matter which of the four phases COLOR REF takes at power up, it will

quickly assume CR1. Phases CR2, CR3, and CR4 exist only momentarily at power

up. It may avoid confusion to note that the absolute phase of COLOR REF does not

really change after power up. The absolute phases of the other clocks do change as a

result of extended cycles. References previously to a change in COLOR REF’s phase

mean a change relative to the other clocks.

SUMMARY
Now that the correct phase for COLOR REF has been established, 7M and 7M can be

transferred from Fig. 3-2 to Fig. 3-5. We can also add LD194 which is 7M high and

4>0 high and AX low and CAS low—LD194 is used later in the video generator.

Table 3-1 is a summary of the signals presented so far.

In the next chapter we will complete the description of the video address

generator. We will then examine the portion of the video generator that creates the

video sync, video blanking, and color burst signals.



CHAPTER
4

Video Timing

This chapter continues the analysis of the video address generator that was started

in Chapter 3. First we will finish the investigation of the Dll, D12., D13, and D14
counter chain in order to develop the vertical timing. Then we will combine the
horizontal and vertical timing to create the video sync, the video blanking, and the

color burst signals.

Schematic reference: Figs. C-3*, C-16*, and C-20*.

OVERVIEW

Vertical Timing

Just as we needed a horizontal video address counter to define the horizontal posi-

tion of the video data at any instant in time, we need a vertical address counter to

define the vertical position of the video data. The horizontal and vertical address
counters are not independent. The crt beam must trace a complete horizontal line

before the vertical counter can advance to the next line (see Appendix A for an
explanation of video techniques). The vertical counter advances once each time the

horizontal counter runs through a complete count of 65. Each count of the vertical

counter corresponds to a different horizontal line on the screen.

The Apple II video output consists of 262 lines. Of these lines, 70 are not visible

on the screen since they occur during vertical blanking. The remaining 192 are used
as follows:

1. TEXT Mode: TEXT mode characters are made of a 5 by 7 dot matrix in a 7

by 8 dot cell. The eight vertical dots per cell times 24 lines of

text per screen = 192.

2. LORES: LORES pixels are 4 dots high by 7 dots wide. The 4 vertical

dots per pixel times 48 pixels per screen vertically = 192.

3. HIRES: In HIRES, there are simply 192 dots vertically.

A counter with 262 possible states needs nine bits (eight bits wquld be too few since

28 = 256). This 9-bit counter consists oftwo 4-bit counters (Dll and D12(Fig. C-3*)) and
the last stage of D13. The 9 bits are naimed VA, VB, VC, VO, VI, V2, V3, V4, and V5 in

sequence from least to most significant. Their timing is shown in Fig. 4-1*.

34
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In TEXT mode, the bits VO, VI, V2, V3, and V4 define one of 24 lines of text and

the bits VA, VB, and VC define 1 of 8 vertical dots within the character cell. In

HIRES mode, all 8 bits VA through V4 define 1 of 192 vertical dots. The ninth bit

(V5) was needed to count beyond 256 to 262, but is not used elsewhere since 8 bits

are sufficient to define 192 lines. Since only 8 of 9 bits are decoded, there are 6

addresses that repeat during each vertical scan. These addresses occur during verti-

cal blanking and are not seen.

Video Sync

The Apple must provide sync signals in the video output for the external display. A
horizontal sync pulse is provided between each horizontal line, and a vertical sync

pulse is provided between each vertical scan. See Appendix A if you are not familiar

with these concepts. The sync pulses are derived from the video address by com-

binatorial logic. The ICs involved are parts of A12, A14, Bll, B14, Cll, and C13
(Fig. C-20*). The sync output appears at C13-8. It is mixed with the video data and

the color burst at transistor Q3. Transistor Q3 then provides the composite video

output. The sync timing is shown in Figs. 4-1* and 4-2*.

Blanking

Blanking turns off the beam in the video display so it will be invisible during re-

trace. A blanking pulse is wider than the associated sync pulse which it straddles.

The blanking signal is derived in gate C14-6 from signals already generated for

SYNC. Its timing is shown in Figs. 4-1* and 4-2*. In standard tv, blanking has_a

unique voltage level in the composite signal. This level is slightly darker than black,

but well above sync level. In the Apple II, blanking has the same level as black. In

fact, the blanking signal is used in A9 (Fig. C-16* ) to simply turn the video on and

off. Off or low at A9-5 corresponds to black. More on this in the detailed analysis.

Color Burst

The color burst is a burst of 3.579545 MHz that appears in the composite video just

following the horizontal sync pulse. A color display device uses the burst as a refer-

ence. COLOR BURST is obtained by gating COLOR REF with A14-1, B13-1, and

B12-12 (Fig. C-20*). Its timing is shown in Figs. 4-2* and 4-3. Adjusting capacitor

C3 (Fig. C-20*) trims the hue of the color display by delaying COLOR BURST a

variable amount.

European TV

Signal V5, bow ties 12 and 16, and solder pads 13, 14 (Fig. C-20*), antj 15 (Fig. C-3*)

are used to configure the Apple II for use with European tv sets. The resulting oper-

ation is not covered in this book. See page 10 of the Apple II Reference Manual for

more information.

DETAILED CIRCUIT ANALYSIS

VA

Signal VA is the vertical least significant bit (LSB) and toggles every horizontal line

(Fig. 3-4*). Assume VA starts out low at point I. Counter D13 is in count mode and

at a count of 7, so on LDPS rising, VA goes high (count 8). At J, HPE is low, loading

VA into itself ( D 13- 1 1 connected to D13-6 in Fig. C-3*). Signal VA stays high until
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the next time D13 is enabled (D14-15 high) and at a count of 15 (point K). On LDPS
rising, D13 counts to 0 and VA goes low. Now HPE is low (point H), so VA loads into

itself to stay low. This cycle repeats giving VA a period equal to two horizontal lines.

Before we leave Fig. 3-4*, let us examine the enable and load inputs of Dl2 and
Dll. Signal D13-15 goes high (point L) when D13 is enabled and at a count of 15.

This enables D 12 . When D 12 is enabled and at a count of 15 (D12-15 high), Dll is

enabled (point M). When Dll is enabled and at a count of 15 (point N), Cll -8 will go

low (point P) to load D12 and Dll. Note that D 12 and Dll count (or load) on the

clock after they are enabled, point Q.

The signals at points M, N, and P are drawn dotted to indicate that they are not

active on every horizontal line. That is. on most’ lines these signals follow the solid

trace. When the counters enable these signals, they follow the dotted trace. These
signals are shown in Fig. 3-4* so that you may see their full width and timing

relative to other signals. The signals will be shown again in later figures withofit

ambiguity. Theise later figures have reduced time scales, however, and the signals

will appear as mere "blips” with no width.

VB Through ¥5

Counters D12 and Dll are wired as an 8-bit counter. The counters load 125 decimal

following a full count of 255 decimal. They count once per VA period (Fig. 3-4* point

Q). This makes VB the next significant bit and V5 the most significant bit (MSB).

Signals VA through V5 are the vertical video address bits and are shown in Fig.

4-1*. Let D12 and Dll start off with all bits high, point A. This makes Cll -8 low

when the counters are enabled, loading 125 decimal into the counters (point B). The
two counters now count up to 255 decimal at point C where the cycle repeats. The
vertical cycle consists of 255 - 125 + 1 = 131 counts of D12 and Dll. Each of these

counts consists of 2 states of the LSB (VA). Therefore, the video output of the Apple

consists of 2 x 131 = 262 counts or lines per vertical cycle. We will find that 70 lines

occur during vertical blanking, resulting in 192 lines visible on the screen.

The vertical frequency of the Apple is

jjLZQQ Lines/Sec _ 59 92 fields/sec, or 59.92 Hz
262 Lines/Field

Combinatorial Logic

The next step in our investigation requires picking a few intermediate points in the

circuit for plotting in the figures. Analyzing gates B14-10, A12-4, and B14-13 we see

that B14-13 = VC + VO + VI. B14-13 will be low when any of VC, VO, or VI. are

high. Examine B14-13 in Fig. 4-1* and you will see that this is so.

At this point we introduce Fig. 4-2* which combines portions of the horizontal

and vertical timing in one figure. The left portion of the figure shows the last two
visible lines at the bottom of the screen. This portion also shows the start of vertical

blanking. The center portion shows the area near the vertical sync pulse. Finally,

the right portion shows the end of vertical blanking and the first visible line at the

top of the screen. These three separate portions are marked in Fig. 4-1* for refer-

ence.

The signals at the top of Fig. 4-2* (H2 through B14-13) have been derived previ-

ously. Continuing now with signal B14-1 by examining gates Cl 1-10, B14-4, A14-4,

A14-10, and B14-1 (Fig. C-20*) and using DeMorgan’s theorem, we get B14-1 •= V2 ®
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(H3 + H4 + H5). B14-1 is plotted in both Figs: 4-1* and 4-2*. Next, gates C13-C and
Bll-8 give us C13-C = B14-1 • B14-13 • V3 • V4. C13-C is plotted in both Figs. 4-1*
and 4-2*. Note that signal C13-C appears internally to IC C13 only (see Fig. C-20*).

Blanking

Signal HBL (Horizontal Blanking) is derived in gate C13-6 (Fig. C-20*). HBL = (H3
+ H4) • H5, and is shown in Fig. 4-2*. BLANKING = HBL + (V3 • V4) and is

shown in Figs. 4-1* and 4-2*. When BLANKING is high, the screen is blanked. In
Fig. 4-1*, you can count the 192 visible lines between the top and bottom of the
screen (points D to E). There are 70 lines in the vertical blanking interval (point E
to point F). Note that vertical blanking extends quite far to either side of vertical
sync. This is so no text or graphics will be lost at the top or bottom of the screen.

Selected portions of BLANKING are shown extended in Fig. 4-2*. The segment
between points A and B is a horizontal blanking interval. (This segment is reduced
to a thin line in Fig. 4-1*.) The interval between points B and C (Fig. 4-2*) is the
unblanked or visible portion of the line; in this case the next to last line at the
bottom of the screen. Note that this interval aligns with the video information in the
COMPOSITE VIDEO OUTPUT for line 190. The screen is blanked again from
points C to D and the segment from points D to E is the visible portion of line 191.
Vertical blanking starts at point E. Horizontal blanking extends to either side of the
horizontal sync pulses at points F and G. This is so no text or graphics are lost at the
left or right sides of the screen. Vertical blanking ends at point H, and line 0 is at
the top of the screen.

Let us deviate here to examine how BLANKING gets through A10, A9, and
B10-5 to meet with SYNC and COLOR BURST at Q3 (Figs. C-16* and C-20*). Regis-
ter A 10 is a 4 bit shift register wired never to shift. It is used as a register with an
enable (pins 9 and 10). It counts on 14M rising when LD194 is high (every 978 nS or
one character width). Thus, BLANKING is delayed by one character going through
A10 (in on pin 5, out on pin 13). Pin 13 of A10 is the strobe input for A9, a data
selector. The data inputs of A9 contain the video from three sources: TEXT, LORES,
and HIRES. The select inputs of A9 simply select the source. More on this in later
chapters. For now, it is the blanking signal at the strobe input that turns output
A9-5 on and off. When BLANKING is high, the strobe is off, and A9-5 is low corre-
sponding to black. When BLANKING is low. the strobe is on, and the selected video
passes to A9-5.

The video is delayed one 14M clock (70 nS) by B10-5 before reaching Q3. The
point of all this is that BLANKING is delayed by the time it reaches Q3. The
amount of the delay is 978 nS + 70 nS = 1.048 /jlS. This delay cannot be seen in Fig.
4-2* due to the compressed time scale of the figure.

Sync

Signal C 1 3-D = H2 • H3 • UBL. It is shown in Fig. 4-2*. SYNC = C13-C + C13-D
and is plotted in Figs. 4-1* and 4-2*. In Fig. 4-1*, each thin line is a horizontal sync
pulse. The vertical sync pulse is four horizontal lines long and has three serrations.
S\ NC is shown expanded in Fig. 4-2* where you can see how the horizontal sync
pulses at points F and G appear in the COMPOSITE VIDEO OUTPUT at points I

and J. The vertical sync pulse starts at point K and extends to point L. One of the
serrations is at point M.
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AMPLITUDE
(VOLTS)

BLACK

SYNC

APPLE II COMPOSITE VIDEO OUTPUT MEASURED OPEN
CIRCUIT WITH R11 AT MAXIMUM.

SYNC LEVEL 0 V
BLACK LEVEL .5 V
WHITE LEVEL 2.0 V
BURST .7 V PEAK-PEAK CENTERED ABOUT .45 V

Fig. 4-4. Video levels.

Table 4-1. Summary of Signals in Cha|pter1 4

Signal Description Frequency Period Remarks

VA Vertical 7.85 kHz 127 fj.S LSB
VB Video *

VC Address *

VO *

VI *

V2 *

V3 *

V4 59.92 Hz 16.7 mS
V5 59.92 Hz 16.7 mS MSB

BLANKING Cl 4-6 * Combined Horizontal &
Vertical Blanking

HBL Horizontal 15.700 kHz 63.7 ixS Horizontal

Blanking Blanking Only

SYNC Synchronization * Combined Horizontal &
Vertical Sync

COLOR B12-12 3.579545 MHz 279 nS 14 Cycles Every

BURST Horizontal Line

COMPOSITE H = 15.700 kHz 63.7 /xS

VIDEO V = 59.92 Hz 16.7 mS
OUTPUT

VIDEO Video Without

DATA Sync or Burst

*Complex waveforms, see Figs. 4-1* and 4-2*.
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Color Burst

'COLOR BURST = (TEXT MODE + COLOR REF) ® H2 © H3 ® HBL (Fig. C-20*).
We will assume for now that TEXT MODE = 0. COLOR BURST is plotted in Fig.
4-2* without attempting to show the individual cycles of COLOR REF. Color burst
occurs immediately following each horizontal sync pulse and can be seen in the
COMPOSITE VIDEO OUTPUT. There is no burst during the vertical sync pulse
(point N for example) because COLOR BURST is essentially shorted out at Q3 when
SYNC is low. In Fig. 4-3, COLOR BURST, COMPOSITE VIDEO OUTPUT, and one
horizontal sync pulse are shown expanded. There are 14 cycles in COLOR BURST.

Coil Ll, capacitor C2, and capacitor C3 form a tunable network parallel reson-
ant at about the color burst frequency (Fig. C-20*). For example, if C3 is in the
center of its range (about 25 pF), then

f =— 1
/
—= 3.6 MHz

2ttVLC

As C3 is tuned, COLOR BURST will experience a variable delay passing through R5
and the LC network. This is so the color hue of the Apple may be adjusted. The LC
network also filtersCOLORBURST to make it look more like a sine wave (see Fig. 4-3).

In TEXT mode, A14-2 is high, holding A14-1 low. This prevents COLOR REF
from reaching COLOR BURST. Without a color burst present, the receiving tv ac-
tivates its color killer and displays only black and white. With a color burst present,
most tv sets would display text characters with an annoying color tint or fringe. To
see this effect, observe the four lines of text in “a LORES or HIRES mixed mode
display.

Transistor Q6 and resistor R27 in Fig. C-20* are remnants from previous revi-
sions. They perform no function since gate A14-1 is present.

Composite Video

The three signals VIDEO DATA, SYNC, and COLOR BURST are combined in Q3
(Fig. C-20*) to 'produce the COMPOSITE VIDEO OUTPUT. IVansistor Q3 is an
emitter follower with summing inputs. The values of the three inpilt resistors R6,
R7, and R8 are selected to give the required relative levels of sync, black, tvhite, and
burst in the output. Resistor Rll is a level adjust and RIO protects Q3 from shorts at
the output.

To see the effect of the input resistor values, let’s take white level as an exam-
ple. For white, VIDEO DATA is high so we have about 3.5 V going into R7. During
the visible portion of a line, SYNC is high and COLOR BURST is low, so we have
about 3.5 V going into R8 and R6 grounded (through Ll). Some easy math gives 2.6
V at the base cf Q3. Subtracting VlK, we get 2.0 V at the emitter of Q3. This will be
the white level output voltage into an open circuit with Rll adjusted all the way up.
Into a 75-ohm load, the output drops about 30% due mostly to the drop across RIO.
Fig. 4-4 is a Sketch, (to vertical scale) of the measured output of an Apple II.

,

SUMMARY
Table 4-1 is a summary of the signals introduced in this chapter.

In the next chapter we will discuss the memory system and explain how it is

accessed by both the 6502 and the video circuitry. Also covered will be memory
refresh and the mapping from screen locations to memory locations.



CHAPTER

The Memory System

One of the more clever design features of the Apple II is the efficient memory sys-

tem. Memory access is shared by the 6502 microprocessor and the video display. This
allows the video access to automatically refresh the memory; separate refresh cir-

cuitry is not needed.

First we review the 4116 dynamic RAM. You may wish to skip that discussion it

you are already familiar with this IC. Then we introduce the memory circuitry and
explain the reasons behind the design; Finally we analyze the circuit and signal

waveforms in detail.

Schematic Reference: Figs. C-5*, C-6*, C-7*, and C-13*

THE 4116

Memory Cell-

The 4116 is a dynamic random access memory (RAM). It is organized 1 bit wide by
16K bits deep. Each of the 16K memory cells consists of a small capacitor and a
transistor. The state (0 or 1) of the cell is stored as the presence or absence of charge
on the capacitor. When the cell is accessed, the transistor turns on to connect the
capacitor to the internal circuit. On a write cycle, the circuit charges or discharges
the capacitor as appropriate for the state to be stored. On a read cycle, the circuit

senses the presence or absence of charge as a 1 or a 0.

Refresh

The cell capacitor is so small that its charge is greatly reduced by the circuit that
reads it. To compensate, the circuit restores the capacitor to its original charge at? the
end of the read cycle. Thus, cells that are read frequently are kept "refreshed.” The
charge on nonaccessed cells, however, will quickly leak away. To prevent this, cells

that are not read with sufficient frequency must receive refresh cycles. A refresh
cycle is nothing more than a dummy read cycle. There must be continuous read or
refresh activity if the 4116 is to retain the correct data. This is why it is labeled
"dynamic.”

41
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WuStipIexed Address

The 16K cell locations inside the 4116 are selected by a 14 bit address (2 14 = 16,K). In

order to conserve package size, these 14 bits are multiplexed onto 7 pins. Multiplex-
ing means that the 14 bits are divided into two groups of seven each. Each time the
memory is accessed, the first group of seven bits is placed on the address pins and
strobed, then the second group of seven bits is placed on the address pins and
strobed. After the second strobe, all 14 bits will be in the RAM, and a unique loca-

tion will be selected.

The cells are arranged logically into 128 rows by 128 columns (128 x 128 =
16,384). The first seven address bits are named the row address since they select the
row. The second set of seven bits is the column address and selects the column. The
two strobes or clocks are named the RAS (row address strobe) and the CAS (column
address strobe). The strobes are active low, and the address is clocked into the 4116
on the falling edge of the strobe.

When a cell is read, all cells in the selected row are refreshed. This means the
complete IC can be refreshed by reading a cell in each row. Stated another way, to

refresh all cells, perform 128 read cycles using all 128 different row addresses—-the
column address is a "don’t-care.” You can also omit the CAS. This turns what was a
read cycle into a refresh-only cycle.

Again, if the RAM is read often enough, the normal read cycles will keep it

refreshed, and refresh-only cycles will not be needed. By often, we mean- all 128 rows
every 2 milliseconds.

If any 7 of the 14 address bits constantly sequence through all 128 states in less
than 2 milliseconds, you should assign these 7 bits to the row address. This will give
you free refreshes. Apart from this consideration, the 14 bits may be arbitrarily
assigned to the rows and columns.

Read Cycle

Fig. 5-1A shows a typical 411.6 read cycle.' We start at point A, the time you place the
row address on the address pins. After waiting the needed setup time, take RAS low
to strobe the row address, point B. After a hold time, you may multiplex (change) the
address to the column address, point C. After a setup time, take CAS low to strobe
the column address, point D. After a hold time, you may change the address (it has
become a don’t-care), point E. Write (WR) is active low and stays high during a read
cycle. Data in (DI) is a don’t-care on a read cycle. After the access time from RAS or
CAS (whichever comes later), DO (data out) will change from high impedance to the
value stored in the addressed cell, point F. Data out will remain valid until CAS
goes high, point G. At that time, DO returns to high impedance. The RAS may
return high either before or after CAS, points H or I.

The setup, hold, and access times mentioned previously vary depending, on the
specified speed of the RAM. There are also minimum RAS and CAS low times and
minimum times allowed between cycles. A common specification for data access time
from RAS is 200 nanoseconds. All of the parameters may be found in a 4116 data
sheet.

Write Cycle

Two different write cycles are possible with the 41,16, early-write and read-modify-
write. The Apple II uses an early-write cycle, shown in Fig. 5- IB. The sequence for
address, RAS, and CAS is the same in the write cycle as it was in ,the read cycle. In
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ROW COLUMN
ADDRESS ADDRESS

(B) Early-write cycle.

Fig. 5-1. 4116 RAM cycles.

the early-write cycle, however, you take WR low (point A ) prior to taking CAS low.

You also set up valid data on DI (point B) prior to taking CAS low. On CAS falling,

the data is clocked into the RAM. The DI must remain valid until point C to allow a

hold time after CAS falls. Data out remains high impedance' during an early-write

cycle. At the end of the cycle, WR may return high either before or after CAS, points

D or E. Other cycle types are available with the 4116, but only the two shown in Fig.

5-1 are used in the Apple II.

Data stored in the RAM is not inverted. If you write a 1 (high), you i’ead a 1

(high).

So far we have be:en discussing a single IC— a RAM one bit wide. In a typical

application, the 4116 is used in groups of 8 ICs to give an 8-bit-wide byte. In this

example, the eight ICs would give you,16K bytes of memory. Deeper memories
(more addresses) are obtained by using additional groups of eight ICs.
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OVERVIEW

Memory Array

The memory array of the Apple is eight ICs wide by three ICs deep (Fig. C-7*). This

organization provides a memory space 8 bits wide by 48K deep. You may plug the

RAMs into the mother board in groups of eight, giving you a 16K, 32K, or 48K byte

capacity. Each group of eight ICs has a separate CAS line. Only one CAS line is

activated at a time
,
selecting a unique 16K range.

The RAS, WR, and address lines of all RAMs are tied in common. The DI pins

for each bit from all three groups are tied in common and connected directly to the

data bus. The DO pins for each bit from all three groups are tied in common and
connected to registers B5 and B8. From there the data finds its way back to the data

bus via multiplexers B6 and B7 (Fig. C-13*).

Address Multiplexing

Fig. 5-2A is a simplified diagram of the RAM address multiplexing scheme. We
mentioned that the RAM is shared by the 6502 and the video display. Multiplexer A
provides this sharing function. It selects bits coming from either:

1. The 6502 via the address bus, or

2. The video address.

The selection is under control of <J>0, one of the 6502 clocks. The 14 low order address

bits (AD0-AD13) are divided into two groups of 7 bits each. Multiplexer B selects

one or the other of these groups under control of signal AX (address multiplex):

Similarly, 14 bits of the video address are divided into two groups for selection by
multiplexer C. This selection is also under control of AX. Multiplexers B and C
reduce 14 bit addresses to 7-bit row and column addresses for the 4116s.

Do not confuse "rows and columns” as used in this section with rows and col-

umns on the video screen or rows and columns of ICs on the mother board.

Fig. 5-2B shows the timing associated with the address multiplexing. The
signals shown were derived in Chapter 3 and presented in Fig. 3-3. One period of </>

0

(points A to C) corresponds to one 6502 cycle. We will learn more about the 6502 in

Chapter 6, but for now we can say that the 6502 reads and writes rhemory while 0

0

is high (points B to C). The video circuitry reads the memory while 00 is low (points

A to B).

Let’s follow the sequence. At point A, $0 is low causing multiplexer A to select

the video address. Signal AX is high causing multiplexer C to select the video row
address. The RAS strobes the video row address at point D. At point E, AX goes low
and multiplexer C selects the video column address. The CAS strobes the video ad-

dress at point ff. The video data is available from the RAM at about point G. Signals
RAS, AX, and CAS return high before point B. At point B, 00 goes high causing
multiplexer A to select the 6502 address bus . Signal AX is high causing multiplexer
B to select the 6502 row address. Signal RAS strobes the 6502 row address into RAM
at point H. Signal AX goes low at point I causing multiplexer B to select the 6502
column address. Signal CAS strobes the 6502 column address into RAM at point J.

Data is available from the RAM at about point K. This sequence repeats every 00
period, interleaving the video and 6502 accesses.

The multiplexers of Fig. 5-2A are implemented by ICs Cl, Ell, E12, and E13
(Figs. C-5* and C-6*).

In the previous discussion, we said that the 6502 puts the address on the bus.
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(B) Timing diagram.

Fig. 5-2. RAM address multiplex

This is not always true. If a peripheral device has DMA capability, then it may put

the address on the bus. The address multiplexing scheme, however, will be the same.

We will cover DMA in Chapter 6.

Video Memory Mapping

The video address consists of the 14 bits HO, HI, H2, H3, H4, H5, VA, VB, VC, VO,

VI, V2, V3, and V4. Fourteen bits can address 16384 locations. The HIRES screen
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needs only 7680 locations (192 x 40). The video addresses that occur during blank-

ing account for the difference. If the 14 video address bits mapped directly to mem-
ory, we would need 16K of RAM for one HIRES screen. Over half of this RAM would

be addressed during blanking and thus wasted.

We could map the 14 video address bits to 13 bits and use those 13 bits to ad-

dress 8192 memory locations (2 13
). Then only 512 bytes are wasted (8192 - 7680).

Integrated circuit E14 (a 4-bit adder) does this by mapping 5 bits (H3, H4, H5, V3,

and V4) to 4 bits. Thus, one HIRES screen uses 8192 or 8K bytes of RAM.
In HIRES mode, one byte stores only seven dots— horizontally. Additional dots

are.specified in vertical groups of eight by signals VA, VB, and VC. Compare this

with TEXT mode where each byte stores a complete character, or with LORES mode
where each byte stores a pair of pixels. In TEXT and LORES modes, VA, VB, and VC
are not needed to address RAM. When these 3 bits are omitted, the remaining 10

bits address 1024 bytes. Thus, one TEXT or LORES screen uses 1024 or IK bytes of

RAM.
Part of the circuitry switches the 3 bits (VA, VB, and VC) in or out so we can

address either 8K of memory for HIRES or IK for TEXT (or LORES). To see how this

works, we must introduce the signal HIRES which is generated in the video section.

HIRES is low for TEXT and LORES modes, and it is high for HIRES mode. In mixed
TEXT and HIRES, mode, HIRES is high while the top of the screen is scanned, but

goes low while the four lines of text at the bottom are scanned. When HIRES
graphics are displayed, HIRES causes multiplexer C12 to connect VA, VB, and VC to

the memory. When TEXT or LORES graphics are displayed, HIRES is low, turning

off VA, VB, and VC at Cl2 and replacing them with the appropriate address to select

one of the two text pages.

HIRES should not be confused with HIRES MODE, a different signal.

Signal PAGE 2 (F14-6 in Fig. C-12*) is the page 2 soft switch. PAGE 2 at C12
(Fig. C-6*) selects page 1 or page 2 TEXT (or LORES). PAGE 2 at J1 (via Hl-8 in

Fig. C-5*) selects page 1 or page 2 HIRES.

Refresh

It turns out that seven of the video address bits switch through all 128 combinations

in about 2 milliseconds. These seven bits are assigned to the row addresses at mul-

tiplexer C of Fig. 5-2A. Thus, the memory refreshes are obtained without additional

circuitry.

CAS

Separate 16 K blocks of RAM are selected by individual CAS lines. Multiplexer J1

(Fig. C-5*) selects two of its inputs to be ADI5 and AD14 (6502 access) or ground
and HIRES • PAGE 2 ( video access). Decoder F2 demrles these two signals into one
of three CAS lines.

Data Path

Input—The RAM data inputs simply connect to the data bus.

Output—The RAM data outputs are latched in registers B5 and B8 where they

remain stable for a complete memory cycle. The video circuitry uses the latched data

directly. However, for the 6502 to read the data, it must be put on the data bus.

Multiplexers B6 and B7 do this, selecting either the latched RAM data or the

keyboard output.
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DETAILED CIRCUIT ANALYSIS

Memory Array and Data Path

We start our detailed analysis with the 24 IC memory array (Table 5-1).

Table 5-1. Physical and Logical IC Assignments

Front Top View

The RAS, WR, and address lines of all 24 ICs are tied in common. These inputs are

largely capacitive and this can lead to reflections and ringing in a large array. Resis-

tors RA02, RA03 (Fig. C-6*), R31, and R32 (Fig. C-5*).form terminations to alleviate

this problem. The six low order memory address lines are driven by multiplexers

Ell, E12, and E13. The high order memory address line is driven by multiplexer

Cl-7. __
RAS—The RAS line for the array is the same line that was discussed in Chap-

ter 3 and shown in Fig. 3-5. The WR line for the array is derived from the R/W
(read/write) line on the system bus. This line is in turn driven by either the 6502 or

by a peripheral with DMA capability.

CAS—The CAS pins for each IC in a row of RAMs are tied in common. The

CAS for each row is kept separate, however, since this is how the Apple selects

unique 16K ranges. The driving device is one-of-four decoder F2 (Fig. C-5*). The

decoder will take only one CAS low at a time, selecting one of three rows of RAMs.
When the range 48K-64K is addressed, F2 will hot activate any CAS.

Data—The DI pin for each bit in the array is tied in common (Fig. C-7*). These

eight lines then connect directly to the system data bus, DO - D7. They are driven

by either the 6502 or by a peripheral with DMA capability. The DO for each bit in

the array is also tied in common. These eight lines are latched in registers B5 and

B8 on RAS rising at the end of each read cycle. On video cycles, the latched data

(signals DLO - DL7) is used directly by the video generator. On 6502 of DMA cycles,

the latched data is put on the data bus so that the 6502 or DMA device can read it.

Multiplexers B6 and B7 (Fig. C-13*) perform this function under control of leads

RAM SEL and KBD. On a memory read in the range 0 to 48K, F2 (Fig. C-5*) will

take low one of its output pins 10, 11, or 12. These lines pass to gate D2-8. Any input

low at D2-8 will cause A2-5 to be high. Read/write is high (this is a read cycle) so

RAM SEL goes low. The RAM SEL turns on B6 and B7 via thei r enable inputs. Then

B6 and B7 drive the data bus. This is not a keyboard cycle, so KBD will be high at

the B6 and B7 select inputs. This causes them to select the latched data to put on the

data bus. The other function of B6 and B7 is to select the keyboard output when
KBD is low. When neither the RAM nor the keyboard is selected, the B6 and B7

outputs remain high impedance.

Read Cycle— Fig. 5-3 shows the timing of memory read cycles. Note how video

and 6502 cycles are interleaved. Signal LI)PS rising at point. A advances the video

address at point B. With <l>0 low and AX high, the row bits of the video address are
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Fig. 5-3. RAM read cycle.
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sent to the RAM at. point C. They are strobed when RAS goes low at point D. AX
goes low at point E to send the video column address bits to the RAM at point F!
Meanwhile, the two high order address bits at decoder F2 prepare it to select one of
the three 4116 CAS lines when CAS (F2-1) goes low at point G. When this happens,
the selected 4116 CAS goes low (point H) to strobe the column address bits. When 01

is high, 4116 WR is high via gate C14-11 ( Fig. C-7*). Thus, 4116 WR is high at point
I (Fi g. 5-3 ) to start a 4116 read cycle when CAS goes low. After the 4116 access time
from CAS, the 4116 outputs go low impedance and contain the addressed data, point
J. On RAS rising (point K), the 4116 data is latched into registers B5 and B8, point
L. The latched data is now available for the video generator.

Now comes the 6502 read cycle. Thus, 00 goes high at point M and AX is al-

ready high to send the 6502 row address bits to the 4116s at point N. They are
strobed when RAS goes low at point O. Now AX goes low at point P to send the 6502
column address bits to the 4116s at point Q. Meanwhile, address bits AD14 and
AD15 (Fig. C-5*) prepare decoder F2 to select one of the three 4116 CAS. lines when
CAS (F2-1) goes low at point R (Fig. 5-3). When this happens, the selected 4116 CAS
goes low (point S) to strobe the 6502 column address. Note that the 4116 CAS shown
in Fig. 5-3 represents all three 4116 CAS lines. Thus,- the strobes at points H and S
will not occur on the same 4116 CAS line unless the two cycles shown address the
same 16K range.

We are discussing a 6502 read cycle, so R/W and 4116 WR are both high at point
T. Thus, a 4116 read cycle starts when CAS falls. After the access time, the 4116
data outputs go low impedance and contain, the addressed data, point U. On RAS
rising (point V), the 4116 data is latched (point W). The RAM SEL is low at this
point, so multiplexers B6 and B7 drive the latched data onto the data bus (point X).

.

The 6502 reads the data from the bus on 00 falling, point Y. This concludes the
cycle.

Recall from the clock discussion in Chapter 3 that every 65th 00- period is ex-
tended by 140 nS. We have drawn Fig. 5-3 to represent a RAM read cycle without
this extension. At the bottom of the figure we have indicated the location for the
extension. All the waveforms from Fig. 5-3 are redrawn in Fig. 5-4 with the 140 nS
extension added. Even though the timing is altered, the extended cycle of Fig. 5-4
functions just like the normal cycle of Fig. 5-3.

Write Cycle— Fig. 5-5 shows a RAM' write cycle. It is interleaved between two
video cycles just like the 6502 read cycle of Fig. 5-3/The video cycles are the same as
described previously. (Note that video cycles always read from RAM.) On a write
cycle, the address is strobed into RAM the same as on a read cycle. The address is

divided into row and column bits at points A and B (Fig. 5-5) and these are strobed
at points C and D. Since this is a write cycle, the 6502 takes R/W low at about point
E. When 01/falls at point F, 4116 WR goes low (point G). Since WR goes low before
CAS, the 4116 will enter an early-write cycle when CAS falls at point D. Meanwhile,
the 6502 has output the data to be written at about point H. This data is driven onto
the data bus and becomes stable at point I. The data bus is connected directly to the
RAM inputs, so when CAS falls at point D, the data at point I is written into the
RAM. Note that in a 4116 early-write cycle, the 4116 data out pin remains high
impedance, point J.

Write cycles can be extended 140 nS just like read cycles. At the bottom of Fig.
5-5 we indicate where the extra 140 nS go.

Chapter 6 will discuss RAM read and write cycles again from the viewpoint of
the 6502.
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Address Multiplexing arid Mapping

Fig. 5-6 is a block diagram of the hardware process that occurs when we write to a
video screen location. Say we want to write the pixel that is "2 down and 3 over” (we
are being very general here). We have looked in the Apple II Reference Manual and
found the "address” of that pixel. What we have found is the location in RAM that
corresponds to that pixel. The address from the Apple II Reference Manual is what
the 6502 should put on the address bus to access that location. Now let’s examine
Fig. 5-6 to see what happens in the- hardware. The 6502 puts the address on the
address bus, puts the data (on, off, blue, green, etc.) on the data bus, and performs a
RAM write cycle. On such a cycle, the address multiplexer selects the address bus.

How do we see on the crt what we have written to RAM? The video address
generator outputs the video address of each pixel in sequence. When the pixel "2

down and 3 over” is addressed, this address is mapped to a RAM address by the
mapper. It is then selected by the address multiplexer and sent to the RAM where it

accesses the same location previously written. The data held in that location is read
and sent to the video generator to create the desired pixel characteristics (on, off,

blue, etc.). You can see that the mapper is the key to determining which RAM loca-

tions correspond to which screen locations.

CRT
MONITOR

Fig. 5-6. Block diagram displaying a picture element.
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Fig. 5-7* is an aid to analyzing the mapping circuitry. The video address bits

(HO to V4) appear on the left They map through IGs Cl, C12, and E14 to the RAM.
The RAM address is shown as 14 row and column bits. The 6502 address bits are
shown in the center of the figure. The 14 low order bits map to the RAM as shown.
The two high order bits are decoded by ICs J 1 and F2 to select one of three CAS
lines. On video cycles, Cl, Jl, and F2 decode signals HIRES and PAGE 2 to select

the correct CAS line. The four columns on the right of the figure represent four

possible configurations of the mapper.

We now follow the diagram in detail, referring to Fig. 5-7* when needed.
6502 Access— Ell, E12, E13, and Cl are four-to-one multiplexers (Figs. C-5*

and C-6*). They multiplex 28 lines to 7 lines for the RAM addresses. At the begin-
ning of a 6502 memory access, <l>0 and AX are high (Fig. 5-3 point -N). This causes
the multiplexers to select inputs ADO, ADI, AD2, AD3, AD7, ADS, and^AD12 as the
4116 row address— they are mapped as shown in Fig. 5-7*. For the coluTnn address,
AX goes low causing the multiplexers to select inputs AD4, AD5, ADS', 'ADD, AD10,
AD11, and AD13— they are mapped as shown in Fig. 5-7*. Meanwhile" 00 is also

high at Jl-1 (Fig. C-5*). Thus, Jl selects AD14 to output on pin 9 and AD15 to

output on pin 12. Addresses AD14 and AD15 then appear on the select inputs of F2.
When CAS (F2-1) goes low, F2 is enabled and outputs a CAS on one of its three
output pins (4, 5, or 6). The selected CAS then selects a unique 16K memory range.
Consequently F2 output pins 10, 11, and 12 are gated in D2-8 to create RAM SEL as
previously described. If the address is above 48K, then both AD14 and AD15 are
high, and none of the used outputs of F2 are activated. This is correct since we do not
want RAM SEL or any of the 4116 CAS lines activated when we are riot accessing
RAM.

Page 1 Text—When the Apple is displaying Page 1 Text, HIRES and PAGE 2

are both low. Since this is a video access, 00 will also be low. 00 low at Jl-1 causes it

to select ground (pin 14) to output on pin 12. Recall that on a 6502 access, AD15 is

connected to pin 12. Thus, a ground maps to AD15 as shown in Fig. 5-7*. The IC Jl
also selects HIRES • PAGE 2 (gate Hl-8) to output on pin 9. Recall that on a 6502
access, AD14 is connected to pin 9. Thus, Hl-8 maps to AD14 and is 0 as shown in

Fig. 5-7* for Page 1 Text.

HIRES is low at C12-1 (Fig. C-5*) causing it to select HBL (pin 14) to output on
pin 12. Also, C12 selects ground (pin 11) to output on pin 9. During the first part of
the video cycle, AX is high (Fig, 5-3 point C). Thus, 00 low and AX high at Cl pins 2
and 14 (Fig. C-5*) cause it to select HBL (via C12-12) to be 4116 row address 6. As
shown in Fig. 5-7*, row address 6 maps to AD12. During the visible portion of a line,

HBL is low, so a 0 is shown in Fig. 5-7* for AD12 during Page 1 Text When AX goes
low (Fig. 5-3 point F), Cl (Fig. C-5*) selects ground (via C12-9) to be 4116 column
address 6. As shown in Fig. 5-7*, column address 6 maps to AD13.

HIRES low at C12-1 will cause it to select PAGE 2 (low at this time) to output
on pin 7. Furthermore 00 and AX low at Ell pins 14 and 2 (Fig. C-6*) cause it to

select PAGE 2 (low) to output as 4116 column address 3. Fig. 5-7* shows that column
address 3 maps to AD11. Also, C 12 selects the high at Cll-2 (PAGE 2 in Fig. C-5*)
to output on pin 4. Data selector Ell then selects this high to output as 4116 column
address 0. Fig. 5-7* shows that column address 0 maps to AD10. Note that for Page 1

Text (Fig. 5-7*), AD10 is 1 and all higher bits art 0. This address is 1024 decimal
which we know to be the start of Page 1 Text. The 10 LSBs give a range of IK which
we also know to be correct.

But what about those 10 LSBs; where do they come from? They are derived from
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the video address. Signals HO, Hi, H2, VO, VI, and V2 connect directly to multi-
plexers Ell, E12, and E13 and map as shown in Fig. 5-7*. The five lines H3, H4, H5,
V3, and V4 are reduced to four lines (£0, V2, and S3) at the output of 4-bit
adder E14 (Fig. C-6*). These four lines then connect to the multiplexers and map as
shown in Fig. 5-7*. Their waveforms are shown in Fig. 5-8* along with signals pre-
viously derived. The address bit to which each signal maps is shown in parentheses
next to the signal name. Ignore the numbers in brackets for now; they apply to
HIRES mode only.

Lets examine how the ^ signals are derived. A 74LS283 adder performs a bi-
nary addition of two 4-bit inputs and a single carry-in bit:

C in

A3 A2 Al AO
+ B3 B2 B1 BO

Cou t S3 S2' Si SO

In the Apple this addition becomes:

V3
H5 V3 H4 H3

+ V4 H5 V4 1

S3 £2 £o

The carry-out is not used. Note that the symbol "+” used in this section represents
binary addition and not logical or.

Let’s derive the signals for point A in Fig. 5-8*:

SO = V3 + H3 + 1

= 0 + 1 + 1

= 0, carry 1

We plot a low for £0 at point A then continue:

5 1 = H4 + V4 + carry from S^
= 1 + 0 + 1

= 0, carry 1

52 = V3 + H5 + carry from £1
= 0 + 1 + 1

= 0, carry 1

53 = H5 + V4 + carry from £

2

= 1 + 0+1
= 0, carry 1

We end up plotting a low for all four £ signals at point A. This method can be used
to determine the values of the £ signals at all points in Fig. 5-8*. Note how the
waveforms change as a function of V3 and V4 (points B, C, D, and E).

We know from Chapters 3 and 4 that point A occurs at the upper left of the
screen. We know this based on the value of the video address at point A. Let’s find
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the memory location which maps to this video address. Examining point A of Fig.

5-8*, we see that AD3 through AD9 are low. We have not shown HO, HI, and H2 in

Fig. 5-8*, but let’s assume they are low. They map to ADO, ADI, and AD2 (see Fig.
5-7*). We are still discussing Page 1 Text mode, so AD10 is high. This gives us a
decimal address of 1024. If you check Figure 1. (page 16) of the Apple II Reference
Manual, you will find that the character at the upper left indeed has an address of
1024. This method of adding up the address bits can be used to determine the ad-
dress of every point in Fig. 5-8*. We have done this for several points.

Point F is at the upper right of the screen. There are 40 bytes or characters
between points A and F. (In Fig. 5-8*, the addresses increment by eight since the
three LSBs are not shown.) Note that the addresses between F and G (shown in

parentheses) are outside the range used for Page 1 Text. This does not matter since
they occur during blanking. The second horizontal scan line starts at G and ad-
dresses location 1024 again. In fact, the first eight scan lines all'start by accessing
location 1024.

Recall that a text character is displayed in a 7 by 8 dot cell. The eight vertical

dots account for the eight separate accesses of the same location. (Chapter 8 will

illustrate the video display in more detail.) Point H starts the ninth scan line and
the second text line. Find its address (1152) in Figure 1 of the Apple II Reference
Manual. Points I and J (1064 and 1104) occur one-third and two-thirds of the way
down the screen. Point K is at the lower right of the screen and vertical blanking
extends from points K to L. The next field starts appoint L, which is at the upper left

of the screen.

Page 2 Text—Page 2 Text differs from Page. 1 Text only as described here. PAGE
2 is high at C12-5, so C12-7 is high (Fig. C-6). This maps to AD11. C12-2 and C12-4
are low, and this maps to AD10. We have shown AD11 = 1 and AD10 = 0 in the
Page 2 Text column of Fig. 5-7*. This makes Page 2 Text range from 2K to 3K
decimal.

Page 1 HIRES—Page 1 HIRES is similar to Page 1 Text; it differs as follows.

HIRES is high at C12-1 causing it to select Cl 1-2 to output on C12-9 (Fig. C-5*).

PAGE 2 is low, so C12-9 is high. Signals 00 and AX low at Cl pins 2 and 14 cause it

to select C12-9 to output on Cl-7. This high maps to AD13 as shown in Fig. 5-7*.

HIRES high at C12-1 causes it to select VC to output on C12-12. Signals 00 low and
AX high at Cl cause it to select VC (via C12-1.2) to output on Cl-7.’Thus, VC maps
to AD12. HIRES high at C12-1 causes it to select VB and VA to output on C12 pins 7

and 4. Thus, VB and VA map to AD11 and AD10.
Note from Fig. 5-7* that for Page 1 HIRES, AD13 = 1, AD14 = 0, and AD15 =

0. This address is 8192 decimal which we know to be the start of Page 1 HIRES. The
13 LSBs give a range of 8K which we also know to be correct. These 13 LSBs are all

shown in Fig. 5-8* where we have used brackets to indicate the address bits to which
VA, VB, and VC map.

Recall that point A in Fig. 5-8* is at the upper left of the screen. Let’s find the
memory location that, maps to this point. At point A, AD3 through AD12 are all low.

Signals HO, Hi, and H2 (not shown) are also low and map to ADO, ADI, and AD2.
From Fig. 5-7*, we see that AD13 = 1, AD14 = 0, and AD15 = 0 for Pa^e 1 HIRES.
This gives us a decimal address of 8192. If you check Figure 3 (page 21) of the Apple
II Reference Manual, you will find that the byte at the upper left indeed has an
address of 8192. This method of adding up the address bits has been used to find the
decimal addresses of seveial points in Fig. 5-8*. They are listed along the bottorr of
the figure.
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Point F is at the upper right of the screen and there are 40 bytes between points

A and F. Each byte generates seven dots horizontally. The addresses increment by
eight since the three LSBs are not shown. The addresses between F and G occur

during blanking. The second horizontal scan line begins at G and accesses location

9216. Recall that in TEXT mode, each location was accessed eight times. In HIRES
mode, each location is accessed once. Point H starts the ninth scan line. Find its

address (8320) in Figure 3 of the Apple II Reference Manual. Point K is at the lower
right of the screen and vertical blanking extends from points K to L. The next field

starts at point L which is at the upper left of the screen.

Page 2 HIRES—Page 2 HIRES differs from Page 1 HIRES only as described

here. The signals PAGE 2 and HIRES are both high at Hl-9 and Hl-10 (Fig. C-5*).

Thus, Jl-11 and Jl-9 are high, and this high maps to AD14 on Fig. 5-7*. PAGE 2 is

high at Cll-1 causing C12-10 and C12-9 to be low. When </>0 and AX are low at Cl-2
and Cl-14, C12-9 is selected to output on Cl-7. Thus, a low maps to AD13. We have
shown AD14 = 1 and AD13 = 0 in the Page 2 HIRES column of Fig. 5-7*. This
makes Page 2 HIRES range from 16K to 24K.

RefresSi

Remember that memory refreshes can be obtained without additional circuitry only

if two requirements are met: The 4116 row addresses switch through all 128 combi-
nations in 2 milliseconds or less.

Let’s see if we will get free refreshes. From Fig. 5-7* we find the seven signals

that map to the row address as shown in Table 5-2.

Table 5-2. Refresh- Address Mapping

RAM Address Bit Signal

Row 2 HO
Row 5 HI

Row 1 H2
Row 4 10
Row 6 HBL (TEXT Mode) or VC (HIRES Mode)
Row 0 VO
Row 3 VI

The signals are listed in order of increasing period. By examining their waveforms
(found in Figs. 3-4, 4-2,' and 5-8)*, you can see that each signal in the list has a

period at least twice that of the preceding signal. Thus, in one period of VI, the

seven bits switch through all 128 combinations. From Fig. 4-1*, we can find that VI
has a period of 2038 microseconds. This is close enough to 2 milliseconds to meet the

requirement. We have now proven that the video accesses indeed refresh the mem-
ory.
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SUMMARY
Table 5-3 lists a summary of the signals presented in this chapter.

Table 5-3. A Summary of Signals Presented in Chapter 5

Signal Description

ADO - ADI

5

System Address Bus
AX Address Multiplex (high for row, low for column)
CAS 4116 Column Address Strobe

Dl 4116 Data In

DO 4116 Data Out
DO - D7 System Data Bus
DLO - DL7 Latched Data
HIRES Goes high for HIRES display

KBD Keyboard (low for keyboard access)

PAGE 2 Goes. high for Page 2 Text or Graphics
PAGE 2 Complement of PAGE 2

<t>0 6502 Phase 0 Clock.

RAO -RA6 RAM Address
RAM SEL RAM Select (low for keyboard or RAM read)

RAS 4116 Row Address Strobe
R/W Read/Write on system bus
20-23 Mapping of H3, H4, H5, V3, and V4
WR 4116 Write



CHAPTER 6

The 6502 and
System Bus

The Apple II provides a complete microcomputer system bus with the added bonus of
decoded address select lines. This efficient design technique reduces the address cir-
cuitry needed on peripheral cards. In this chapter we cover the 50 pin system bus
and the 6502 microprocessor. As usual, we start with an overview before digging
into the details.

Schematic Reference: Figs. C-5*, C-7*, C-9*, C-10*, C-ll*, C-12* and C-13*.

OVERVIEW

The 6502

The 6502 is a single-voltage, 8-bit, NMOS (n channel metal oxide semiconductor)
microprocessor with a 64K byte address range. ,Tbe device used in the Apple II is
specified for a clock frequency of 1 MHz. This results in a 1 microsecond clock period
or clock cycle.. Each read or write of a single memory location requires one of these
clock cycles. In addition to memory operations, some clock cycles are used for pro-
cessing that occurs inside the 6502. The clock cycles are strung together to generate
instructions, a term that should be familiar to assembly language programmers. An
instruction is the smallest part of the microprocessor’s time that can be specified by
a programmer. Normally, an instruction ranges in duration from 2 to 7 clock cycles.
In the hardware realm we have an opportunity to adjust the duration of an instruc-
tion by inserting wait-states or altering the clock’s period. We can also interrupt the
microprocessor between instructions. More on these features later.

The signals in and out of the 6502 can be divided into three groups: address,
data, and control. Fig. 6-1 shows the 6502 pin assignments.

Address The address bus (A0— A15) is a group of 16 lines that presents a bi-
nary address to the system memory and peripherals. The 16 lines allow the 6502 to
access (read or write) 65,536 unique locations. The address bus is undirectional with
addresses coming out of the microprocessor.

Data The data bus (D0-D7) is a group of eight lines over which data is trans-
ferred between the 6502 and the addressed memory or peripheral location. On a
write cycle, data is transferred from the 6502 to the addressed location. On a read

58
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Fig. 6-1. 6502 Microprocessor.

GND c 1 40 3 RES

RDY c 2 39
<f> 2 (OU7

4>1 (OUT) c 3 38 3 SO

IRQ c 4 37 <f>0 (IN)

NC c 5 36 NC
NMi c 6 35 3 NC

SYNC c 7 34 3 R/W

+ 5 V c 8 33 3 DO

A0 c 9 32 =>D1

A1 c 10 „„ 31 D2

A2 c
o50z

11 30 3 D3

A3 c 12 29 3 D4

A4 c 13 28 3 D5

A5 C 14 27 3 D6

A6 c 15 26 D7

A7 c 16 25 3 A15

A8 c 17 24 3 A14

A9 c 18 23 3 A13

A10 c 19 22 A12

All c 20 21 3 GND

cycle, data is transferred from the addressed location to the 6502. Thus, the data bus
is bidirectional.

Control—The control group consists of the following signals:

Inputs

(f>0— Clock In

RDY— Ready
NMI— Non-maskable Interrupt

IRQ— Interrupt Request

RES— Reset

SO— Set Overflow

Outputs

<f>
1—Clock Out

$2—Clock Out
R/W— Read/Write

SYNC

Clocks—The timing of all 6502 data transfers is controlled by the clocks of the

microprocessor. </>0 is a clock input on which you normally place a square wave. For

a 6502 Specified at 1 MHz, this would be a 1 MHz square wave (Fig. 6-2). From this

input, the 6502 generates two clock outputs: 4>l and
<f>2. These clock outputs are
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00 (INPUT)

*< 500 nS

<p1 (OUTPUT)

02 (OUTPUT)

READ DATA (INPUT)-

WRITE DATA (OUTPUT)-

RDY (INPUT)

Fig. 6-2. Standard 6502 read/write timing.

oximatG square waves of opposite phase. When we speak of an event occurring
"during 01,” we mean during the time that 01 is high (points A to B in Fig. 6-2).
Likewise, "during 02” refers to the time between points C and D. Note the slight
delay between the input (00) and the outputs (01 and 02). The 6502 02 output is not
used in the Apple II 00 is used in its place. We will still refer to events occurring
"during 02.”

Read!Write— Signal R/W controls the direction of the data bus. R/W is high' for a
read cycle and low for a write cycle. The R/W and the address bus stabilize during 01
(points E and F in Fig. 6-2). The data transfer takes place during 02. We will exam-
ine the exact sequences later.

Ready Signal RDY is used to delay a 6502 read cycle momentarily so that
slow memory or peripherals can have time to place their data on the data bus.
Signal RDY is high to indicate that the memory is ready. Signal -RDY is low to delay
the 6502. The RDY signal must change only during 01 or during the first 100 nS of
02 (points G and H). See References 6.2, 6.9, 6.12, and 6.15 for timing details. The
RDY signal is sampled during 02, and if high, the cycle will complete. If RDY is low,
the cycle will be extended to the next 02 when RDY is again sampled. In this man-
ner, the RDY line can insert an integer number of clock cycles or wait-states. The
RDY line is ignored during write cycles. No circuitry on the mother board uses the
RDY line, but it is available at the peripheral connectors. It is usually driven by
open collector devices.

Interrupts (IRQ and NMD —Signals IRQ and NMI are inputs to the 6502. When
activated (low), they request the 6502 to interrupt the current program and jump to
another routine. After executing the new routine, the processor usually returns to
the interrupted program. An application of interrupts, would be a real time clock.
Foi example, the clock could interrupt the processor every second to run a routine.
1 his routine could do something like Update a clock display on the screen.
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The IRQ line is maskable. This means, that the 6502 can be programmed to

ignore the IRQ line by using the SEI instruction (Set Interrupt Disable Status). The
SEI instruction sets the interrupt disable flag which is one bit in the internal status

register of the 6502. The bit may be cleared by using the CLI instruction (Clear

Interrupt Disable Bit). A situation that might call for disabling interrupts would be

a time-critical process. For example, if you used a "software UART” routine to drive

your printer, you would not want an interrupt to divert the 6502 in mid-character.

The IRQ input is level-sensitive. This means that whenever IRQ is low (and

interrupts are enabled), the 6502 will be interrupted. Because of this, the 6502 auto-

matically sets the disable interrupt flag when it recognizes an interrupt. It is up to the

user to restore interrupts using the CLI or RTI (Return from Interrupt) instruction.

However, this should not be done until the interrupting device has released the IRQ
line. Otherwise the interrupt from that device would be recognized again.

As the name says, the NMI line is non-maskable
;

it cannot be disabled by the

processor. An application for a non-maskable interrupt would be to run a trap

routine. For example, the hardware may detect an error condition and activate the

NMI line. The 6502 would always recognize NMI and run the trap routine. This

routine could then read various registers and send the results to the printer for

diagnostic purposes.

Note that the presence of both maskable and non-maskable interrupts in the

6502 provides a method of prioritizing interrupts. When NMI is recognized, the in-

terrupt disable flag is set and the 6502 ignores IRQ. When IRQ is recognized, the

interrupt disable flag is also set. However,, this has no effect on NMI. If NMI is

activated while the processor is servicing an interrupt from IRQ, the first interrupt

routine will be interrupted and the 6502 will service the request from NMI. After-

wards, it will return to the first interrupt routine and then finally to the main pro-

gram. Thus a non-maskable interrupt request can interrupt a maskable interrupt

routine, but riot vice versa. This gives non-maskable interrupts priority over the

maskable type.

The NMI input is edge-sensitive

.

This means that it is recognized once for each

negative transition. It must return high then low to be recognized again.

Interrupts IRQ and NMI are sampled during </>2. If either signal is low, the 6502

will finish the current instruction, then start the appropriate interrupt routine. An
interrupt request will not be recognized if RDY is low. Interrupts IRQ and NMI are

normally driven with open collector devices. Interrupts IRQ and NMI are not used

on the mother board, but they are available at the peripheral I/O connectors.

Note that applications for non-maskable interrupts in the Apple II are limited.

This is due to the software timing loops used in the floppy disk operating system.

You cari probably imagine the chaos that <could occur if a non-maskable interrupt

altered a critical timing loop while the disk was spinning.

Reset— TJie RES input is used to start the 6502 from a powered-down condition,

or to set the program counter to a known location at any time. Simply stated,

whenever RES is taken low, then returned high, the 6502 will start executing code

from a known location, usually in ROM. In the Apple II, this location is in the

monitor ROM. There are three sources of reset in the Apple as follows:

1. A power-up reset circuit (555 timer A13)

2. The keyboard reset button

3.

' The peripheral connectors

Sync—The 6502 SYNC output goes high during clock cycles that are op code

fetch cycles—SYNC is not used in the Apple II.
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Set Overflow—The 6502 SO (set overflow) input is used to set the overflow
flag—SO is not used in the Apple II and is tied low.

6502 Read and Write Cycles

Before leaving Fig. 6-2, let’s discuss the sequence of read and write cycles. We will
assume that RDY is high.

On a read cycle, the address and R/W become stable no later than points E and
F. The R/W signal will be high for a read cycle. The devices on the bus must now
decode the address and the device that is selected must put its data on the bus no
later then point I. The data must be held until point J. The data is strobed into the
6502 on 02 falling at point D. This concludes the read cycle.

On a write cycle, the address and R/W have the same timing that they do on a
read cycle. The R/W signal will be low, however, for a write cycle. The 6502 puts the
write data on the bus no later than point K and holds it until point L. The accessed
device must strobe in the data sometime between these two points. This concludes
the write cycle. Additional 6502 cycle types will be described later in this chapter.

In this overview we have made only a brief exploration of the 6502. We must
move ahead, however, to topics related more specifically to the Apple II. The refer-

ences for this chapter contain more information on the 6502.

Address Decoding

We learned in Chapter 5 that addresses in the range 0 to 48K are decoded to access
the RAM. Now we will discuss the remaining 16K of address space. The top 12K of
this space is assigned to six 24-pin sockets. These sockets are arranged to accept type
9316B 2K-byte by 8-bit ROMs that are similar to (but not completely pin compatible
with) 2716 EPROMs. The sockets are usually referenced by their address range
rather than by their X-Y location on the mother board. In this book, we too will refer
.to the ROMs by their address. See Fig. C-10* for the physical locations of the ROM
sockets. Fig. 6-3 shows the pin assignments for a 9316B ROM.

The F8 socket usually contains one of the monitor ROMs (original or autostart).
In the original Apple II, F0, E8, and E0 contain the Integer BASIC ROMs. Sockets
D8 and DO are available for optional firmware such as the Programmer’s Aid No. 1.

A7

A6

A5

A4

A3

A2

A1

A0

DO

D1

D2

GND

Fig. 6-3. 9316B ROM.
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In the Apple II Plus, sockets F0, E8, E0, D8, and DO contain the Applesoft floating

point BASIC ROMs. These ROM variations are just optional ways of arranging the

firmware. All the hardware really needs is a ROM in the F8 socket so that the 6502

will have a program to execute on power-up.

Let’s look at the circuitry involved with the pddress decoding. One-of-eight de-

coder F12 divides the top 16K of address space into eight 2K blocks. The top six

blocks ($DOOO-$FFFF) are assigned to the six ROM sockets. The next block down
($C800-CFFF) is assigned to the peripheral connectors (pin 20, I/O STB). The final

block ($C000-$C7FF) is further decoded by H12. Decoder H12 divides this 2K block

into eight blocks of 256 bytes each. The top seven of these blocks are assigned to

peripheral connectors 1 through 7 (pin 1, I/'OSEL). The remaining 256 byte block is

further decoded by H2 and F13. Decoder H2 divides the upper half of the block

($C080-$C0FF) into eight blocks of 16 bytes each . These eight blocks are assigned

to the peripheral connectors (pin 41, DEV SEL). There now remain 128 bytes of

^address space ($CO0O-$CO7F) unaccounted for. Decoder F13 and associated ICs de-

code this block for the on-board I/O. Address decoding will be covered in detail later

in this chapter. Decoding of the 128 on-board 1-0 locations will be covered in Chap-
ter 7.

You will note from the previous discussion that a peripheral connector has both

16-byte and 256-byte address blocks decoded for it. This decoding scheme uses only

two ICs on the mother board and eliminates several potential ICs on each peripheral

card. The ICs eliminated are ones that would be needed if the peripheral card had to

decode its address range directly from the 16-bit address bus. This reduction of ICs is

the efficient design which we mentioned in the introduction.

The bus signal INH (inhibit) is used by a peripheral to inhibit the on-board

ROM. A typical application of this signal is the Apple ROM card. It uses INH to

switch out the on-board ROM so that it can substitute its own ROM into the same
memory space.

Direct Memory Access

Direct memory access (DMA) is a process whereby a peripheral gains direct access to

the system" memory, bypassing the microprocessor. A common reason for using DMA
is speed; for example, when transferring data between memory and a hard disk.

Without DMA, the processor must transfer data a byte at a time using a software

routine. This routine would take many clock cycles per byte as it fetches op codes,

computes addresses, etc. A peripheral with DMA capability can transfer one byte per

clock cycle.

While a peripheral is using DMA, the processor cannot access memory. A
method used to avoid conflict is to place the processor in a stopped or hold state.

When an Apple II peripheral wishes to perform DMA, it takes the DMA line low.

This stops the 6502 and forces the address bus and R/W to a high impedance, When
the 6502 stops, its 01 output is high and this forces the data Bus to a high imped-

ance. With R/W, address, and data buses at high impedance, the peripheral can put

its own address and data on the buses. It can also control R/W. The peripheral now
has access not only to memory, but also to the peripheral connectors and the on-

board I/O. In other words, a peripheral with DMA capability can access any location

that the 6502 can.
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Daisy Chains

The DMA line is connected in common to all peripheral I/O connectors. What if more
than one peripheral pulls low on DMA at the same time? An obvious conflict would
occur. A DMA daisy chain is provided that can prevent a bus conflict if used with the
proper circuitry. The daisy chain forms a series circuit running through the periph-

eral connectors. Circuitry is provided on each peripheral (with DMA capability) to

break the daisy chain when DMA is requested. The nature of the chain is such that
higher priority is given to peripherals in lower slot numbers. Should two or more
peripherals simultaneously request DMA, only the highest priority peripheral will

seize the bus. The exact operation will be described later in this chapter.

There is also a daisy chain for interrupts that can be used for the same purpose
as the DMA daisy chain. Use of the interrupt daisy chain is optional, however, since
a software polling routine could be used to detect and prioritize simultaneous inter-

rupt requests.

Keyboard

The keyboard plugs into mother board location A7. When a key is pressed, a 7-bit

code representing that key appears at A7 along with a strobe signal. The strobe is

used to set a latch. When the 6502 addresses the keyboard, the seven data bits plus
the latched strobe are driven onto the data bus. The 6502 then reads the data. If the
program finds the strobe bit set, it uses the other seven bits to determine the key
pressed. The program also resets the latch to wait for the next character: Fig. 6-4

shows the keyboard connector pin assignments at A7.

NC

-12 V

NC

D1

DO

D3

D2

NC

DETAILED CIRCUIT ANALYSIS

Fig. 6-4. Keyboard connector.

6502 Read from RAM
Fig. 6-5 depicts a cycle in which the 6502 reads from RAM. Note that we have shown
the length of a half cycle as it actually is in the Apple— 489 nS. This means the

Apple’s 6502 runs about 2% faster than the recommended 1 MHz maximum rate of a

standard-speed part.

To start the cycle, the 6502 outputs the address during $1. The address becomes
stable by point A. The DMA is high due to pull-up resistor RA01-3 (Fig. C-9*>. Thus,
Cll-12 is low to enable address bus drivers H3, H4, and H5. The address arrives on
the system bus at point B (Fig. 6-5). Since this is a read cycle, 6502 R/W stabilizes

high at point C. H5-5 is enabled, so BUS R/W goes high at point. D. Since we are

addressing RAM in the space 0-48K, one of the inputs of D2 (pins 9, 10, or 12 of Fig.
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Fig. 6-5. 6502 read from RAM.

C-5*) will go low when the address stabilizes. Thus RAM SEL goes low by point E

(Fig. 6-5). The low on RAM SEL will enable multiplexers B6 and B7 (Fig. C-13)*,

and they drive garbage onto the data bus at point F (Fig. 6-5). Signal 6502 <I>1 is

high, so starting at point G, data transceiver H10 (Fig. C-9*) drives the data bus into

the 6502. Meanwhile, a video RAM read cycle is occurring during <f>
1 as described in

Chapter 5 The 4116s output the video data at point H (Fig. 6-5).

Next the address bus is multiplexed into row and column bits (also described in

Chapter 5). The row and column addresses are strobed into the RAMs at points I and
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J. The 41 16 outputs go low impedance with valid data at point K and the data is

held until CAS goes high at point L. Just before it disappears from the 4116 outputs,

the data is latched in B5 and B8 (point M). The data is immediately driven onto the

data bus by B6 and B7 (point N). The data then passes through H10 into the 6502
(point 0). The R/W and the address are held until point P. After that time, they may
change. This change propagates to RAM SEL (point Q). When RAM SEL goes high
at point Q, it disables multiplexers B6 and B7, and the data bus goes high impe-

dance (point R). Just before the data is lost from the bus, it is strobed into the 6502
on 6502 <j)2 falling (point S). This completes the cycle;

If this cycle occurs on one of the clock cycles that is extended, there will be an
extra 140 nS inserted as shown in Fig. 6-5.

6502 Write to RAM
A cycle in which the 6502 writes to RAM is shown in Fig. 6-6. The R/W and the

addresses stabilize during </> 1 at the same time they do during a read cycle. This is a
write cycle, however, so R/W will stabilize low (point A)'. The R/W is low at A2-4
(Fig. C-5*), so RAM SEL will be high (point B of Fig. 6-6). When RAM SEL goes
high at point B, multiplexers B6 and B7 (Fig, C-13*) are disabled. This leaves no one
driving the data bus, so it goes high impedance at point C (Fig. 6-6). When BUS </>l

falls at point D, 4116 WR goes low (point E) due to gate C14-11 (Fig. C-7*). This
prepares the 4116s for an early-write cycle as described in Chapter 5. When 6502 <£>1

falls at point F, it reverses the drive direction of data transceiver H10 via gate C14-8
(Fig. C-9*). This reversal lets the 6502 data bus go high impedance (point G of Fig.

6^6), and drives garbage onto the system data bus (point H). The 6502 makes its data
bus low impedance and equal to the write data no later than point I. Data trans-
ceiver H10 drives the data onto the system data bus, point J. The data is strobe^ into

the 4116s on CAS falling, point K. The R/W, the address, and the data are held until

about point L. This concludes the write cycle.

As before, there is a 1 in 65 chance that this cycle could be extended 140 nS.
Since this is the case on all 6502 clock cycles, we will not mention it again. We will

note on each figure where the extension would be inserted.

6502 Read from ROM
The timing for a 6502 read from ROM cycle (Fig. 6-7) is similar to the timing for a
RAM read cycle. The R/W and the addresses become stable at point A, and there is a
video read during

<f> 1 with output at point B. The RAM SEL goes high (point C) on
BUS <60 rising. This is due to the multiplexing action of <60 at Jl-1 (Fig. C-5*). While
4>0 is low (prior to point C), Jl selects the videoxaddress which is always below 32K.
Either F2-12 or F2-11 will be low. Thus, RAM SEL will be low. When 4>0 goes high
at point C, Jl selects the address bus which is above 48K since we are addressing
ROM. None of F2-10, 11, or 12 are low and RAM SEL is high. The high on RAM SEL
disables B6 and B7 (Fig. C-13*) so they release the data bus (point D of Fig. 6-7).

Right at this same time (4>0 rising), </> 1 falls to partially enable decoder F12 via

pins 4 and 5 (Fig. C-10*). Since we are addressing above 48K, both AD14 and AD15
are high. Thus, Hl-6 is high to fully enable F12 via pin 6. Decoder F12 now decodes
address lines AD11, AD 12, and AD 13 to select one of eight 2K blocks above- 48 K.
Since we are addressing ROM, one of the six F12 outputs assigned to a ROM chip
select will go low (point. E of Fig. 6-7). The F12 outputs are assigned to chip select

input pins 20 and 21. A third chip select pin on each ROM is tied in common to
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Fig. 6-6. 6502 write to RAM.

signal INH. It is Held high (ROMs enabled) oy resistor RAOl-7. Address lines ADO
through AD10 connect to the address inputs of the ROM. These 11 lines select one of

the 2K locations in each ROM. After the IC’s access delays from address and chip

select, the ROM outputs will equal the data contained in the addressed location

(point F of Fig. 6-7). This data is driven into the 6502 by H10 (point G). The ROM
chip select goes high again on <f> 1 rising, point H. This disables the ROM which

removes its data from the bus after a short delay, point I. Just before the data disap-

pears from the 6502 data inputs (point J), it is strobed into the 6502 on 6502 </>

2

falling (point K). This concludes the cycle.

Since the address for this cycle is above 48K, there is no active CAS at point L.

It follows that the 4116 outputs remain high impedance at point M, and that the

latched data at point N is garbage.

L
i" I I I I
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6502 Read from Peripheral

The cycle for reading from a peripheral is almost identical to the one for reading

from ROM. We will reuse Fig. 6-7 for our explanation. Peripheral access cycles can
be divided into four categories based on the address decoding:

1. I/O STROBE (Pin 20)— If the address is in the 2k range, $C800-$CFFF,
F12- 14 will go low during 02 (01 low). Signal F12-14 is connected in common to I/O

STB (pin 20) of all eight peripheral connectors. The typical application for this

signal is to access a 2K ROM on a peripheral card. More than one card can have
such a ROM, but there must be a method of enabling only one card at a time. This
method is described on Page 84 of the Apple II Reference Manual under "Expansion
ROM.” The ROM decodes the 11 address LSBs and when accessed by I/O STB (point

E of Fig. 6-7), puts the selected data on the data bus. It removes the data on I/O STB
rising, point H.

2. HO SELECT (Pin 1) — If the address is in the 2K range, $C000-$C7FF,
F12-15 will go low during 02. This partially enables decoder H12 (Fig. C-ll*) via

pins 4 and 5. Decoder H12 is fully enabled by the high on pin 6 from resistor

RA01-8. Next, H12 decodes address bits AD8, AD9, and AD10 to select one of its

eight outputs. Each output corresponds to a 256 byte range. The seven high order

outputs connect to I/O SEL (pin 1) ofperipheral connectors 1 through 7. Connector 0

has no connection to pin 1. The address range for each connector is $CN00-$CNFF
where N is the slot number (1-7). The typical application for I/O SEL is to access a
256 byte ROM on a peripheral card. The ROM decodes the eight address LSBs and
when accessed by I/O SEL (point E of Fig. 6-7), puts the selected data on the data
bus. It removes the data on I/O SEL rising, point H.

3. DEVICE SELECT (Pin 41)—The low order output from H12 (pin 15) will go
low during 02 if the address is in the range $C000-$C0FF. This low will partially

enable H2 via pin 4. Decoder H2 is also partially enabled during, 02 by the low (01)
on pin 5. Finally, H2 will be fully enabled when AD7 (H2-6) is high. This corre-

sponds to the range $C080-$C0FF. Next, IC H2 decodes address bits AD4, AD5, and
AD6 to select one of its eight outputs. Each output corresponds to a 16 byte range
and connects to DEV SEL (pin 41) of the peripheral connectors. The address range
for each connector is $C0N0-$C0NF where N is the slot number plus 8 (that is N =
$8 to $F). The typical application for DEV SEL is to access assorted latches, regis-

ters, UARTs, etc., on a peripheral card. The card decodes the four address LSBs and
when accessed by DEV SEL (point E of Fig. 6-7), puts the selected data on the data
bus. It removes the data on DEV SEL rising, point H.

4. Full Address Decode—A peripheral card does not have to use the decoded
address on pins 1, 20, and 41. The card can perform its own decoding of the address
bus (AD0-AD15). An application would be a card that is addressed in a range not
available on pins 1, 20, or 41. For example, the Apple ROM card responds to the
range $D000-$FFFF; not available as a predecoded select line. Note that the ad-
dress bus becomes stable (point O) before the decoded select lines (point JE), an ad-
vantage of this decoding method. However, the peripheral should still wait until 01
is low to output to the data bus. This is to avoid a bus conflict since B6 and B7 drive
the bus until point D.

A Caution for Designers—A few words about the read data hold time are in

order. They apply to all four addressing methods discussed previously. The 6502
data sheet specifies that at the end of a read cycle, the data must remain stable on
the 6502 data inputs for a 10 nS hold time after 6502 02 falling. Referring to Fig.
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DEV SEL (PIN 41)

Fig. 6-7. 6502 read from ROM or peripheral.
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6-7, we see that point J (6502 data no longer valid) must occur at least 10 nS after

point K (6502 02 falling). Recall that 6502 02 is not used in the Apple II. The signal

that is used in its place to enable data onto the bus is BUS 00.

BUS 00 leads 6502 02 by the propagation delays through Bll-3 and the 6502.

Thus, when BUS 00 goes low to remove the data from the bus, it may remove the

data before^ the 6502 ho ld time has been satisfied. This problem can be helped by
using I/O STB, I/O SEL, DEV SEL, or inverted 01 instead of 00 to enable the data

onto the bus. Also, the use of a data bus buffer that is slow to disable will help. In

summary, the designer of an Apple II peripheral card should make a careful timing

analysis.

6502 Write to Peripheral

A cycle in which the 6502 writes to a peripheral (Fig. 6-8) is similar to a cycle in

which it reads from a peripheral On a write cycle, R/W will stabilize low (point A)
and RAM SEL will stabilize highdpoint B). When RAM SEL goes high, it will dis-

able^ B6_andJB7 ( Fig. C-13* ), releasing the data bus at point C. On 01 falling, I/O

STB, I/O SEL, or DEV SEL will go low (point D). Also on 01 falling, 4116 WR goes

low (point E). This does nothing, however, since there is no 4116 CAS while this

4116 WR is active.

On 6502 01 falling, data transceiver H10 (Fig. C-9*) reverses its drive direction.

This releases the data bus toward the 6502 (point F of Fig. 6-8) and drives garbage
onto- the system data bus (point G). The peripheral card is selected by I/O STB, I/O

SEL, DEV SEL, or a full decoding of the address bus. It then waits for the write data
of the 6502 to become valid and driven onto the data bus, point H. The peripheral

card should strobe the data into its memory or registers on the rising edge of I/O

STB, I/O SEL, DEV SEL (point I), or 01 (point J). This completes the write cycle.

6502 Read from Keyboard

In our discussion of the peripheral address decoding, we determined that HI 2- 15

(Fig. C-ll*) goes low during 02 when the address is in the range $C000-$C0FF.
This low partially enables decoder F13 via pin 5 (Fig. C-12*). Decoder F13 is further

enabled via pin 6 when 00 is high. Decoder F13 is finally fully enabled via pin 4

when AD7 is low. This corresponds to the 128 byte address range $C000-$C07F.
Next, F13 decodes address bits AD4, AD5, and AD6 to select one of its eight outputs.

Each output corresponds to a 16 byte range. The low order output (pin 15) is of

interest to us here; it is the signal KBD— KBD will go low during 02 if the address

is in the range $C000-$C00F. When programming, we simply use $CQ00.
Fig. 6-9 shows a cycle during which the 6502 reads the keyboard. (It is similar

•to Fig. 6-7, a cycle during which the 6502 reads from ROM.) The 6502 puts out the

keyboard address at point A and takes R/W high at point B. When R/W goes high,

RAM SEL goes low (point C). When 00 goes high at point D, multiplexer Jl switches

(Fig. C-5*). Since we are addressing above 48K, D2 pins 9, 10, and 12 all go high.

This would normally take RAM SEL high. We are addressing the keyboard, how-
ever, so oh 00 rising, KBD goes low (point E of Fig. 6-9). A low KBD signal at D2-13
makes D2-8 high and keeps RAM SEL low (point F). Thus, KBD low at multiplexers

B6 and B7 (pin 1) causes them to select the keyboard connector A7 (Fig. C-13*).

(Data bits 0-6 go to the connector; bit 7 is the latched keyboard strobe, B10-9.) With
RAM SEL low at B6 and B7 pin 15, they drive the keyboard data and strobe onto the
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I/O SEL (PIN 1),

I/O STB (PIN 20), OR
DEV SEL (PIN 41)

I I I I I I I I I I I I

EXTENDED CYCLES ADD 140 nS HERE

I I I

Fig. 6-8. 6502 write to peripheral.

data bus, point G. Data transceiver H10 drives the data into the 6502 which strobes

it on 6502 </>2 falling, point H. This concludes the keyboard cycle.

When any character key is pressed on the keyboard, A7-2 goes high (Fig. C-13*).

This sets flip-flop B10 and its pin 9 goes high. When a program scans or reads the

keyboard, it checks data bit 7 (B1Q-9). A 1 (high) indicates that a key has been

pressed and that data bits 0-6 contain the character. The program must then ad-

dress location $C010. This takes CLR STB low and clears B10-9 via Cll-4 and

A12-1. If this is not done, B10-9 will still be high on the next scan, and the same

character will be read again.
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Fig. 6-9. 6502 read from Keyboard.
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A signal named USER 1 is connected in common to pin 39 of all eight peripheral

connectors (Fig. C-ll*). USER 1 then connects to a jumper on the mother board.

When this jumper is absent, USER 1 can be used as a signal line between two or
more peripheral cards. Its application would be up to the designer of the peripherals.
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When the jumper is installed, USER 1 connects to H12-6. This gives the peripherals

control over the 2K address space $C000-$C7FF. This range consists of the on-board

I/O and the memory blocks selected by I/O SEL and DEV SEL. When USER 1 is

high, this range is not affected. When USER 1 is low, the range $C000-$C7FF is

inhibited.

The Ready Line

The RDY (Ready) line gives the peripheral cards the ability to momentarily delay

the 6502 an integer number of clock cycles. An application would be the use of pe-

ripheral devices with long access times.

Fig. 6-10 depicts a read cycle that has been extended by one wait state. The basic

cycle is similar to the read from peripheral shown in Fig. 6-7. The main difference

occurs when the peripheral takes RDY low to indicate that it will not have data

ready within the usual one cycle. This occurs during 01 after the peripheral recog-

nizes its address, between points A and B in Fig. 6-10. During 02, the 6502 will

sample RDY and see that it is low. As a result, the 6502 will not strobe in the data

at the end of 02. Instead, it maintains R/W and the address for another clock cycle.

Our peripheral is ready now, so during 01 of the second cycle (points C to D) it

releases RDY. Resistor RA01-5 pulls RDY high (Fig. C-9*). The 6502 again samples^

RDY during 02 and, seeing that it is high, completes the read cycle.

The peripheral card can start decoding the address as early as point E (Fig .

6-10). However, it should not drive the data bus unless I/O STB, I/O SEL, DEV SEL,

or 01 is low. This is to avoid a bus conflict with multiplexers B6 and B7. Note that

any number of wait states may be inserted to extend the cycle. With the appropriate

circuitry, RDY can be used to single step the processor one clock cycle at a time.

DMA Daisy Chain

We introduced the concept of DMA in the overview. The DMA allows a peripheral

card to gain direct access to the system bus and take over in place of the 6502. Only

one card at a time can be allowed to do this. Fig. 6-11* shows the DMA daisy chain

that allows access to the .bus, one card at a time, on a priority basis. We have shown

cards with DMA capability plugged into slots 0, 2, and 7. The card plugged into slot

1 does not have DMA capability. A line on this card simply connects DMA IN (pin

27) to DMA OUT (pin 24).

The daisy chain starts at slot 0 pin 27 and continues through the cards and the

mother board to slot 7 pin 24. The DMA OUT from slot 7 (pin 24) goes nowhere and

is a don’t care. (The optional connection at solder pad "7,” Fig. C-ll*, is not associ-

ated with DMA.) The DMA IN at slot 0 also has no connection on the mother board.

Although not shown in this example, slots 3 through 6 must contain cards so that

the daisy chain will be continuous. You do not need eight cards to use DMA. If you

have fewer cards, they must be arranged so that the chain is continuous. The chain

need not start in slot 0 or end in slot 7. The cards with higher priority are placed

toward slot 0.

Normally, the signal CHAIN on each card is high. A pull-up resistor is provided

on each card so that DMA IN of the highest priority card will be high. As a result,

the daisy chain is normally high all along its path.

For DMA operation, suppose the card in slot 2 needs to perform a DMA. The

logic on the card checks DMA IN and finds it to be high. This "tells” the card it may
proceed since no higher priority card needs DMA. The slot 2 card then takes CHAIN
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Fig. 6-10. 6502 read from peripheral extended by ready line.

low with the result that DMA OUT goes low. This tow will propagate down the chain
to lower priority cards, preventing them from starting DMA cycles. The slot 2 card
also takes DMA low via an open collector gate. When DMA is low, it removes the
6502 from the bus—more on this later.

Now suppose a higher priority card (slot 0) needs to perform a DMA. Slot 0
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DMA IN is high, so the card in slot 0 proceeds. It takes CHAIN and DMA OUT low.

This low propagates to slot 2 where it prevents that card from performing a DMA.
The DMA operation must be synchronous. This means that peripheral cards

must get their timing from the system clocks and start DMA cycles only during $1.

Otherwise, a peripheral could cut short a 6502 cycle and higher priority peripherals

could cut short cycles of lower priority peripherals.

DMA Read from RAM
Fig. 6-12 shows a DMA read from RAM followed by a 6502 read from RAM. On </> 1

rising (point A), the peripheral card checks DMA IN (point B). The DMA IN is high,

•978 nS-
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Fig. 6-12. DMA read from RAM.
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so the card takes DMA low (point C) and DMA OUT low (point D). It also drives an
address onto the bus (point Eland takes R/W high (point F). The DMA low at Cll-13
takes Cll-12 high to disable bus drivers H3, H4, and H5 (Fig. C-9). Thus, the 6502
address and R/W are removed from the bus so they will not conflict with the DMA
address and R/W.

This is a RAM read cycle, so RAM SEL goes low as soon as the DMA address is

decoded on the mother board (point G of Fig. 6-12). The 6502 address and R/W be-
come valid at points H and I, -but have nowhere to go yet. Note that the DMA cycle
does not interfere with the video read from RAM at point J. The DMA low at Bll-1
will keep 6502 00 low all the way from point K to point L. It will appear to the 6502
as if its clock input had stopped. The 6502 will hold its 0 1 output high from point M
to point N and will not enter 02 until point N.

At point O, the 4116 GAS goes low for the memory bank selected by the DMA
address. The data becomes valid at point P and is latched at point Q. It is driven
onto the data bus by B6 and B7 (Fig. C-13-*) at point R. The peripheral card should
strobe in the data on 01 rising at point S. Also on 01 rising, the card returns DMA
and DMA OUT high (points T and U).

With DMA now high, H3, H4, and H5 (Fig. C-9*) are enabled and drive the 6502
address and R/W onto the bus (points V and W of Fig. 6-12). Gate Bll-3 now lets the
6502 clock continue and the 6502 enters 02 at point N. The 6502 read from RAM
Continues as previously described.

DMA Write to RAM
Fig. 6-13 shows a DMA write to RAM cycle followed by a 6502 read from RAM. The
DMA write operation is very similar to the DMA read cycle just described. Since this
will be a write cycle, the first difference occurs when the peripheral card takes bus
R/W low (point A). Bus R/W will cause RAM SEL to be high, point B. The card also
drives the data to be written onto the data bus, point C. Since bus R/W is low, 4116
WR will go low at point D. The 4116 CAS goes low at point E to strobe the DMA
data into RAM. Note that 6502 01 is high from point F to point G. As a result, C14-8
(Fig. C-9*) is high to keep data transceiver H10 from driving the data bus and
conflicting with the DMA write data.

On 01 rising (point H), the card releases DMA, bus R/W, the address bus, and
the data bus. The 6502 read from RAM cycle that follows has been previously de-
scribed.

Note that Figs. 6-12 and 6-13 show simple examples of DMA cycles. Variations
and refinements are possible. Also note that peripheral cards can have direct access
to much more than memory. We showed DMA cycles that read and write the RAM.
A card can also access ROM, on-board I/O, and other peripherals. It can perform
reads or writes as appropriate. We have shown 6502 read from RAM cycles following
the DMA cycles in Figs. 6-12 and 6-13. Of course, any cycle type could have followed,
ihcluding another DMA from the same or a different card.

Recall that part of the DMA process involves stopping the 00 clock input of the
6502. The 6502 is a dynamic device. ,If its clock input is stopped for too long, it will
lose the data in its internal registers. Thus, a peripheral DMA device cannot hold
the DMA line low continuously. The DMA line must be released at 10 /uS minimum
intervals so that the 6502 can refresh itself. Note that 10 /xS is the most restrictive
value obtained from the 6502 data sheets (References 6.9, 6.12, and 6.15 in Appendix
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Fig. 6-13. DMA write to RAM.

Interrupts

Interrupt Daisy Chain — Interrupts of the 6502 microprocessor were discussed in

the overview of this chapter. There we mentioned that an interrupt daisy chain was
available that could be used to prioritize interrupt requests. This interrupt daisy'

chain operates just like the DMA daisy chain shown in Fig. 6-11*. Just substitute

INT IN (pin 28) and INT OUT (pin 23) for DMA IN and DMA OUT. Also substitute

IRQ or NMI for DMA. (Note: The optional connection at solder pad "8.” Fig. C-ll*, is

not associated with interrupts.) '
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Interrupt Sequence— Fig. 6-14* shows a typical interrupt sequence. Let’s say
that at about point A a peripheral card needs to interrupt the processor. The card
checks INT IN (point B) and finding !t high, proceeds to take IRQ or NMI low (point
A). It alsb takes INT OUT low (point C).

Note that the interrupt request (IRQ or NMI) may be asynchronous. This means
it may occur at any time relative to the system clocks. It is sampled during 02, and
if it is found to be low, the 6502 will start its interrupt routine on <£1 following the
current instruction. Note that the processor finishes the current instruction and not
just the current clock cycle.

In Fig. 6-14, we have shown IRQ or NMI going low during 01 of the last clock
cycle of an instruction. This means the next clock cycle could be the start of the
interrupt routine. It is, if the interrupt request is on NMI. If the interrupt request is

on IRQ, the 6502 first checks the status of the interrupt mask bit. In our example
the mask bit is off (low, point D), so the next clock cycle will be the start of the
interrupt routine. One of the first things the interrupt routine does is set the inter-
rupt mask bit (high, point E). The 6502 then proceeds with the interrupt routine. At
the end of the routine, commands are sent to the interrupting card to let it return
IRQ or NMI high (point F). The card also returns INT OUT high, point G. Then the
6502 executes the RTI (Return from Interrupt) or CLI (Clear Interrupt Disable Bit)
instruction, resetting the interrupt mask bit (point H). This concludes the sequence
and the 6502 is now ready to receive another interrupt request.

Note that the sequence in Fig. 6-14 is merely an example and that variations
are possible. For example, it may be desirable for the peripheral to release IRQ/

and for the 6502 to execute a CLI instruction early in the routine. This would
then allow other peripherals to interrupt the first interrupt routine. See References
6.3, 6.4, 6.11, and 6.17 for more information. Also note that use of the interrupt
daisy chain is optional.

Reset

Fig. 6-15 shows the Apple II power-up reset sequence. At point A the power is off
and Vcc (the +5 V supply) is at 0. At point B the power is on and Vcc is near +5
volts. This starts the logic and clocks operating, but they are not yet stable (point C).
As power is applied, the RESET line starts to pull high via resistor RA01-6 (point
D). As soon as the power is on, 555 timer A13 goes into operation (Fig. C-13*).
initially capacitor C4 is discharged.- This low at A13 pins 2 and 6 cause it to trigger
and take its output (pin 3) high. This provides base drive to Q5 through R14. Q5
turns on and pulls the RESET line low (point E in Fig. 6-15). Now C4 begins to
charge through R26. After a time determined by the formula T = 1.1 RC, A13 wilL
turn its output off (low). This releases the RESET line (point F). RESET is low for
about 240 mS.

The 6502 reset sequence actually starts on RESET rising at point F, The 6502
waits six clock cycles, then loads' the program counter with the vector stored at
$FFFC and SFFFD (point G). The processor then fetches the first op code (point H)
and is oif and running.

Note that the 240 mS power-up reset is available on the bus to reset circuitry on
the peripherals. Also, a reset signal could originate on a peripheral. When the reset
button on the keyboard is pressed, A7-3 (Fig. C-13*) goes low sending a reset to the
6502 and the peripherals. (There is a switch option on newer keyboards1 that can
require both CONTROL and RESET to be pressed to take A7-.3 low.) The power-up
reset from A13 also clears! initializes)

1

the keyboard strobe via A12-1.
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1 Fig. 6-15. 6502 reset sequence.

6502 ’Scope Loop
i

In this .chapter we have presented an assortment of processor cycles: RAM read,
RAM write, ROM read, keyboard read, etc. For each one we have examined a timing
diagram that shows just that one cycle. The waveforms look nice when printed on
paper, but what do they look like on an oscilloscope?

Viewing microprocessor cycles on an oscilloscope is a bit tricky. It is not as
simple as looking at a clock or a video waveform. Clocks, for example, are repetitive
and follow a sequence that is defined by the way the hardware is wired. The signals
from a microprocessor, on the other hand, are determined by the program that is
running.

If we want to examine the timing of a specific 6502 cycle, we can use a short
program called a ’scope loop. In the program we put instructions that contain the
cycle types we want. For example, if we wanted to examine the timing of a RAM
read followed by a peripheral write, we could use an STA-absolute instruction. This
instruction is ±our clocks long and consists of three reads followed by a write. Since
we specified a read from RAM, our ’scope loop would have to execute in RAMeSince
we specified a write to a peripheral, the address in the instruction would have to be
in the peripheral s address space. The ’scope loop is made short so the waveforms
will have a high repetition rate and be easily seen on an oscilloscope.

The program below is a short loop that can be run on the Apple II. It allows us
to view several types of 6502 cycles as listed in the comments.

;SCOPE LOOP. CLOCK
ORG $800

, CYCLES-
0800 AD30CO LOOP LDA $C030 ;TOGGLE SPEAKER 4
0803 ADOOCO LDA $C000 ;READ KEYBOARD 4
0806 AD00F8 LDA $F800 ;READ PROM 4
0809 8D0009 STA $900 ;WRITE TO RAM 4
0812 4C0008 JMP LOOP ;NOTE: ANY OP CODE FETCH 3

;IS A READ FROM RAM
;TOTAL = 19

The results of the program are shown in Fig. 6-16*. The first ihstruction (LDA
$C030) tells the processor to load its accumulator with the data found at location
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$C030. Location $C030 is the address assigned to the on-board speaker. Whenever
we access that location, the speaker toggles. We do not care that the speaker does not

return any data; we are using the LDA instruction merely as a means to generate

the address.

This instruction consists, of four clock cycles. The first three cycles read the op

code and its operand from consecutive RAM locations. These locations ($800, $801,

and $802) are shown in Fig. 6-16* on the address bus. At location $800, the op code

($AD) is read from RAM as shown on the 4116 DATA OUT trace. This data is then

latched, put on the data bus, and finally put on the 6502 data lines. At location $801,

the operand low order byte ($30) is read. The high order byte ($C0) is read from
location $802.

On the fourth cycle, the processor performs the operation specified by the op

code. It first outputs $C030 on the address bus (point A)- This is decoded on the

mother board and found to be above 48K. Thus, there is no 4116 CAS, and RAM SEL
goes high during </>2 (point B). The address is further decoded by the string of decod-

ers F12, H12, and F13 (see Figs. C-10*, 11*, and 12*). The specific address $C030
causes F13-12 to go low during d>2 (point C of Fig. 6-16*). The rising edge of F13-12
causes flip-flop J13-5 to toggle and create a sound in the speaker (point D). More on
this in Chapter 7. Notice that the speaker does not respond with any data, so the

data bus goes high impedance during 4>2 (point E). The resulting garbage on the

data inputs of the 6502 is strobed on d>2 falling at the end of the cycle. Remember
that we do not care about this data anyway.

You will notice the video cycles (indicated by a "V”) interleaved with the 650.2

cycles throughout Fig. 6-16*.

If you were to actually enter the ’scope loop program (or any other program) into

the Apple and view the processor signals on an oscilloscope, you would see the effect

of the extended clock cycles. This is a messy display that could cause confusion. To

eliminate the extended cycles, lift IC D2 pin 6 (Fig. C-2*). Everything except color

displays should continue to operate properly, and you will get cleaner oscilloscoDe

displays.

If you wish to view one complete period of the loop, you need to trigger the

oscilloscope on a signal that occurs once each period. You could use F13-12 (Fig.

C-12*) in our example.

Let’s return to Fig. 6-16* and discuss the remaining instructions. 'Lhe second

instruction (LDA $C000) is similar to the first. Notice that the RAM locations for the

op code and its operand start at $803 which follows the last 'address used by the

previous op code. In the fourth cycle of this instruction we address the keyboard
($COOO) which does respond with data (point F).

The third instruction (LDA $F800) is similar to the first two. Here we load the

first byte from the monitor ROM ($4A) into the accumulator.

The fourth instruction (STA $900) tells the processor to store' the contents of the

accumulator at location $900. The first three clock cjmles of this instruction fetch the

op code ($8D) and its operand ($900) from RAM locations $809, $810, and $811. On
the fourth cycle, the 6502 takes R/W low (point G). When R/W goes low, RAM SEL
goes high. Since R/W is low, 4116 WR goes low during 4>2 (point H). Later during

<f>2,

the . 6502 outputs the contents of its accumulator ($4A obtained in the previous in-

struction). The data is strobed into the RAM on 4116 CAS falling during $2 (point I).
1

The fifth and last instruction is JMP $800. This tells the processor to jump to

location $800 and execute the op code found there. Since $800 is the beginning of the

program,' the loop repeats.
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Table 6-1 The Apple II Bus
Pin

Numbei
Signal

|

Mode
Name [7] j

2 Description

1 I/O SEL 1 INPUT/OUTPUT SELECT. Seven individually decoded
lines for slots 1-7. I/O SEL at any one connector goes
low during d>2 when $CN00-$CNFF is accessed; N =
slot number.

2-17 AD0-AD15 B 16-bit address bus. Address becomes valid during </>1

and remains valid throughout <j>2.

18 R/W B READ/WRITE. Becomes valid during </>1 and remains
valid throughout </>2. High for read; low for write.

19 SYNC 1 Videb synchronization signal (Cl 3-8). Connects to slot

7 only.

20 I/O STB 1 INPUT/OUTPUT STROBE. Common select line that

goes low during </>2 when $C800-$CFFF is accessed.

21 RDY B READY. Taken low during $1 to insert wait states. The
6502 recpgnizes low on RDY only during read cycles.

22 DMA 0 DIRECT MEMORY ACCESS. Taken low at the begin-
ning of </> 1 to halt the processor and make the address,

data, and R/W lines high impedance.

23 INT OUT 0 INTERRUPT OUT. Daisy chain to lower priority slots.

Normally driven high if used; connects to pin 28 if not

used.

24 DMA OUT 0 DIRECT MEMORY ACCESS OUT. Daisy chain to lower
priority slots.' Normally driven high if used; connects
to pin 27 if not used.

25 + 5 V + 5 volts

26 GND Ground

27 DMA IN 1 DIRECT MEMORY ACCESS IN. Daisy chain input from
higher priority slots. Normally high.

28 INT IN 1 INTERRUPT IN. Daisy chain input from higher priority

slots. Normally high.

29 NMI 0 NON-MASKABLE INTERRUPT. Taken low to start a
6502 non-maskable interrupt.

30 IRQ 0 INTERRUPT REQUEST. Taken low to start a 6502
maskable interrupt. Recognized only if interrupt' dis-

able flag is not set.

31 RESET B As an output, taken low to reset the 6502 and other
peripherals. As an input, goes low during resets from
the keyboard, on power-up, and from other peripher-

als.
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Table 6-1 — cont. The Apple II Bus

Pin

Number
Signal

Name [T]
|

Mode
i

i

2 Description

32 INH 0 INHIBIT. Taken low to inhibit the ROM address space
($D000-$FFFF).

33 -12 V - 12 volts

34 -5 V -5 volts

35 COLOR REF 1 COLOR REFERENCE. Connects to slot 7 only.

36 7M 1 7MHz. 7.15909 MHz clock.

37 Q3 1 2.040968 MHz (average) clock.

38 01 1 PHASE 1. 1.020484 MHz (average) system clock.

Used on bus in place of 6502 <f>1.

39 USER 1 0 Taken low to inhibit the I/O address space
($C000-$C7FF).

40 00 1 PHASE 0. 1.020484 MHz (average) system clock and
compliment of 01. Used on bus in place of 6502 02.

41 DEV SEL 1 DEVICE SELECT. Eight individually decoded select

lines, one for each slot. DEV SEL at any one connector
goes low during $2 when $C0X0-$C0XF is accessed;
X = N + 8, N = slot number.

42-49 D7-D0 B Eight bit bidirectional data bus. Data becomes valid

during 02 and remains valid to the end of <f>2.

50 + 12 V + 12 volts

Notes:
[
7
]

Unless otherwise specified, all signals appear on all eight connectors.

|~2~|
I: Input With respect

O: Output to peripheral

B: Bidirectional card.

"There are 19 clock cycles in the loop, giving a period of 19 x 978 nS = 18.58 fiS.

However, if an extended clock cycle falls during a period of the loop, then that period
will be 18 x 978 nS + 1117 nS = 18.72 gS. Note the slight difference.

The extended clock cycles produce some subtle effects. We have just demon-
strated the first effect. That is, if you are using a sequence of processor instructions

to produce a short and precise delay, an extended cycle will increase your delay by
140 nS. A second effect was discussed in Chapter 3; extended cycles decrease the
processor’s speed from 1.023 MHz to 1.020 MHz. This slight difference would have
an effect on the computation time of very long calculations.

A third effect arises since the processor clock is not a pure frequency— it has a

15.7 kHz component. To demonstrate this effect, consider our ’scope loop. It has an
average period of 19 + 1.020 MHz = 18.63 gS. Each time through the loop the

speaker is toggled. A complete period of speaker cone movement requires two passes
through the loop. This period is 37.3 gS. The frequency is 26.8 kHz— too high to
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hear. Yet when you run the ’scope loop, you do hear a high pitched sound from the

speaker. What you hear is the beat between 26.8 kHz and the 15.7 kHz clock

component— this is 11.1 kHz, clearly audible.

SUMMARY
This chapter concludes with a summary of the Apple II bus. A brief review of each

signal is given in Table 6-1. Fig. 6-17 shows the physical arrangement of the bus on

the peripheral connectors.

In the next chapter we will examine the on-board I/O and the soft switches.



CHAPTER
7

On-Board I/O

A computer is of little use unless it communicates with the outside world via its I/O
facilities. Minimum I/O usually consists of a keyboard for input and a crt display for
output. Some computer architectures require plug-in peripheral boards to provide
any I/O, including this minimum set. In the Apple II, many of the frequently used
I/O devices are located on the mother board. This built-in I/O contributes to your
ability to just plug in the Apple II and start computing.

In this chapter we cover the built-in or on-board I/O. This includes the cassette
I/O, the game port, the speaker, and the keyboard.

Schematic Reference: Figs. C-12*, 0-13*, and C-22*.

OVERVIEW
In Chapter 6 we mentioned that the address range $C000-$C07F was used for the
on-board I/O. This range is decoded by ICs F13 and F14 (Fig. C-12*). There are nine
inputs and 13 outputs listed as follows:

Inputs

Keyboard

Cassette Tape
Game Switches 0-2
Game Paddles 0-3

Keyboard

The .built-in keyboard consists of two printed-circuit boards. On one board are
mounted the 52 keys. On the second board are mounted five ICs and assorted dis-

Outputs

Clear Keyboard Strobe
Cassette Tape

Speaker

Game Paddle Trigger

Game Utility Strobe

Game Annunciators 0-3
TEXT Soft Switch
Mixed Mode Soft Switch

Page 2*Soft Switch

HIRES Soft Switch

86
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Crete components. Keyboard encoder IC B6 scans the 47 character keys looking for

one that is depressed. These 47 keys are arranged in a 9 by 10 matrix as shown in

Fig. C-22*. Not every point in the matrix is occupied by a key. This matrix ar-

rangement allows B6 to detect a key closure using only 19 instead of 47 pins. When
B6 detects a depressed key, it generates the -corresponding ASCII character at its

output. If the SHIFT key, CTRL key, or both are also depressed, B6 generates the

ASCII character for a shift, control, or shift-control function. The output of B6 is

buffered by B5 and B4-3 then connects by a short flat cable to A7 on the mother
board.

Timer IC B2 is connected to oscillate at about 15 Hz. It provides a repeat strobe

to B3-3 when the REPT key is depressed. The RESET key connects directly via the

flat cable to A7 on the mother board. Note that the SHIFT, CTRL, and REPT keys do
not generate characters unless used with another key. The RESET key also does not

generate characters since it connects directly to the 6502.

Cassette Tape

The Apple II can store and retrieve digital data using a standard- audio cassette tape

recorder. The hardware involved is fairly simple; all the intelligence is in the

firmware. When you store a program, routines in the monitor ROM cause flip-flop

J13-9 (Fig. C-12*) to generate square or rectangular waveforms. Thus, J13-8 then
drives the CASSETTE DATA OUT jack. This jack is meant to be connected to the

microphone input of the recorder.

The earphone output of the recorder connects to the CASSETTE DATA IN jack
of the Apple. When you load a program, the signals from the tape pass through
operational amplifier K13, then appear at an input of data selector H14. The 6502
Can read the output of H14 under program control. The program (again in the

monitor ROM) then processes the cassette signal to reproduce the data.

Speaker

Tones are produced in the speaker of the Apple by toggling flip-flop J13-5 under
program control. Transistor Q4 amplifies the output of J13-5 to drive the speaker.

Game Connector

Several of the on-board inputs and outputs appear at connector J14 (Fig. 7-1). Al-

though J14 is called the "game connector,” it can have other applications.

Up to three switches can connect to the J14 pins named SWO, SW1, and SW2

Fig. 7-1. Game connector.

+ 5VC1
SWO C 2

SW1 C 3

SW2 c

STB c

PDLO c .6

PDL2 c 7

GND c 8

J14

16

15

14

13

12

11

10

9

N.C.

p
ANO

t AN1

AN2

AN3

3 PDL3

PDL1

3 N.C.
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The 6502 can select and read the switches via H14 (Fig. C- 1 2* ). In the game appli-

cation, the switches are usually momentary-operate push buttons.

Up to four variable resistors can connect to J14 at the pins named PDL0-PDL3.
These external variable resistors control the timing of quad timer H13. The four

outputs of H13 connect to H14 which selects one of them to be read by the 6502. By
using a software timing routine, the 6502 can measure the pulse duration of the
timer. This duration is in turn a function of the external resistance connected to

PDL0-PDL3. In the game application, the external resistance is usually a paddle or

joystick.

Signal STB on the game connector is a utility strobe. It is activated under pro-

gram control and its application is determined by the user. Signal STB goes low for

489 nS whenever the address range $C040-$C04F is accessed.

The application of game connector signals ANO (Annunciator 0) through AN3 is

also up to the user. These four signals are soft switches. This means they act like

switches that are under software control. The software can turn them on or off, and
they will stay in that condition until accessed again. An application for one of the

annunciator outputs is use as a serial output port driven by a software UART.

More Soft Switches

Four of F14’s outputs are soft switches used by the video circuitry to configure the
video memory mapping. We made use of one of these (PAGE 2) in Chapter 5. We will

find uses for the others in Chapter 8. All four are listed in Table 7-1.

Table 7-1. FI 4 Soft Switches

IC Pin Signal Name

FI 4-4 TEXT MODE
FI 4-5 MIX MODE
FI 4-6 PAGE 2

FI 4-7 HIRES MODE

DETAILED CIRCUIT ANALYSIS

Two-Piece Keyboard

Keyboard Encoder 1C—At the heart of the keyboard is B6 (Fig. C-22*), a type AY-
5-3600 scanning keyboard encoder IC. The 9 X outputs and 10 Y inputs of B6 are

arranged in a matrix with the character keys at the cross points. (Character keys

exclude SHIFT, CTRL, REPT, and RESET.) Only 47 of the possible 90 cross points

are occupied by keys. When a key is depressed, it connects the X line to the Y line.

Integrated circuit B6 contains counters that count through an X sequence and a

Y sequence as it scans the keyboard looking for a depressed key. These counters are

driven from an internal clock. The frequency of the clock is about 90 kHz and is set

by R1 and C5. The frequency is not critical, but it must be between 10 kHz and 100
kHz for B6 to operate properly.

Fig. 7-2 shows the clock and the sequence of pulses generated on the X outputs

of B6. When a key is depressed, one of the X outputs connects to a Y input. When
this Y input is scanned, the key closure will be detected. Keyboard encoder B6 then
"looks” at the SHIFT and CTRL key inputs and encodes the key into the proper
ASCII character. The character is latched and appears inverted at B6’s output (B1
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Fig. 7-2. X scan (two-piece keyboard).

MOTH
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through B7). (B6 is a mask programmed device. The mask determines the exact
encoding of matrix cross points into output codes. The device used in the two-piece
keyboard has been custom programmed for Apple Computer. This custom IC allows
the two-piece keyboard to be a .functional replacement for the older single-piece'
keyboard.)

Inverter B5 and nand gate B4-3 buffer the character and invert it to positive-
true. The character then finds its way through the flat cable to location A7 on the
mother board.. Since the Character was latched inside B6, it will remain at B6’s
output until another key is depressed. Each time a key is closed, B6 outputs a pulse
on its Data Strobe Output (pin 16).

Sequence of Operation— (Follow along on Fig. 7-2.) We will assume that the
previous character typed was an ”8.” The ASCII LSB for "8” is 0, so B5-12 will be
latched low from the previous character (point A). Now suppose you depress the "7”
key. From the keyboard matrix we see that the "7” key connects X0 to Y.4. Thus, as
long as the "7” key is down, Y4 (point B) will be the same as X0 (point C). We will
further assume that the Y scan is currently looking at Y3. This means the high on
Y4 at point B will not be detected.

The X outputs continue to scan, completing with X8 - at point D. Keyboard
encoder B6 now increments its Y counter to look at Y4, and it restarts- the X scan.
This time wheri X0 and Y4 go high at points E and F, the high on Y4 is detected.
Keyboard encoder B6 now stops scanning and takes its Any Key Down Output
(AKO) high (point G).

Next, B6
|

waits a Strobe Delay time of about 8 mS (set by C2 in Fig. C-22*). The
purpose of the delay is to alleviate the problem of extra characters caused by contact
bounce. (Bounce refers to the rapid on and off fluctuations that occur when a me-
chanical switch is operated or released.)

After the strobe delay, B6 encodes the depressed key. Recall that bit 1 of the
previous character was low, point A. Bit 1 of our new character (7) is high. Thus, bit 1
goes high (point H) when the key is encoded. One clock pulse later, B6-16 (Data
Strobe) goes high. This high propagates through B3-6 and B3-3 to take the keyboard’s
strobe output high at point I. The strobe is one clock period long. The strobe’s rising
edge sets flip-flop B10-9 on the mother board, point J. (Chapter 6 covered the reading
of the keyboard as far as circuitry on the mother board is concerned.)

Fig- 7-3 is another view of the signals that were shown expanded in Fig. 7-2.
Again lets assume that "8” was the previous character so that B1 is low at point A.
Sometime around point B we depress- the "7” key. This connects Y4 to X0., and these
two signals will be the same as long as the key is down. The key is not recognized
until the Y scan reaches Y4 (point C). At this point the scanning stops, and the
strobe delay starts. At the end of the strobe delay, bit 1 goes high and there is a
strobe pulse (point D) as shown expanded in Fig. 7-2.

Fig. 7-4 is a more compressed view showing a complete key stroke. The key is
depressed at point A and released at point B. The strobe is sent to the mother board
at the end of the strobe delay, point C.

Non-TTL Levels—-If you observe the matrix with an oscilloscope, you will find
that B6 s X outputs and Y inputs are not at TTL levels. Their typical voltage levels
aie shown in Fig. 7-5 along with the clock waveform from B6-1.

Repeat Function— B2 is a 555 timer connected to oscillate at a frequency set by
R8, R7. and C7 (Fig. C-22*). The frequency is

1.44

(R8 + 2R7)C7
15 Hz
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O

Fig. 7-3. Y scan (two-piece keyboard).

B2 is normally held reset by RIO. When the KEPT key is depressed, and another key

is also pressed (AKO high), then the reset is removed. Timer B2 now oscillates and

its output is coupled through C6 to gates B4-11, B4-8, and B3-3. The 15-Hz pulses at

B3-1 create additional strobe pulses to the mother board.

Roll Over and Phantoms—The keyboard encoder IC is capable of N-key roil

over. N-key roll over means that you can have any number of keys down simulta-

neously, and the encoder will correctly send the characters in the order keyed. This

capability, however, can be used only if there is a diode at every cross point in the

key matrix. The Apple II keyboard does not have these diodes. Without them, de-
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B6-21 (Y4)

B6-4 (AKO)

B6-1

(CLOCK)

+ 2 V

-7 V

X OUTPUT

Y INPUT
(NO KEYS

DEPRESSED)

LOGIC LOW

- 10 -

Fig. 7-5. Typical AY-5-3600 keyboard encoder waveforms (two-piece keyboard).

pressing three or more keys simultaneously may generate extraneous or phantom
characters. As a result, the keyboard is described as having 2-key roll over. No more
than two keys may be depressed simultaneously if phantom characters are to be
avoided.

It is the sneak paths that are possible in a matrix without diodes that generate
the phantom characters. For example, simultaneously pressing the space, N, and B
keys will connect X4 to Y4. This creates a phantom "A.” Simultaneously pressing
space, N, and M will connect X4 to Y6. No key is assigned to this matrix cross point.
However, the AY-5-3600 will still output a character. In the original AY-5-3600
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mask, all unused matrix cross points were programmed to be an ASCII null. A null

typed inadvertently in a Pascal program can be undesirable. A later mask for the.

AY-5-3600 programs all unused cross points to be an ASCII space. These two ver-

sions of encoder IC are identified as 331-0931-A and 331-0931-B, respectively.

Quad-Mode Operation— B6 is a quad-mode encoder. This means each key can
generate up to four different characters as a function of the SHIFT and CTRL keys
(Table 7-2).

Table 7-2. Characters as a Function of Control and Shift

B6-28 (CTRL) B6-29 (SHIFT) Character Group

0 0 Unshift

0 1 Shift

1 0 Control

1 1 Shift-Control

The four characters for each key are shown in Fig. C-22*. Only the "P,” "M,” and "N”
keys generate four different characters. The rest generate fewer.

Lowercase—There are two bow ties on the board with the ICs. They may be cut

as a user option. The circuit is then restored by adding switch S2. In the normal
position of S2, the circuit functions as previously described. When S2 is operated,

output bits 9 and 8 are substituted for bits 5 and 6. Encoder B6 has been pro-

grammed with ASCII lowercase letters. This substitution of bits will make the low-

ercase letters available. Lowercase operation is as follows: with the shift key not

depressed, pressing any letter key will output lowercase. With the shift key pressed,

pressing any letter key will output uppercase. The three characters @, ], and ~ are

not available directly from the keyboard when S2 is in its lowercase position.

Numeric Pad—As a user option, a nine-pin connector mgy be installed on the

keyboard at J2. Then J2 can be extended to a numeric pad as shown in Fig. C-22*.

Accidental Reset—To prevent accidental resets, SI may be moved to its "CTRL”
position (pins 1 and 2 connected). In this position of SI, it is necessary to press both
CTRL and RESET to reset the Apple.

Cassette Tape

In this section we will describe the hardware involved in writing and reading cas-

sette tapes. We will also touch on some aspects of the cassette system that are actu-

ally determined by the firmware.

Data to be recorded on tape is formatted into records. Each record consists of

several seconds of header tone followed by a sync bit, the actual data, and a check
sum. Binary files and machine code are recorded as one record (Fig. 7-6A). BASIC

HEADER SYNC DATA CHECK SUM

(A) Binary flies or machine code.

HEADER SYNC LENGTH CHECK SUM HEADER SYNC PROGRAM CHECK SUM

(B) BASIC programs.

Fig. 7-6. Cassette tape formats.
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programs are recorded as two records (Fig. 7-6B). The first record contains the

BASIC program’s length in the record’s data field. The second record contains the

BASIC program itself.

Fig. 7-7 shows individual bits or cycles of the tones that make up the format.

The times shown are approximate, but they are within 2% of measured values. The
header tone consists of half cycles of 650 microseconds each. This is a frequency of

770 Hz. The sync bit contains one-half cycle of 200 microseconds followed^by one-half
cycle of 250 microseconds. A 0 bit consists of two 250 microsecond half cycles. Data
of all 0’s would be a tone of 2000 Hz. A 1 bit consists of two half cycles of 500
microseconds each. Data of all l’s would be a 1000-Hz (1-kHz) tone. It takes 500
microseconds to transmit a 0 and 1000 microseconds to transmit a 1. The average
transmission rate for random data is therefore 1333 bits per second.

Data is recorded low byte first. Within each byte the MSB is recorded first.

*< 650 nS——-*a '650 /iS *

HEADER BIT

200 /iS 250/xS
-< «s=-as

SYNC BIT J
250 [iS 250 /xS

<£*

0 BIT J

—500 fiS—-«—500 p.S—

Fig. 7-7. Cassette bit timing.

Fig. 7-8 shows typical tape cassette waveforms near the time of the sync bit.

When the cassette output ($C020-$C02F) is accessed, J13-11 goes low for 489 nS
(point A). On J13-ll’s rising edge, J13-8 is clocked (point B). Since J13-8 connects to

J13-12 (Fig. (J-12*), this flip-flop will toggle when clocked. In Fig. 7-8 we have shown
the last two and one-half cycles of the header tone. The sync bit comes next, followed

by the first data byte. In this example, the first byte is $B0 or 10110000 (binary).

Note that on power-up, J13-8 can be either low or high. The processor can
neither initialize nor read the state of J13-8. As a result, the J13-8 waveform could

be inverted from what is shown in Fig. 7-8. No matter in which state J13-8 starts, it

toggles every time J13-11 goes high. That is all that matters.

Resistors R18 and R19 attenuate J13-8 to about 0.8%, or 32 mV peak-peak open
circuit. The attenuated sigi al appears at the CASSETTE DATA OUT jack of the

Apple. It is connected to the microphone input of the recorder when data is stored.

This concludes the discussion of the hardware used in the write direction. We now
turn our attention to the read process.
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Fitf. 7-8. Tape cassette waveforms.

HI

4-4

(TTL

IN)
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On data retrieval, the earphone jack of the recorder connects to the CASSETTE
DATA IN jack of the Apple. There may or may not be a polarity inversion in going
through the recorder; it does not matter. The cassette input is ac coupled by CIO and
attenuated to 50% by R17 and R30. The signal then connects to the inverting input

of operational amplifier K13.

Operational amplifier K13 is wired to act as a comparator. Ground through R16
provides an average comparator threshold of 0 voit and.R15 provides about 100 mV
of hysteresis at the input of the comparator. This circuit arrangement is called a zero

crossing detector. The minimum cassette input that produces good results is about 1

volt peak-peak. While reading tapes, the output of K13 swings from plus-saturated

to minus-saturated, or about ± 4 volts.

Resistor R29 limits current out of the input of H14 when K13-6 is low. Resistor

R29 and the input clamping diode of H14 effectively convert the signal to a TTL
level at H14-4. Note that the signal is inverted by K13. Except for an inversion, the

TTL signal at J13-8 has been recreated at H14-4. To see this, compare the

waveforms for J13-8 and H14-4 as shown in Fig. 7-8.

At this point we must discuss how the cassette signal gets through data selector

H14 (Fig. C-12*). If the address is in the range $C060-$C06F, then F13-9 will go
low during <f>2. This enables H14 via pin 7. Data selector H14 selects one of its eight

inputs as a function of address lines ADO, ADI, and AD2. When the address is

$C060 or $C068 (ADO, ADI, and AD2 all equal 0), H14 is enabled and selects input
pin 4 to output on pin 5. Pin HI4-5 connects to data bus bit 7. Thus, at either of

these addresses, the cassette input is put on data bus bit 7. Bit 7 is used since it is

easily tested by various 6502 instructions. Since AD3 is not decoded by this part of

the circuit, there are two addresses eight locations apart that can access the cassette

input. In such cases, we usually use the lower address ($C060).

Routines in the monitor scan bit 7 at location $C060 every 12.8 microseconds

looking for a transition. By measuring the time between transitions, the routines

can distinguish between header, sync, 0, andT bits.

Speaker

Decoder F13-12 goes low during </>2 whenever the range $C030-$C03F is addressed.

On the rising edge of F13-12, J13-5 is clocked. This flip-flop will toggle since pin 6 is

tied to pin 2. It takes two accesses to $C030 to generate one period of speaker oscil-

lation. The square or rectangular wave at J13-5 is coupled through Cll and R24 to

the base of Q4. Diode CR1 provides a discharge path for Cll. Transistor Q4 is a
Darlington pair that amplifies the signal to drive the speaker through R25.
Capacitor C12 provides some integration and also absorbs some of the energy stored

in the speaker winding when Q4 turns off.

To generate tones from the speaker, you must calculate the number of clock

cycles needed between each toggle. The clock cycles are then obtained using a
software loop. Using this method, you can generate tones from below to above the

audible range. If you want absolute pitch, remember that the average clock cycle is

980 nS long.

Fig. 7-9 shows the voltage (to ground) measured at the internal speaker for

1002-Hz and 10.4-kHz tones. Note the overshoot at each transition.

You can get a much fuller sound by disconnecting the small internal speaker
and connecting a larger external speaker. Be careful with the speaker leads; one side

is connected directly to +5 volts.
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(B) 10.4-kHz tone.

Fig. 7-9. Speaker output.

Game Switches

The three game switches (SW0-SW2) connect to inputs of data selector H14 (Fig.

C-12*). The operation of H14 was described in the section on the cassette input. Here
we list the addresses that will select the game switches (Table 7-3).

Table 7-3. Addresses and Game Switches

Location Game Switch

$C061 and $0069 SWO
$0062 and $C06A SW1
$0063 and $C06B SW2

A game switch is typically wired as shown in Fig. 7-10. With the switch normal,

the 560-ohm resistor pulls SWO low. When $C061 is accessed, data bit 7 will go low
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ji4-i—±ly
. <^_

i-

PUSH BUTTON

560 V

Fig. 7-10. Game
switch—SWO is

shown as typical.

(0). When the switch is operated, SWO will connect to +5 volts (high). Now when
$C061 is accessed, data bit 7 will go high (1). The operation of SWl and SW2 is
identical to that of SWO.

Game Paddles

Quad timer H13 is a type 558. Each of the four sections has an isolated trigger
input, timing input, and output (Fig. C-12*). Two other inputs are common to all

sections. Reset (pin 13) and Control Voltage (pin 4). In the Apple, Reset is not used
and is tied to +5 volts. Control Voltage is not used either,’ but since this pin can
influence an internal threshold voltage, it is bypassed by C9. In the Apple, the trig-
ger inputs for each section are tied in common.

Let us examine the operation of a typical 558 section (see Fig. 7-11A). The out-
put stage is open collector, so a pull-up resistor is needed to see any voltage changes
at the output. Normally the output is low, and in this condition an internal transis-
tor shunts the timing input to ground. When the trigger input makes a high-to-low
transition, the output goes high and the shunt is removed from the timing input.
Capacitor C begins to charge through resistor R. When the timing input reaches an
internally set threshold (the control voltage), the output goes low and the timing
input is again shunted to ground. The output high time is equal to the product RC.

Once the timer has triggered, the trigger input has no effect until the output is

low again. This characteristic of the trigger input will be used later in this section to
explain a well-known paddle phenomena. First, however, we will see how the 558 is

used in the Apple.

Apple’s paddle scheme functions by replacing R in Fig. 7-11A with a variable
resistor and measuring the timer’s pulse width, using the 6502. Here are the circuit
details. The trigger inputs of all four sections connect in common to F13-7 (Fig.
C-12*). This line goes low during 02 in the address range $C070-$C07F. The 6502
uses address $C070 to trigger all four timers. The output of each timer connects to
an input of H14. This IC can select one of these inputs in the same manner that it

selects an input from the game switches or the cassette (described in previous sec-
tions). The 6502 reads the timer outputs by addressing the locations shown in Table
7-4.

The timing capacitors for each section (C5, C6, C7, and C8) have values of 0.022
microfarad. The timing resistors for each section consist of 100 ohms .(ft) on the
mother board (R20, R21, R22, and R23) plus the resistance of the paddles. Fig. 7-12
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Table 7-4. Addresses and Game Paddles

Location Paddle

$C064 and $C06C 0

$C065 and $C06D 1

$C066 and $C06E 2

$C067 and $C06F 3

shows the usual wiring of a game paddle. Apple recommends a 150 kfl value. The
longest pulse width is

(150 kft + 100 CL) x 0.022 fxF = 3.30 mS

The shortest pulse is

100 ft x 0.022 nF = 2.2 /xS

The purpose of the 100 Cl resistor is to provide some protection for H13 from external
shorts and from the condition when the external resistance goes to 0.

(A) Typical wiring diagram.

+ 5 V

OUT

TRIGGER (PIN 3) +5 V

TIMING (PIN 2) 0 V

CONTROL
,p|N 4 ) 3 2 VVOLTAGE 'niN 4) J Z V

OUTPUT (PIN 1) 0 V

+ 5 V

-«-RC-*~

3.2 V

(B) Signal waveforms.

Fig. 7-11. 558 timer
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J14-6

J14-1

PDL 0

+ 5 V

150K
LINEAR
TAPER

Fig. 7-12. Game paddle—PDLO is shown as

typical.

That’s it for the hardware, now how does the firmware determine the position of
the paddle? There is a monitor routine at $FB1E that triggers H13, then enters a
loop to count uritil the output of H13 returns low. Fig. 7-13 shows the flowchart. You
enter the routine with the paddle number (0-3) in the X register. The routine first

triggers H13 (F13-7 goes low). Next the Y register, used for the counter, is ini-

tialized to 0. The routine now delays about 4 p.S, then reads the timer output for the
specified paddle (F13-9 goes low). If the paddle output is low on the first read, this

indicates a very short pulse (low resistance). You exit the routine with Y = 0.

If the first read is not low, the routine increments the counter (Y register) and
then checks for counter overflow. By overflow we mean that the Y register overflows
(counts) from 255 to 0. If there is no overflow, the routine reads the paddle again.
The time around the loop is 11 clock cycles, or 10.8 /u.S. When the timer output goes
low, you exit the routine with the paddle position value in the Y register. At the
high resistance end of the paddle, the counter may overflow. In this case, the routine
decrements the counter and you exit with Y = 255. Note that as the paddle moves
from lowest to highest resistance, the paddle value changes from 0 to 255.

Recall that there is a minimun of 100 ft designed into the circuit. The game
paddle may also have some "end resistance.” These two items together produce a
minimum timer pulse of several microseconds. The 4 p.S initial delay in the routine
bridges this minimum pulse so that the minimum paddle value can be 0.

At the other end of paddle rotation, we found that 150 K gave us a 3,30 mS
pulse. This is equivalent to

3.30 mS
10.8 fiS

= 305 counts

Thus, we are assured of reaching the maximum paddle value of 255.
You may already know that if you read the value of one paddle too soon after

reading another paddle, the value of the second paddle may be in error. Fig. 7-14
shows why this is so. We will take the case where PDL 0 is set for a value of 45 and
PDL 1 is set for a value of 240. At point A, the program triggers both timers. After
about 500 p.S, timer 0 times out (point B), and the program displays a PDL 0 value
of 45.

As fast as Integer BASIC can, it triggers the timers again (point C). Timer 0
outputs another pulse (point D), but we don’t care since we are now reading timer 1.

Timer l’s output is still high from the first trigger; it will not time out until'point E.
Timer 1 has ignored the trigger at point C. The monitor routine times from point C
to point E (about 450 /xS) and returns with a PDL 1 value of 40, clearly in error. To
correct the situation, you must insert some delay between consecutive reads of dif-
ferent paddles. The total delay between consecutive triggers should be greater than
4 mS.
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Fig. 7-13. Read game paddle flowchart.

If you examine the outputs of H13 with an oscilloscope, you may see some

strange voltage levels. This is due to the lack of pull-up resistors on H13’s open

collector outputs. The only pull-up on these lines comes from the inputs of H14. The

result is a high level of about 1.5 volts instead of the more typical TTL high level of
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Table 7-5. Soft Switches

Pin Signal State* Location Function

FI 4-4 TEXT MODE Off $0050 Graphics or mixed

On $0051 All-Text**

FI 4-5 MIX MODE
Off $C052 All-Text or graphics

On $0053 Mixed

FI 4-6 PAGE 2
Off $0054 Select page 1

On $0055 Select page 2

FI 4-7 HIRES MODE
Off $0056 Select LORES
On $0057 Select HIRES

FI 4-9 AN0
Off $0058

On $0059

FI 4-10 AN1 Off $C05A

On $C05B

FI 4-11 AN2
Off $C05C

On $C05D

$C05EFI 4-1

2

AN3 Off

On $005

F

*Off = 0 = Low, On = 1
• = High

**When All-Text is selected, F14-5 and F14-7 are don't cares.

TRIGGER
(F 13-7)

PDL (0) TIMER
OUTPUT

PDL (1) TIMER 1 l±
OUTPUT

>10 PRINT PDL (0), PDL (1)

>20 GOTO 10

'•Fig. 7-14. When two paddles are read consecutively without inserting delay, the second paddle value
may be in error.

3.5 volts. You may also, find that the 1.5 volt high level varies as a function 01 the
other inputs of H14. A low level out of H13 looks normal however (0 to 0.4 volt).

Soft Switches

The eight soft switches appear at the outputs of addressable latch F14 (Fig. C-12*).
Whenever the j-ange $C050r $C05F is accessed, F13-10 goes low during 02. This
enables F14. The three address bits ADI, AD2, and AD3 select one of the eight
Outputs of F14. When enabled, Fl4 latches the dat^ on pin 13 into the selected
output. Ihput F14-13 connects to address bit ADO, so ^ven addresses will latch a 0
into the output. Likewise, odd addresses will latch a 1 into the selected output.

("*——ABOUT 2 mS
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Table 7-6. On-Board I/O Locations

Location Function Remarks

$cooo Keyboard Data Input *

SC010 Clear Keyboard Strobe *

$C020 Toggle Cassette Output *

$C030 Toggle Speaker *

SC040 Game Utility Strobe *

$C050-$C05F Soft Switches See Table 7-5

$C060 & $C068 Cassette Input

$C061 & $C069 Game SWO
$C062 & $C06A Game SW1
$C063 & $C06B Game SW2
$C061 & $C06C Game PDLO
$C065 & SC06D Game PDL1
$C066 & $C06E Game PDL2
$C067 & $C06F Game PDL3
$C070 Game Paddle Trigger

i

*Any of 16 locations starting with the listed location will perform the same function.

Two output states times eight different outputs is equal to 16. Thus, all 16 loca-

tions in the range $C050-$C05F are separately decoded by F14. Table 7-5 shows
each location and its function. For example, to select a mixed TEXT and LORES
display from page 1, you would access locations $C050, $C053, $C054, and $C056.
Use of the soft switches to control the display will be covered in detail in Chapter 8.

SUMMARY
Table 7-6 is a summary of the I/O address locations covered in this chapter.

In the next chapter, we will explore the video display modes of TEXT, LORES,
HIRES, and mixed.
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called cells. The design of the Apple is such that you can position a pixel to be

coincident with a cell. You can also position a pixel so that it overlaps two cells,

one-half in one and one-half in another. Taken over the full width of the line, there

are then 560 positions where you can locate a pixel.

We have not yet said anything about the color of the pixel. On a black and white

monitor, there is no color and each pixel is either on (white) or off (blackh In black

and white HIRES we have 560 horizontal plotting positions.

Color HIRES is a different matter. Here the pixel’s exact position will determine

its color. If we step a single pixel across the screen, stopping at each of the 560

locations, the pixel’s color will sequence through violet, blue, green, orange, violet,

etc. Any one color can appear at only one out of four positions. Thus, the color

HIRES horizontal resolution could be defined as 140 pixels.

There are two more limitations on color HIRES resolution. First, two adjacent

pixels will not display in color, but will be a white dot. Of course you may want a

white dot. Second, the pixels stored by any one byte must be selected from one and

only one of the following two lists:

List 1 List 2

Violet Blue

Green Orange
White White
Black Black

Thus, for example, you cannot mix green and orange pixels in the same byte.

One memory byte stores the pixels for seven adjacent cells. The 280 cells per

line result in 40 bytes per line, and the 192 lines per screen result in 7680 bytes per

screen. In practice, an even 8K-byte memory block stores one HIRES screen:

Page 1 $2000-$3FFF
Page 2 $4000-$5FFF

There are two varieties of mixed mode: text mixed with LORES graphics and
text mixed with HIRES graphics. In both cases, the lower orie-sixth of the screen

contains four lines of text characters.

Fig. 8-1 is a high level block diagram of the video display process. When you
display text or graphics, you first configure the circuitry’ for the desired mode by
setting the soft switches under 6502 software control. Next you again use the 6502
to write to the desired locations in the screen memory. Meanwhile the video address

generator is always running, using the system clock to create the video address,

blanking, sync, and color burst signals. The video address maps to a memory ad-

dress, and then accesses the screen memory (RAM). The RAM’s data is latched and
made available to the video generator. The video generator is enabled and disabled

by the blanking signal. The video generator also uses inputs from the soft switches

to configure itself for the selected mode. Its function is to convert the latched data

into a video output. This video output is combined with the sync and color burst

signals in Q3 (Fig. 8-1). The output of Q3 is the Apple’s composite video output

which is used to drive a monitor or an rf modulator. The video generator is the

subject of this chapter; the other blocks in Fig. 8-1 have been covered in preceding

chapters as noted in the figure.

Fig. 8-2 is a block diagram of the video generator. The ICs that make up each
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(CHAP. 6)

CLOCK
Fig. 8-1. Block diagram of video display process.

block are noted in the figure. The text generator consists of a character generator, a
shift register, a timer (for flashing characters), and gates to produce flashing and
inverse text. The text generator is always running. It processes the latched data at
its input into text at its output. The text video becomes an input to data selector A9.

Shift registers B4 and B9 are configured by data selector A8. When HIRES
MODE is low, each shift register takes four bits of latched data at its input and
produces a LORES pixel at its output. The LORES video becomes another input to
data selector A9.

When HIRES MODE is high, A8 configures B4 and B9 into one long shift regis-
ter. This long shift register takes the latched data at its input and produces seven
HIRES pixels at its output. The HIRES video becomes & third input to A9. Note that
shift registers B4 and B9 are always running, producing either LORES or HIRES
video. :

The TEXT MODE, MIX MODE, and HIRES MODE soft switches cause data
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PAGE 2

Fig. 8-2. Block diagram of video generator.

selector A9 to select either text video, LORES video, or HIRES video to output

toward Q3. There, the video is mixed with SYNC and COLOR BURST to create the

composite video output.

TEXT MODE, MIX MODE, and HIRES MODE are combined to generate the

signal HIRES. HIRES and PAGE 2 map to memory as described in Chapter 5 and as

summarized in Table 8-1.

The way in which data selectors A8 and A9 reconfigure the circuit under control

of the soft switches is a key concept in understanding the video generator. Each
configuration will be covered separately in the sections that follow.
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Table 8-1. Summary ofJIIRES and Page 2 Map to Memory
PAGE 2 HIRES Memory Space

0 0 Page 1 Text/LORES
0 1 Page 1 HIRES
1 0 Page 2 Text/LORES
1 1 Page 2 HIRES

Text

The following soft swjtch settings configure the video generator for All-Text:

TEXT MODE = 1

MIX MODE = X
PAGE 2 = 0 or 1

HIRES MODE = X
(X = Don’t care)

Fig. 8-3 shows the block diagram for this configuration. The first block, A5, is a
2K by 8-bit ROM that has been programmed to contain the same ASCII character
set as contained ip a type 2513 character generator. Thus A5 takes, the six low order
latched data bits and interprets them as a set of 64 characters. This character set
includes numerals, uppercase letters, and most ASCII symbols. It does not include
lowercase letters and some remaining ASCII symbols. The output of A5 is a 5 by 7
dot matrix character (Fig. 8-4).

The ROM, AS, generates the character one row at a time. Each rowin the char-
acter is displayed by adjacent horizontal scan lines on the crt. It takes eight scan
lines to display a complete character (including a vertical space above each char-
acter). Of course these 8 scan lines also display the other 39 characters in a line of
text. As the crt beam scans down the screen, the signals VA, VB, and VC increment
at each line. This is shown in Fig. 8-4. Signals VA, VB, and VC address the appro-
priate contents of A5 on each new row.

At any particular row, the dots on that row are output in parallel by A5. Shift
register A3 (Fig. 8-3) converts the dots from parallel to serial. This means that it

shifts out the dots one at a time as the crt beam scans across the screen. For each
character, shift register A3 shifts seven times. It first shifts out a 0 (low), then the
five dots that make the character, then finally another 0. The two Os are stored in A5
and are uspd to create the horizontal space between characters. This is seen in Fig.
8-4. The figure also shows the video waveform that is generated for the third row of
the character "A.”

Referring again to Fig. 8-3, flashing timer B3 provides the rate for flashing
characters and the cursor. Gates Bll-11 and B13-4 decode the high order two bits
(DL6 and DL7) of each character to determine its display mode (see Table 8-2).

Table 8-2. DL6 and DL7 Determine Display Mode
DL7 DL6 Mode
0 0 Inverse

0 1 Flashing

1 0 Normal
1 1 Normal
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VC VB VA

0 0 0

0 0 1

0 1 0

0 1 1

1 0 0

1 0 1

1 1 0

1 1 1

Fig. 8-4. Text character format.

Note that flashing characters are merely alternating quickly between normal and
inverse.

The output of B13-4 contains the flash/inverse information for the current char-
acter. This information is stored in register A 10, and is then presented to one input
of exclusive or gate B2-11. The exclusive or gate inverts the serial data from the
shift register under control of the flash/inverse signal. Fig. 8-5 shows the letter "A”
as it would appear in inverse video. Note that the entire 7 by 8 cell is inverted, not
just the 5 by 7 character. The video waveform for the third row in the cell is also
shown in Fig. 8-5. The waveform is simply the inverse of the waveform from
Fig. 8-4. .

Returning to Fig. 8-3, the text video signal from B2-11 next passes through data
selector A9. At A9, the video signal can be turned off by the blanking signal stored

7x8 CELL

l
~l-

Ln_r
VIDEO

H WAVEFORM

KEY:
| |

BLACK
5x7 CHARACTER

WHITE

Fig. 8-5. Inverse text character.
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in register A 10. By this, we mean that during the blanking interval, the video signal

is forced to 0 (low) to create a black portion of the screen. After AS, the video next

passes through flip-flop B10-5 and then to Q3. At Q3, the video is mixed with SYNC
and COLOR BURST to create the composite video output. (Blanking and the Q3
mixing process were described in Chapter 4.) This completes the path of the text

characters through the video generator.

HIRES

The following soft switch settings configure the video generator for HIRES:

TEXT MODE = 0

MIX MODE = 0

PAGE 2 = 0 or 1

HIRES MODE = 1

Fig. 8-6 is the block diagram for HIRES mode. Data selector A8 configures 4-bit shift

registers B4 and B9 into one long 8-bit shift register. Each byte to be displayed is

loaded into the parallel input of this shift register. The contents are then shifted out

one HIRES pixel at a time as the crt beam sweeps across the screen. If the byte

contains green or violet pixels, the high order bit (DL7) will be 0, and data selector

A9 will select the output of the shift register. If the byte contains blue or orange

pixels, DL7 will be 1, and data selector A9 will select the output of flip-flop All-9.

The output of All-9 is the shift register’s output delayed by one 14M clock.

The output of data selector A9 passes through flip-flop B10-5 on its way to Q3.
At Q3, it is mixed with SYNC and COLOR BURST to create the composite video

output. Just as was the case in text mode, a blanking signal is applied to A9 to force

the video to black during the blanking interval—DL7 and BLANKING are stored in

register A10 on their way to A9. The key elements of Fig. 8-6 are the shift register

B4,B9 A9

DL7 BLANKING

Fig. 8-6. Block diagram of HIRES generatoi.
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and the ability of A9 to select the shift register’s output either directly or delayed by
All-9. This selection is under control of DL7.

Now that we have the circuit arrangement in mind,, let’s see how it actually
produces colors. Recall from color television theory that a video signal with a com-
ponent at 3.58 MHz (the color burst frequency) will produce a color on the screen.
The hue or tint of that color will be a function of the signal’s phase relative to the
phase of the color burst signal. (If you are not familiar with color video techniques,
you should review Appendix A at this time.) Fig. 8-7 shows color hue as a function of
phase angle relative to color burst.

RED

Let’s take the case of one byte of violet in the upper left corner of the HIRES
screen. We can do this with a "POKE 8192, 85” from BASIC. When the video scan is at
the upper left of the screen, the decimal value 85 will load into shift register B4/B9 as
shown in Fig. 8-8. Note that this value is an alternating pattern of Is and Os. The LSB
(DLO) is immediately available (point A). The shift register then shifts six times,
creating the video waveform shown, as the bits DLO through DL6 shift out.

Above the "ideo waveform we have shown COLOR BURST at the same time
scale. Observe that the video waveform has the same frequency as COLOR BURST,
but the video is delayed by 135 degrees. The color wheel (Fig. 8-7) showsus that a
phase delay of 135 degrees from burst creates the color violet.

Fig. 8-9 shows how green is generated. .This time we POKE 42 into location
8192. When the pattern shifts out of the shift register, we get the video waveform
shown. Again it hds the same frequency as COLOR BURST, but is delayed 315
degrees. This corresponds to the color green in Fig. 8-7.

Fig. 8-10 depicts the display method for blue. Here we POKE the. value 213 into
location 8192. The low order seven bits are the same as they were for violet. Thus,
we get the same waveform at the shift register’s output. The MSB (DL7) is 1, how-
ever, so data selector A9 selects the output of flip-flop All-9. The flip-flop delays the
shift register output by one 14M clock period. This is equivalent to 90 degrees at
3.58 MHz as shown in Fig. 8-10. The net result is to delay the video waveform 225
degiees relative to burst. This corresponds to the color blue in Fig. 8-7.
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Fig. 8-8. HIRES violet.
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I I I I | |

Fig. 8-9. HIRES green.

Finally, in Fig. 8-11, we show how orange is produced. We poke the value 170
into location 8192, and this generates the "green” waveform at the shift register’s

output. The MSB (DL7) is 1, so A9 selects the output from All-9. All-9 delays the
"green” waveform by one 14M clock. The net result is a video waveform delayed 45
degrees from burst. This corresponds to the color orange in Fig. 8-7.

There now remain the two "colors” black and white. For black we simply store 0
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or 128 in memory' (Fig. 8-12). The seven Os will shift out creating a continuous low
signal. This corresponds to black. For white, we store 127 or 255 (Fig. 8-13). The
seven Is will shift out creating a continuous high signal. This signal has no compo-
nent at 3.58 MHz, so there is no color. A high level corresponds to white, so that is

what we get.

B4,B9
+ 5 V

0 v n h

J POKE 8192,0

OR
] POKE 8192,128

DLO

DL1

DL2

DL3

DL4

DL5

DL6

DL7

o

c
KJ

0

0

0

0

0

YA

Fig. 8-12. HIRES black.

U-279 nS-*-
COLOR

1
|

BURST | I

Fig. 8-13. HIRES white.

Before leaving our overview of the HIRES display, we must introduce the topic

of even and odd bytes. The previous examples showing the six HIRES colors all used
an even byte, location 8192. Fig. 8-14 shows what happens when we consider both
even and odd bytes. At the top of the figure we have shown color burst. The second
waveform is the video output for a violet line. It starts out just like the example in

Fig. 8-8. The value 85 produces the alternating pattern 1010101.
The next segment of the line is stored in an odd location. If the line is to con-

tinue with the same color (same phase relative to burst), the odd segment must have
the pattern 0101010. This is the value 42, the complement of 85. The same color is

stored as two different values, depending on whether the byte is even or odd. This can
be explained by noting that the time used to display one byte contains three and
one-half cycles of 3.58 MHz. Thus, the relative phase of COLOR BURST changes by
180 degrees every byte. HIRES plotting routines take this into account.
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Fig. 8-14.
. Even and odd HIRES bytes.

We have now explained in concept how the HIRES colors are produced. There
remain more details that will have to wait until later in this chapter.

LORES

The following soft switch settings configure the video generator for LORES.

TEXT MODE .= 0

MIX MODE = 0

PAGE 2 = 0 or 1

HIRES MODE = 0

Fig. 8-15 shows the circuit configuration for this mode. Data selector A8 arranges
shift registers B4 and B9 into two separate 4-bit shift registers. In LORES mode,
each byte stores two pixels. Bits DLO-3 store the upper pixel; these bits parallel load
into B4. Bits DL4-7 store the lower pixel and these bits parallel load into B9.

While the pixels are being displayed, the bits rotate in the shift registers in a
manner similar to that of HIRES. In LORES, however, each shift register provides

HO VC BLANKING

Fig. 8-15. Block diagram of LORES generator.
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both an even and an odd output. Data selector A9 selects between even and odd
outputs under control of signal HO. Signal HO alternates between 0 and 1 as the crt

beam scans over alternating even and odd bytes. You can refer to Fig. 3-4* to see the
timing of HO. The purpose of this even/odd circuit configuration will be explained
shortly.

Data selector A9 also selects between the upper and lower pixels under control

of signal VC. Here you should refer to Fig. 4-1* to see the timing of VC. Signal VC
alternates between 0 and 1 every four scan lines. The height of a LORES pixel is

also four scan lines. When VC= 0, A9 selects the upper pixel. When VC= 1, A9
selects the lower pixel. This is depicted in Fig. 8-16 where we have shown signals
VC and HO coordinated with four LORES pixels.

Fig. 8- 16 . LORES pixels.

The blanking signal at data selector A9 forces the video to black during the

blanking interval. Signals HO, VC, and BLANKING are stored in register A10 be-

fore they go to A9. The video out of A9 passes through flip-flop B10-5 on its way to

Q3. At Q3, the video is mixed with SYNC and COLOR BURST to create the compos-
ite video output.

Let’s briefly review the LORES block diagram. The key elements are: (1) the

shift registers with separate odd arid even outputs, and (2) data selector A9 which
selects upper and lower, even and odd inputs under control of VC and HO.

We now move from the block diagram to an explanation of LORES color gener-

ation. Each pixel is stored as four bits in memory. The pixel color is coded- by these

four bits, as listed
,
in Table 8-3. The table lists the color names used in Apple’s docu-

mentation and alternative color names used in this book. The alternative names will

aid our discussion, and you may assume that hereafter any LORES color mentioned
in this book will use the alternative name.

In Table 8-4 the 16 colors are divided into four groups. We will examirie one
color from each of the first three groups arid three colors from the miscellaneous

group.
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Table 8-3. LORES Colors

Bit Positions Color Names
Upper From Apple II Alternative
Pixel: 3 2 10
Lower.

Pixel: 7 6 5 4

Decimal
Reference Manual Names

0 0 0 0 0 Black Black
0 0 0 1 1 Magenta Dark Red
0 0 10 2 Dark Blue Dark Blue
0 0 11 3 Purple Violet

0 10 0 4 Dark Green Dark Green
0 10 1 5 Gray 1 Gray 1

0 110 6 Medium Blue Blue
0 111 7 Light Blue Light Blue
10 0 0 8 Brown Dark Orange
10 0 1 9 Orange Orange
10 10 10 Gray 2 Gray 2
10 11 11 Pink Light Red
110 0 12 Light Green Green
110 1 13 Yellow Light Orange
1110 14 Aquamarine Light Green
1111 15 White White

Table 8-4. LORES Groups

Medium
Group

Light

Group
Dark

Group
Miscellaneous

Group

9 Orange
3 Violet

6 Blue

12 Green

13 Light Orange
11 Light Red
7 Light Blue

14 Light Green

8 Dark Orange
1 Dark Red
2 Dark Blue

4 Dark Green

0 Black

5 Gray 1

10 Gray 2

15 White

Fig. 8-17 shows the generation of LORES blue. We start by poking a 6 into

memory location 1024 (the upper left pixel on the screen). When the video address
scans this pixel, the low order four bits load into shift register B4. Bit DLO (a 0) is

immediately available at the video output, point A. The shift register now shifts 13
times. On each shift, the serial output is loaded into the other end of the register.

Thus, the same four bits recirculate through the shift register, generating the
waveform shown.

COLOR BURST is drawn above the video waveform at the same time scale.

Both signals have the same frequency, 3.58 MHz. We have drawn tic marks at the
center of the positive portion of each signal so that we can measure their relative

phase. As shown, the video signal is delayed 225 degrees relative to COLOR BURST.
From Fig. 8-7 we see that 225 degrees corresponds to blue. You may also wish to

note that the video signal for LORES blue is the same as that for HIRES blue,

Fig. 8-10.

Fig. 8-18 shows the generation of LORES light blue. This time we POKE a 7
into location 1024. Again, when the upper left pixel is scanned, four bits load into

the shift register then rotate to create a video waveform at the serial output. This
waveform has the same frequency as burst and is delayed 180 degrees. From Fig. 8-7

we see that 180 degrees also corresponds to blue.
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]POKE
1024,6

The color waveform in Fig. 8-18 differs from those presented up to now; it does
not have a 50% duty cycle. This waveform is high for three out of four counts, so it

has a duty cycle of 75%. Stated another way, its average value is 75% of the way
from black (low video level) to white (high video level). This means the color display

of this signal will be brighter than the display of the 50% duty cycle signal of Fig.

8-17. Thus, Fig. 8-17 shows "medium” blue and Fig. 8-18 shows "light” blue.

75%
DUTY CYCLE

Fig. 8-18. LORES light blue.
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Let’s move to Fig. 8-19 which shows dark blue. This time we POKE a 2 into
location 1024. The bits rotate and generate the waveform shown. This signal is de-
layed 180 degrees from burst, again blue. Note that this signal has a 25% duty cycle.
Its average level is closer to black than to white. Thus, we get "dark” blue.

Fig. 8-19. LORES dark blue.

The other colors in the first three groups of Table 8-4 can be explained in a
manner similar to the blue colors. The- dark colors have duty cycles of 25%, the
medium colors have duty cycles of 50% , and the light colors have duty cycles of 75%.
The phase angles of the other hues will, of course, be different.

The black, white, and gray colors” in the miscellaneous group contain no color
since they do not contain a 3.58 MHz component. Black (all Os) is a continuous
low— a dc signal. White (all Is) is a continuous high; another dc signal. A dc signal
has no 3.58 MHz component, so we get no color, just black or white.

Gray is a little more interesting, and in Fig. 8-20 we show the generation of
LORES gray 1. The value 5 is poked into location 1024. This is an alternating pat-
tern, and when the bits rotate they produce the 50%. duty cycle shown. This signal
has a frequency twice that of COLOR BURST or 7.16 MHz. It is a square wave, and
there will be harmonics above 7.16 MHz. However, there will be no components
below 7.16 MHz. Specifically, there is no 3.58 MHz component. Without this compo-
nent, there is no color. Since the duty cycle is 50%, the average level is half way
between black and white— this is gray. Gray 2 is similar to gray 1; the two patterns
are complements.

We have now shown in concept how six of the LORES colors are produced. These
6 are typical of the full set of 16 colors. The video waveforms and phase angles of all
the LORES colors are summarized in Fig. 8-21.

Recall that in HIRES mode, data for the same color was stored as different
values in even and odd bytes. You may also recall that we promised to explain the
separate even and odd shift register outputs in the LORES block diagram, Fig. 8-15.
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Fig. 8-20. LORES gray 1.

The Apple’s method for handling the even/odd problem in LORES differs from the
method used in HIRES. In HIRES, it is left to .the software to sort out even and odd
bytes. In LORES, the problem is solved in hardware. Fig. 8-22 shows the scheme,
using blue as an example. First, data from an even byte is loaded into shift register
B4. The data is decimal 6 which has the binary pattern 0110. The pattern rotates
and generates the video waveform shown, starting at point A and ending at point B.

This is the same waveform that was shown for the even byte blue of Fig, 8-17.

The next adjacent pixel is stored in an odd byte. Its display starts at point C. To
continue the video signal at the same phase angle, the pattern starting at point C
must be 1001. Here is how it works. We store the same decimal value (6) in the odd
byte. When the pixel is scanned, the 6 loads into B4. Since this is an odd byte, signal
HO causes data selector A9 to select the "odd” tap of shift register B4. When B4 is

loaded, the 1 at the odd tap is immediately available at the video signal, point C.
The bits then rotate from this starting point, giving us a 1001 pattern.

In summary, A9 selects even and odd outputs of B4, allowing one data value to

represent the same LORES color for both even and odd bytes. Since this is handled
in the hardware, the programmer need not worry about it.

Our overview of LORES graphics has used shift register B4 as an example. The
operation of shift register B9 is the same as that of B4. B9, however, operates on the
high order four bits of data, and displays the lower pixel.

SVfsxed HIRES and Text'

The following soft switch settings configure the video generator for mixed HIRES
and text:

TEXT MODE =0
MIX MODE =1

PAGE 2 =0 or 1

HIRES MODE =1

Note that both the text.and HIRES will come from the same page (determined by the
PAGE 2 soft switch). Fig. 8-23 shows the block-diagram for this configuration. Both
the text generator and the 8-bit shift register operate on the latched data as previ-
ously described. While the crt scan is in the top portion of the screen, data selector
A9 selects the HIRES from the 8-bit shift register. When the scan gets five-sixths of
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Fig. 8-21. LORES colors.
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Fig. 8-22. Even and odd LORES bytes.

the way down the screen, video address lines V2 and V4 both go high. This causes
A9 to select the text generator output. As a result, the bottom one-sixth of the screen
contains four lines of text.

Mixed LORES and Text

The following soft switch settings configure the video generator for mixed LORES
and text:

TEXT MODE
MIX MODE

PAGE 2

HIRES MODE

= 0

= 1

= 0 or 1

=0

Both the text and LORES will come from the same page. Fig. 8-24 shows the block
diagram for this configuration. BotH the text generator and the two shift registers
operate on the latched data. While the crt scan is in the top portio. of the screen,
data selector A9 selects LORES pixels from the shift registers. When the scan gets
five-sixths of the way down the screen, video address lines V2 and V4 both go high.
This causes A9 to select the text generator output. As a result, the bottom one-sixth
of the screen contains four lines of text.

This concludes the overview of the Apple II video display. The block diagrams
and signal waveforms in this section were drawn to illustrate only the concepts. As a
result, some of the drawings may. not correspond exactly to the actual circuit im-
plementation or to waveforms actually observed on an. oscilloscope. These details
will be provided in the circuit analysis that follows.
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Fig. 8-23. Block diagram of mixed HIRES and text.

DETAILED CIRCUIT ANALYSIS
Text Mode

Our detailed analysis of text mode starts with character generator A5 and shift
register A3 (Fig. C-16*). We then follow the signal through data selector A9 and
flip-flop B 10-5.

Character Generator— IC A5 is a type 2316B ROM that stores all the row and
column dots for a set of 64 dot matrix characters. Inputs A3 through A8 are the
character address. They receive latched data bits DLO through DL5. These are the
six bits of each byte in text memory of the Apple that store the character. Inputs AO,
Al, and A2 of IC A5 are the row address. They receive the video address lines VA,
VB and VC. As the crt beam moves down the screen, these address lines select one
of the eight rows that make up each character.

Input A9 of IC A5 connects to DL6. Character generator A5 is programmed so
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Fig. 8-24 . Block diagram of mixed LORES and text,

that output 08 exactly follows address input A9. The effective result is to connect

DL6 to Bll-12.

Input A10 of IC A5 connects to DL7. A5 is programmed such that input A10 is a

don’t care.

As we have just described, the connection of DL6 and DL7 to A5 has no effect

with the ROM supplied by Apple Computer. The purpose of the connections is so

that you can provide your own ROM or EPROM containing additional characters.

The additional characters would be accessed via DL6 and DL7. Additional flexibility

is provided by bow ties 9, 10, and 11. These may be cut and connections made to A5

inputs A9 and AlO from external sources, such as the game I/O or a simple switch.

The external source could then select a character set via A5 inputs A9 and 5 AlO.

Specific implementation of user character sets is not covered in this book.
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The Apple supplied A5 ROM is programmed so that outputs 01 and. 07 are
always low. This provides a blank dot on the left and right of each character. The
result is the horizontal space between characters. In a user supplied ROM, these
blank dots may be programmed to form part of a character. An example would be a
graphics symbol.

Shift register A3 takes the parallel output of A5 and shifts it out one, bit (dot) at
a time. The resulting serial bit stream passes through exclusive or gate B2-11 where
it can be inverted to create inverse video. The inversion is controlled by the two
latched data bits, DL6 and DL7. These two bits are decoded by gates Bll-11 and
B13-4. The resulting signal is applied to input pin 6 of register A10 where it is
stored. The signal exits A10 on pin 12. The inverse Signal has to be stored in A10
because DL6 and DL7 do not remain valid for the full character display time.

Normal and Inverse Text—When DL7 is high, B13r4 and A10-12 will be low.
The resulting low at B2-12 allows the serial bit stream to pass noninverted. This
gives us a character in normal video (white on black). Note that when DL7 is high,
DL6 is a don’t care. When DL6 and DL7 are both low, B13-4 and A10-12 will be
high. This high at B2-12 inverts the serial bit stream, giving us a character in in-
verse video (black on white).

Flashing Text—When DL7 is low and DL6 is high, the signal at Bll-11, B13-4,
and A 10- 12 will follow the output of timer B3. B2-11 now alternately inverts or
passes noninverted the serial bit stream. This gives us a flashing character at about
2 Hz.

Text Mode Circuit Configuration,— Before moving dn to the detail timing, we
must explain how data selectors A8 and A9 configure the video generator for text.
The TEXT MODE soft switch will be set, so B13-12 is high. Nor gate B13-13 is low,
and after three RAS pulses, this low propagates through flip-flops B5-2 and B8 to
make B8-2 low. Thus Bll-6 (HIRES) is low, assuring that we will fetch characters
from the text page and not the HIRES page.

Nor gate A12-10 is high, A12-13 is low, and All-6 is high. (All-5 is used as an
inverter.) This high at data selector A8 causes it to select its "1” inputs. Pin B5-2 is
low, and this low passes through A8 to A8-7. The low is then stored in A10 on 14M
rising while LD194 is high. The low next appears at A9-10; Recall that A12-13 is
low. This low appears at A9-9.

If you have been following this discussion carefully, you will notice that A9 is
now set up to select either input pin 3 or 4. These pins both connect to the video text
from B2-11.

Shift Register A3— As we ease into the details of text generation, let’s explore
the clock and load inputs of shift register A3. These three inputs are driven from
signals previously discussed and shown again at the top of Fig. 8-25A. Pins 6 and 7
are connected internally to a nor gate that provides the IC’s internal clock. The
device is clocked on the falling edge as shown in the fourth line of Fig. 8-25A. On
each clock, the IC either shifts (if pin 15 is high) or loads parallel data (if pin 15 is
low). Signal LDPS controls the mode (shift or load) of A3.

Text Mode Timing Diagram— Fig. 8-26* shows the display timing of two text
characters. Signals 14M and A3 CLOCK are shown at the top. The mode of A3 is

next t0 each filing edge of A3 CLOCK (S = shift, L = load). (Remember that
A3 CLOCK is an internal IC signal and cannot be viewed on an oscilloscope.) Also
shown in the figure are LD194, the video address, and the latched data— all previ-
ously discussed.

The first character that we have shown is the left-most character on a line,
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(B) Clock input gate. A3-7 (14M)

Fig. 8-25. Clock and loajd inputs— shift register A3.

character 0. The second is the right-most character on a line, character 39. The 0 is

an even character and 39 is an odd character. To add even more variety, we have

made character 0 be in normal video and character 39 be in inverse video. We" have

drawn the timing as if these were the only two characters on a line. This is so the

timing relationship between adjacent characters can be shown. There are, of course,

really 40 characters per line.

Note that Fig. 8-26* shows one horizontal scan line or one row through the

characters. The uppercase letters in the figure are references to the text (our normal

practice in this book). The lowercase letters represent the data values of the

waveform at various points. The seven signals A3-Qa through A3-QG are shown as

aids to understanding the timing. They are not available externally to IC A3.

Even Character Timing—At point A, the video address for character 0 becomes

valid. Since we are at the left edge of the display, the video address is decoded to

remove blanking at point B. After the video address maps to memory, the character

appears as latched data at point C. During the time that the video address and the

latched data are both valid (point D), VA, VB, VC, and DLO through DL5 all address

character generator A5 (Fig. C-16). Character generator A5 responds with seven

horizontal dots on its outputs 01 through 07. On A3 CLOCK falling (point E in Fig.

8-26*), these seven bits load into shift register A3 (points F through M). The values

of these seven bits are represented in Fig. 8-26* as b through h (corresponding to

their 74166 signal names).

Also while the latched data is valid, DL6 and DL7 are decoded by Bll-11 and

B13-4 to become the inverse signal. It is loaded into A3 at point N. It is also loaded

into register AlO on 14M rising pulse while LD194 is high, point O. The signal at

A10-12 is low, so the output of A3 passes to B2-11 noninverted, point P. BLANKING
(C14-6 in Fig. C-20*) is now low, so on 14M rising pulse while LD194 is high, A10-13

goes low (point Q in Fig. 8-26*). This enables data selector A9 (Fig. C-16*) via its pin

7. We already know that A9 is set to select input pin 3 or 4. Thus when enabled, A9
sends the text to B10-2. This flip-flop is clocked every 14M rising pulse, so the text
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appears at the video output at point R in Fig. 8-26*. This first dot is actually a dark
dot to the left of the character, so B10-5 is low. Each dot is 140 nS wide.

The purpose of flip-flop B10-5 is to reclock the video data. This is so that any
glitches created by the preceding logic are eliminated. After the delay through
B10-5, the video data will also have the correct phase relative to COLOR BURST.
This is important for the color graphics modes.

On the next A3 CLOCK (point T), A3 is in shift mode and the eight bits stored
in A3 shift as shown in the figure. Bit b shifts into Q, ,

bit c shifts into Q„, etc. The
inverse signal at A10-12 shifts into A3-Qa ,

and bit g shifts into Q„. On the next 14M
rising, bit g appears at the video output (point U). This process continues for four
more shifts, giving us bits f, e, d, and c at the video output. One more shift gives us a
dark dot to the right of the character, point V.

The connections at A3-1 and A3-2 do nothing. This is because A3 is always
loaded with new data before the "a” bit shifts out.

Odd Character Timing— While the even character is shifting out, the video ad-
dress and latched data for the odd character become valid (point W). Again, A3 is

loaded with five character dots with a dark (low) dot on each side. This character is

in inverse, however, so a high from B13-4 loads into A10-12 (point X). This high at
B2-12 inverts the serial bit stream starting at point Y. This high appears at the
video output starting at point Z. The high creates a lighted dot to the left of the
inverse character. On the next five shifts of A3, the bits g through c appear inverted
at the video output. One more shift creates a lighted dot to the right of the character,
point AA.

Since this is the right-most character on the line (character 39), BLANKING
goe: high when the video address changes (point BB). On the next 14M rising pulse
while LD194 is high, A10-13 goes high (point CC). This disables A9, and horizontal
blanking starts after one more 14M clock pulse (point DD). This concludes our de-
tailed analysis of text mode.

HIRES Mode

Our analysis of HIRES mode starts with the configuration of the video generator by

the soft switches. Then we follow in detail the timing of the signals through the

circuitry.

HIRES Mode Circuit Configuration— For HIRES graphics, the TEXT MODE
and MIX MODE soft switches are low. This results in a high at B13-13 (Fig. C-16*).

After three RAS pulses, this high propagates through flip-flops B5-2 and B8. This

makes Bll-5 high. Since the HIRES MODE soft switch is high at Bll-4, Bll-6

(HIRES) is high. This arranges the memory system to map video addresses to the

HIRES page.

HIRES MODE high at A12-12 results in a high at All-6. (Recall that All-5 is

used as an inverter.) This high at data selector A8 pin 1 causes it to select its
"1”

inputs. Thus 7M at A8-10 passes through to A8-9 and pin 10 of shift register B4 and

B9. Pins 9 and 11 of B4 and B9 connect to LD194 and 14M. Pin 11 is the clock input

and pins 9 and 10 control the shift modes of B4 and B9 as shown in Table 8-5.

B4 and B9 load on 14M rising while 7M and LD194 are high. B4 and B9 shift left on
14M rising pulse while 7M is high and LD194 is low. A left shift is a shift in the

direction of D3 toward DO. The clock edges on which the loads and shifts occur are
shown in Fig. 8-27. This figure also shows the clock edges on which A10 loads.

Returning to A8, pin 1 is high, so data input on pin 3 is output on pin 4. Thus,
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Table 8-5. SI and SO Control Shift Modes

SI

(Pin 10)

so
(Pin 9)

Mode

0 0 Do Nothing

0 1 Shift Right

1 0 Shift Left

1 1 Load

14M

7M

69.8 nS

iiimriJiArinJirLmmiiJiw

TjrLJixiJixirLri_rLr

LD194

A10
MODE
B4/B9

MODE

_n n_
L

L S

L= LOAD
S = SHIFT

Fig. 8-27. Clock and shift inputs—ICs A10, B4, and B9.

bits that shift; out of B9-15 shift into B4-7. This is how B4 and B9 become one long

The signal at B5-2 is high as previously described. This high at A8-6 passes to

A8-7, is latched in A10, then appears at A9-10. The signal at A12-13 is low (again as

previously described), and this low appears at A9-9. Signal DL7 at A8-13 passes to

A8-12, is latched in A10, then appears at A9-11. These three select inputs of A9

(pins 9, 10, and 11) cause it to select either input pin 1 or pm 2 under control cf DL7.

When DL7 is low, A9-2 is selected. This comes from B4-15, the direct output of the

shift register. When DL7 is high, A9-1 is selected. This comes from All-9, the shift

register’s output delayed by one 14M clock cycle.
. .. e ttttjt^q

HIRES Mode Timing Diagram- Fig, 8-28* shows the detail timing of HIRES

data The timing for 14M, the video address, and the latched data have been derived

previously. The clock edges on which A10, B4, and B9 shift and load are also shown.

This information has been duplicated from Fig. 8-27.
,

The two bytes shown are the left-most display byte (an even byte), and the

right-most display byte (an odd byte). The waveforms represent one horizontal scan

line. We have shown the timing as if only two bytes were displayed on a line. In

practice, 40 bytes are displayed. ......
Even Byte Timing-The video address for the even byte becomes valid at point

A Since this is the left-most byte, BLANKING goes low at the same time (point B).

The video address maps to the HIRES screen memory, and the memory returns the

byte to be displayed as latched data, point C. While the latched data is still valid, it

is loaded into B4 and B9, points D through K. The numbers (0 through 7) shown in

the waveforms correspond to the bit’s origin. For example, at point K, bit DL0 loads

into B4 and appears at B4-15.
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At the same time that B4 and B9 are loaded, DL7 loads into A10-14 and
BLANKING loads into A10-13 (point M). Data selector A9 is enabled by the low on
AlO-13. Assume for now that DL7 = 0. This causes A9 to select input pin 2. Thus, bit
DLO from B4- 15 appears immediately, at A9-5, point N. On the next 14M rising
pulse, bit DLO appears at B10-5, the video output (point P). The bit is 140 nS wide
when displayed.

On the next 14M rising pulse, B4 and B9 shift. This moves bit DL1 to B4-15,
point Q. The other seven bits also shift as shown by the arrows. Note that since
B9-15 connects to B9-7, DL4 shifts into B9-12. This is indicated by the arrow to point
R. This arrangement serves no function in HIRES, nor does it do any harm.

The data shifts five more times during the display time of this byte. The latched
data appears in the video output in the order DLO to DL6 (point P to point T).

Odd Byte Timing—While the bits for an even byte are shifting out, the video
address for the next odd byte becomes valid (point U). The corresponding latched
data becomes valid at point V. The data from the odd byte loads into B4 and B9 in
the same manner as just described for the even byte. Bit DLO appears in the video
output at point W.

Note that the loading of each byte prevents DL7 of the previous byte from reach-
ing the video output. Since our odd byte is the right-most byte, BLANKING goes
high at point X, and A9 is disabled at point Y.

Effects ofDL7—Now let’s assume that DL7 = 1. In this case, A9-11 is high, and
A9 selects input pin 1. Pin A9-1 connects to All-9 which is signal B4-15 delayed by
one 14M clock cycle. Signal All-9 is shown in Fig. 8-28* just below B4-15. The one
clock delay should be evident. The delayed bit stream next appears at A9-5, then at
B10-5 after another delay of one 14M clock cycle.

Compare the B10-5 waveforms in Fig. 8-28* for the cases where DL7 = 0 and
DL7 = 1. You should see that under control of DL7, we can shift any pixel by 70 nS.
This is a distance equal to half of the pixel’s width. Thus, there are twice as many
horizontal plotting locations on a line as there are pixel cells. This gives us 560
horizontal plotting locations for black and white HIRES, as mentioned in the
overview.

We have now shown exactly how each bit of a typical HIRES byte appears in the
video output. We will now use this new information to demonstrate the generation of
HIRES colors.

HIRES Color Generation— Fig. 8-29 shows the video output for two adjacent
HIRES bytes. The first four signals in Fig. 8-29 are simply duplicated from Fig.
8-28 . We have shown the even byte shifting out while the video address is odd, as is

the case. COLOR REF is then added to the figure in the proper phase relationship.
Next we show COLOR BURST, but recall that COLOR BURST is active only for

a short time following the sync pulse. The phase established by COLOR BURST is

important, so we have shoWn that phase continuing into the visible portion of the
display as a dotted line. COLOR BURST is delayed about 35 nS by the LC network
(LI, C2, and C3 in Fig. C-20*), so we also show this delayed COLOR BURST at Q3.

The next signal in the figure (line A) shows the video output for two bytes, both
with the value 85. Bits DLO, DL2, DL4, and DL6 are set when the data equals 85.
Since DL7 is not set, the timing will correspond to the signal labeled "DL7 = 0.”

When the phase angle of the video is compared with that of burst, you can see that
the value 85 in an even byte is violet while the same value in an odd byte is green.
The next signal (line B) shows the same two bytes with a value of 213. Bits DLO,
DL2, DL4, DL6, and DL7 are set when the data is 213. The timing of this signal will
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correspond to the signal labeled "DL7 = 1.” The phase angle results in blue for an
even byte and orange for an odd byte.

At points C and D, two adjacent bits are both high. This results in a white dot

on the screen. At this juncture in our discussion, you should be able to see how the

circuit, as analyzed in this section, supports the theory of HIRES graphics as ex-

plained in the overview.

Mysterious Orange Line— Before leaving the subject of HIRES, we must discuss

the "Mysterious Orange (or Pink) Line.” This vertical line appears from time to time
along the left edge of the screen (Reference 8.2). The phenomenon is rooted in the

hardware. Notice in Fig. 8-28* that when the video is shifted one clock cycle by
All-9, 70 nS of garbage is shifted such that it falls within the unblanked portion of
the screen (point Z). This unwanted half-dot ends up in the video output at point AA
(the left edge of the screen).

Can we determine where this dot comes from and what its value is? It comes
from bit 6 of the memory location that maps to the video address just to the left of

the left-most byte displayed on the screen. If bit 6 of this critical location is set, and
if bit 7 of the left-most byte is set, then there will be a half-dot at the left edge of the
screen (see the last signal plotted in Fig. 8-29). The phase of this dot is such that it

will be pinkish-orange in color. The critical addresses themselves can be determined
from Fig. 5-8*. They are 'all within the 16K HIRES page. Of these locations, 128 are

legitimate screen locations along the right edge of the screen. The remaining 64 are
unused locations. The mapping is indicated in Fig. 8-30. You can see the Mysterious
Line by running the following 20 second program.

>10 REM MYSTERIOUS ORANGE LINE
20 POKE -16297,0-*

30 POKE -16304,0
40 POKE -16302,0
100 P = 8192
110 FOR I = P TO P + P
120 POKE 1,128 : NEXT I

130 FOR N = 0 TO 7168 STEP 1024
140 FOR I =127 + P + N TO 1023 + P + N STEP 128
150 POKE 1,64 : NEXT I

160 FOR I = 39 + P + N TO 935 + P + N STEP 128
170 POKE 1,64 : NEXT I

180 FOR I = 79 + P + N TO 975 + P + N STEP 128
190 POKE 1,64 : NEXT I

200 NEXT N
999 END

LORES Mode

Our detailed analysis of LORES mode starts with the configuration of the video
generator by the soft switches. We then follow the timing of the video signals as they
propagate through the circuit.

LORES Mode Circuit Configuration—For LORES, the TEXT MODE and MIX
MODE soft switches are lQw..This results in a high at B13-13 (Fig. C-16*). After
three RAS pulses, this high appears at B8-2. The HIRES MODE soft switch is low,
so HIRES is low. This arranges the memory mapper to fetch LORES characters from
the text page.
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UNUSED MEMORY LOCATIONS
STORE THE TOP THIRD OF
THE MYSTERIOUS LINE.

The high from B8-2 makes A12-10 low. Since HIRES MODE is also low, A12-13

is high. Flip-flop Al l-6 inverts this, and we get a low at data selector A8’s input pin

1. This causes A8 to select its "0” inputs. Thus, the high pull-up at A8-11 appears at

A8-9 which connects to B4-10'and B9-10. Since this line is a continuous high, B4 and

B9 are limited to two modes: load and shift left. Signal LD194 connects to their pin

9, so B4 and B9 will load when LD194 is high, and shift when UD194 is low. Of

course they only shift or load on 14M’s rising edge. A left shift is a shift in the

direction from Q3 toward Q0.

Bits shifting out of B4-15 will pass through A8 (A8-2 to A8-4) and back into B4

and pin 7. Bits shifting out of B9-15 will immediately shift back in on pin 7. Thus,

the four bits loaded into each shift register rotate on each shift as described in the

overview.

Signal VC passes through A8 (A8-5 to A8-7) and is stored in A10. It then ap-

pears at pin 10 of data selector A9. Signal HO follows a similar path through A8

(A8-14 to A8-12) and is also stored in A 10. It then appears at A9-11. Nor gate

A12-13 is high as previously described, and this high appears at A9-9. These three

most recently mentioned inputs to A9 are its select inputs. They cause A9 to select

outputs from the shift registers as shown in Table 8-6.

Table 8-6 Signals VC and HO Influence the Output of AS

VC HO
Selected

Source Description

0 0 B4-15 Upper Pixel, Even Byte

0 1 B4-13 Upper Pixel, Odd Byte

1 0 B9-15 Lower Pixel, Even Byte

1 1 B9-13 Lower Pixel, Odd Byte
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LORES Timing Diagram— Fig. 8-31* shows the detailed timing of two bytes of
LORES data. The timing for 14M, LD194, the video address, and the latched data
have been previously derived. The 14M clock edges on which B4 and B9 load are also

shown. On all other 14M rising clock edges, B4 and B9 shift. The two bytes shown
are the left-most display byte (an qven byte), and the right-most display byte (an odd
byte). The waveforms represent one horizontal scan line through the pixels. The
figure is drawn as if there were only two pixels displayed on the line., In practice, 40
pixels are displayed.

Even Byte Timing—The video address for the even byte becomes valid at point
A. Since this is the left-most byte, BLANKING goes low at the same time, point B.
The video address maps to the text/LORES screen memory, and the memory returns
the byte to be displayed as latched data, point C.

The latched data is loaded into B4 and B9 in line with point D. All eight "Q"

outputs of these shift registers are shown in the figure. The numbers shown in the
waveforms correspond to the bit’s origin. For example, at point E, DLO loads into B4
and appears at B4-15. At the same time that B4 arid B9 are loaded, HO, VC, and
BLANKING load into A10 (points F, G, and H). This is an even byte, so A10-14 goes
low at point F. Signal A10-15 will be low if we are scanning through an upper pixel.
It will be high for a lower pixel. It does not change at point G since it assumed its

correct value several microseconds before. Thus, A10-13 goes low at point H to en-
able A9.

We will assume in this example that VC is low (upper pixel). HO (latched at
A10-14) is also low, so A9 selects B4-15. Thus, bit DLO appears at A9-5 (point I). On
the next 13 rising edges of 14M the shift registers recirculate their contents as
shown in the figure. Data selector A9 continues to select the bits at B4-15, and they
appear at A9-5 as shown. After one 14M pulse delay, the bits at A9-5 appear at
B10-5 (the video output). Each bit is 70 nS wide.

Odd Byte Timing— While the bits for an even byte shift out, the video address
and latched data for the next adjacent odd byte become valid (points J and K). In
line with point M, the odd data is loaded into B4 and B9. At the same time, HO is

loaded into A10. Signal A10-14 goes high (point N) since this is an odd byte.
For the next 13 clock pulses, the bits recirculate in the shift registers just as

they did for the even byte. Signal A10-14 is high for the odd byte, however, so A9
selects B4-13 to output on A9-5. For example, bit DL2 at point P appears at point Q.
After a one clock pulse delay, A9-5 appears at the video output, B10-5.

When the video address changes at point R, BLANKING goes high (point S)
since we are at the right edge of the screen. At point T, A10 loads again, and A10-13
goes high to disable A9.

Note that the output bit sequence remains in order at the boundary between
even and odd bytes (point Q). This is a result of HO’s control over data selector A9. In
this example, we assumed that VC is low. If VC is high, the video output contains
bits 4, 5, 6, and 7 in that order.

LORES Color Generation—We have shown above bit for bit how the LORES
data appears in the video output. In Fig. 8-32, we demonstrate by two examples how
these bit positions create colors. The first four waveforms in the figure have been
duplicated in the correct relative phase from Figs. 8-29 and 8-31*. We have shown
two bytes. Remember that even bytes shift out while the video address is odd and
vice versa.

The fifth signal in Fig. 8-32 is the video output that results if both bytes equal 2.

Note that the DLl bit is high. The phase delay from burst is 180 degrees (blue), and
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the duty cycle is 25% (dark). Thus, the color is dark blue. The last signal in the

figure shows both bytes equal to 9. Note that bits DLO and DL3 are high. The phase
delay from burst is 45 degrees, so the color is orange. Some colors (orange is an
example) will have a slight waveform discontinuity at the edge of the pixel, points A
and B.

By these two examples, we have shown how the circuit actually produces
LORES colors. At this point, you should be able to tie together the LORES theory
presented in the overview with the actual circuit implementation.

In the previous section, we described a recirculating shift register that can gen-

erate color video signals directly from digital data. A video signal generator using
this technique is a major claim of U.S. Patent No. 4,278,972.

Mixed HIRES and Text

You may have wondered about the function of flip-flops B5-2 and B8 (Fig. C-16*).
They provide an orderly timing sequence for the transition between graphics and
text displays.

Fig. 8-33 shows the transition between HiRES and text when these two modes
are mixed on the screen. We have shown the right-most byte of the HIRES scan line

that is just above the four lines of text. The first six waveforms in the figure have
been previously derived. The clock edges on which A10, B4, and B9 load are indi-

cated under the 14M waveform.
The video address of the right-most byte becomes valid at point A. The memory

system provides valid data at point B. At point C, this data is loaded into shift

registers B4 and B9 as previously described. Bit DLO appears at B4-15. We will

assume that DL7 is low, thus A9 selects B4-15 to output on A9-5 (point D). After one
clock delay, bit DLO appears at the video output (point E). The remaining bits then
shift out as previously described.

Meanwhile, when the video address changes at point F, V2 and V4 both go high.
(Refer to Chapter 4 for V2 and V4 timing.) The MIX MODE soft switch is high, so
B12-6 goes high (point G) and B13-13 goes low. Thus, B13-13 is the signal that tells

the video generator to switch its configuration from graphics to text. The circuit

can’t reconfigure immediately, however, since it is still shifting out the last HIRES
byte.

The low at B13-13 is clocked into B5-2 on RAS rising at point H. The next RAS
rising edge brings us to point I where B8-15 goes low. Meanwhile, the low at B5 2
has propagated through A8 (A8-6 to A8-7) and appears at A10-3. The next time A10
loads, A10-15 goes low (point J). This causes A9 to deselect HIRES signals from
B4-15, and to select text signals from B2-11. Since this switch is coincident with the
beginning of blanking (point K), we get a clean transition in the video output.

On the next RAS rising edge, B8-2 and HIRES both go low (points M and N).
HIRES must of course go low so that the next 32 scan lines will map to the text page
of memory and not the HIRES page. HIRES is made synchronous with RAS so that
it (HIRES) will change only while CAS is irtactive (point P). Recall that HIRES is

decoded by F2 to help select one of three individual CAS lines. If HIRES were
allowed to change while CAS is active, it could shorten the CAS for one memory
block and produce a glitch on the CAS of another block. Either event would most
likely cause loss of data.

While on the subject of shortened CAS pulses, you may .have noted that the
HIRES soft switch can directly change HIRES via Bll-6. Fortunately the soft

switches change state on 00 rising, which occurs while CAS is inactive.
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Fig. 8-33. Mixed HIRES and text.
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Following the four lines of text, the video generator has to reconfigure itself to
display graphics . This transition occurs during vertical blanking with HIRES being
synchronized to RAS in a manner similar to that shown in Fig. 8-33.

In summary, flip-flops B5-2and B8 delay the transition from graphics to text
until blanking. The flip-flops also synchronize HIRES to RAS so that there will be no
shortened CAS pulses. This concludes our discussion of mixed HIRES and text.

Mixed LORES and Text

The transition between LORES and text is depicted in Fig. 8-34*. The figure shows
the right-most byte of the LORES scan line that is just above the four lines of text.
Most of the waveforms in the figure have been previously presented, so we will con-
centrate on new information.

When the video address changes at point A, V2 and V4. both go high. The MIX
MODE soft switch is high, so B12-6 goes high (point B) and B13- 13 goes low. This
low is clocked into B5-2 on RAS rising at point C. On the next RAS rising edge,
B8-15 goes low (point D). Signal VC also goes low at point A, so when A10 next
loads, A10-15 goes low (point E). In a similar manner, HQ goes low at point A, so
A10-14 goes low at point F.

On the next RAS rising edge, B8*2 goes low (point G). This causes A12-13 to go
low, point H. Since. A12-13 connects to one of A9’s select inputs-tFig. C-16*), A9
deselects the LORES graphics coming from the shift registers. This is a satisfactory
point for the transition since we are now into blanking (which started at point I).

The low at A12-13 makes All-6 go high, point J. This high appears at A8-1
causing A8 to reconfigure the circuit. The low at B5-2 passes through A8 (A8-6 to
A8-7) and A10 (A10-3 to A10-15), then finally appears at A9-10. This causes A9 to

select text signals from B2-li.

The circuit is now in text mode so the four lines of text can be displayed. During
vertical blanking, the circuit switches back to LORES mode in a manner the reverse
of that shown in Fig. 8-34.* This concludes the discussion of mixed LORES and text.

SUMMARY
In this chapter we have explained both the concepts and circuit details of the video
modes of the Apple II. The Apple video generator consists of shift registers and data
selector's. The data selectors configure the shift registers into circuit arrangements
that differ for each mode. In each arrangement, the shift registers convert parallel
grapnics data into a serial bit stream. This serial data, then becomes the video com-
ponent of the composite video output of the Apple II.

This chapter also marks the conclusion of The Apple II Circuit Description. If

you are designing peripherals or modifications for the Apple II, this book should
have given you a major start. If your goal is repair of the mother board, the
waveform drawings and large schematics should be a' valuable maintenance aid. For
students of digital design, a very popular and practical product has been described.
And finally, if you were simply curious about the operation of Apple’s hardware, that
curiosity should now be satisfied.



Video Techniques

The Apple II has a composite video output that may be connected to a video monitor

or to the antenna terminals of a television receiver via an rf (radio frequency) mod-

ulator. In order to understand the Apple video circuitry, it is first necessary to un-

derstand some basics about television. In this appendix we provide a brief introduc-

tion to video, using actual parameter values from the applicable U.S. standards. We
also compare the video of the Apple II with these standards.

The signal we are discussing is called composite video. Such a signal is found at

the video output of the Apple, at the video input of a video monitor, at the video

input of an rf modulator, or inside a tv receiver at the output of the tuner. This

signal has information content from near dc to several megahertz. It has an
amplitude of about 1 volt. For our purposes, there is no audio in this signal.

The composite video signal should not be confused \yith an rf signal. An rf signal

as used in television is a carrier in the range from 54 MHz to 900 MHz that has been

modulated by a composite video signal. An rf signal would be found at the output of

an rf modulator or at the antenna terminals of a tv set. Such an rf signal usually

ranges from 300 to 2000 microvolts.

THE BASIC VIDEO DISPLAY

A video display is created by sweeping an electron beam across the face of a crt

(cathode ray tube) as in Fig. A-l. Of course in practice, there are many more lines’

than shown. The solid lines are visible and form the image. The dashed lines are not

visible. The dashed lines show the pa!th of the beam as it retraces back to the left at

the end of each line and as it retraces to the top after each field. A field is one

complete journey of the beam from top to bottom including retrace back to the top.

The rapid motion of the beam (about 60 fields/sec) makes the screen appear to the

eye to be lighted at all points simultaneously.

The video display of Fig. A-l is noninterlaced

.

This teim will have more mean-
ing shortly when we show an interlaced video display. Noninterlaced video has

many applications, but it is not the broadcast standard used for transmitting televi-

sion signals over the air.

The image you see on the screen is formed by modulating the intensity of the

139
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KEY:———
- VISIBLE TRACE

INVISIBLE HORIZONTAL RETRACE

INVISIBLE VERTICAL RETRACE

Fig. A-l. Basic video display (noninterlaced).

beam. The beam is blanked during retrace, causing the retrace lines to be invisible.

Blanking is accomplished by applying a modulation that corresponds to a level

slightly darker than the blackest picture elements. The horizontal and vertical re-

trace times are shorter than the display times. This is so the beam can spend most of

its time displaying picture material.

A video system must provide a synchronization means so that the beam in the

crt will sweep in step with the beam in the transmitting device (often a tv camera

tube). Both beams Lmust return to the left simultaneously at the end of each horizon-

tal line. Both beams must also return to the top simultaneously after each field. To

accomplish this, the video signal contains a horizontal sync (synchronization) pulse

between lines and a Vertical sync pulse between -fields. A composite video signal

consists of the picture modulation for the beam, the blanking signals and the sync

signals.

In Fig. A-2A we show the composite video signal for two complete horizontal

lines. White picture level is in the positive direction and black is in the negative

direction. Blanking level is slightly more negative than black, and sync pulses are

more negative still. In Fig. A-2B we see the signal in the area of a vertical sync

pulse. Horizontal sync pulses continue throughout vertical blanking and vertical

retrace. This is to maintain the horizontal oscillator of the receiver on frequency

during this interval. Since there are no horizontal sync pulses during the vertical

sync pulse, the vertical sync pulse is interrupted at the horizontal rate by serrations.

The serrations thus provide horizontal timing information during the vertical sync

pulse. Note that the horizontal and vertical blanking intervals extend beyond each

edge of their respective sync pulses.
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ONE VISIBLE HORIZONTAL
SCAN LINE

(A) Typical horizontal scan lines.

(B) Vertical blanking interval.

Fig. A-2. Composite video waveforms (noninterlaced).

BROADCAST STANDARDS

Broadcast television uses a technique called 2:1 interlace

.

For a fixea bandwidth and

line quantity, interlacing reduces visible flicker. In 2:1 interlace, each complete pic-

ture or frame is divided into two fields with the lines of one field interlaced between

the lines of the other field, Fig. A-3. The figure shows fewer lines than actually exist

in practice. In the'U.S. there are 262.5 lines per field and 525 lines per frame. Each

frame consists of two interlaced fields, one. named even and one named odd. For

black and white tv, the frame rate is 30 Hz and the field rate is 60 Hz, The horizon-

tal line rate for black and white television is 525 lines/frame x 30 frames/sec =

15,750 lines/sec, or 15.750 kHz.

The horizontal sync and blanking signals are the same for both interlaced and

noninterlaced tv, so Fig. A-2A still applies. However, the vertical signals differ (see

Fig. A-4). Note that after each field, the vertical sync pulse alternately advances and

delays one-half horizontal line. This is how the interlaced scans are generated. Note

also the addition of the equalizing interval. This allows the sync separator ill the tv
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START OF EVEN FIELD

FIELD

END OF EVEN FIELD

KEY:

VISIBLE TRACE

INVISIBLE HORIZONTAL RETRACE
-- INVISIBLE VERTICAL RETRACE

Fig. A-3. Video display (2:1 interlace).

set to trigger the vertical retrace at the same time (relative to the vertical sync
pulse) on both odd and even fields.

We do not need to explore further the interlaced signal to understand the
Apple’s video; the Apple II’s output is noninterlaced. Our object is to simply intro-

duce the topic and point out that the Apple II does not output a broadcast standard
2:1 interlaced signal.

COLOR
The color tv process starts by dividing the image into three primary colors: red, blue,
and green. This is often done with a tv camera that contains three camera tubes, one
for each color. The three signals for the three colors are then combined in the proper
proportions to create a.brightness, or luminance, signal. The luminance is the same
signal described previously for black and white tv. It is the signal that modulates
the beam of a black and white crt to produce a picture. One purpose of including the
luminance signal in the color broadcast signal is compatibility. This compatibility
allows a black and white set to display a signal that is broadcast in color.

What about color tv sets? For the benefit of color sets, the red, blue, and green
signals are used to modulate a 3.579545 MHz subcarrier that is added to the compos-
ite video. A color receiver demodulates the subcarrier and uses the resulting infor-

mation along with the luminance to create a color image. A color crt displays the
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image as many small dots or rectangles of the primary colors. Your eye blends the
small dots together to create a continuous color image.

In Fig. A-5 we introduce the color circle as an aid to understanding how the
subcarrier can contain the color information. Note that all colors can be represented
by points around the circle. After modulation at the transmitting end, the phase of
the 3.579545 MHz component determines the hue and its amplitude determines the
intensity or saturation . In Fig. A-5, 0 degrees is the phase of a burst of subcarrier
that is transmitted after each horizontal sync pulse. There are typically 9 cycles of
the subcarrier in the burst. A color tv set uses this color burst to synchronize its

internal 3.579545 MHz oscillator. It is with respect to this internal oscillator that
the color set interprets the phase of the subcarrier to determine the hue.

COLOR HUE AS A FUNCTION OF SUBCARRIER PHASE

Fig. A-5. Color circle.

In summary, the two important parts of the color signal are the color burst

(which sets a reference) and the subcarrier (whose phase relative to the burst de-

termines the hue). Recall that the luminance signal is still present and its impor-

tance is in determining the brightness. For example, a subcarrier at "red” phase
added to a high luminance level will be light-red or pink.

Fig. A-6 shows a color burst signal followed by a video signal that creates a blue
horizontal line. The line is blue since its phase lags the burst phase by 180 degrees
(refer to the color circle^

When the standards for color television were formed, the frequency of the color

subcarrier was selected to be toward the high end of the video band. This would
reduce interference with the luminance signal. The color subcarrier also had to be

below the 4.5 MHz sound subcarrier used in broadcast tv. The exact frequency was
selected to reduce interference, such as beat patterns between the video, color, and
sound signals. This was accomplished by adjusting some of the frequencies to be
exact multiples of other frequencies contained in the composite video.
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Fig. A-6. Color burst.
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First the horizontal rate was adjusted slightly so that the sound would be an
even multiple (572) of half the horizontal rate. Therefore, the horizontal line rate for
color tv is

2 X ~5
572

HZ = 15 -734266 kHz

Next the color subcarripr was selected to be an odd multiple (455) of half the hori-
zontal rate, or

15.734266 kHz x 455 = 3.579545 MHz

The horizontal rate is usually rounded to 15.734 kHz. Note that the vertical field
rate for color tv is

15.734 kHz
262.5 lines

59.94 Hz

The differences between scan rates for black and white and color broadcasts are so
small that a tv set can sync to either one.

OUTLINE OF APPLE’S
40 x 24 CHARACTER

DISPLAY

OUTLINE OF
VISIBLE BROADCAST

IMAGE

ADDITIONAL SAFETY MARGIN
IN APPLE’S DESIGN

TOTAL ELECTRICAL SIGNAL
(VISIBLE IMAGE PLUS BLANKING)

IMAGE AREA LOST TO
TYPICAL 12% HORIZONTAL
AND VERTICAL OVERSCAN

Fig. A-7. The video area of the Apple compared with the standard broadcast image.
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Table A-1 Apple’s Video Parameters

Parameter Broadcast
Standard Apple II

Rev. 0 Rev. 1 Rev. 7 and RFI

Interlacing 2:1 No

Lines per Field 262.5 262

Line Rate 15.734 kHz

(Color) or

15.750 kHz (B&W)
1.5.700 kHz

Field Rate 59.94 Hz
(Color) or

60 Hz (B&W)

59.92 Hz

Color

Subcarrier

3.579545 MHz 3-.579545 MHz

Burst Length 9 CyclesITl

(2.24 ixS min)

14 Cycles

(3.9 ixS)

Front Porch 1.27 fiS min 7.9 /xS

Hor Sync Pulse 4.45-5.08 ixS 7.8 ixS 3.9 fiS

Breezeway 381 -735 nS 70 nS

Color Backporch 1.27 fxS min 5.0 fxS 8.9 /xS

B & W Backporch 4.25 ixS min 8.9 fiS 12.8 ixS

Sync to

Blanking End

9.2 ixS min 16.7 ixS

Sync to

Burst End

7.78-7.94 ixS 11.7 ixS 7.8 ixS

Hor Blanking 10.5 ixS min 24.6 ixS

Sync to

Burst Start

5.3 fxS\T] 7.9 /xS 4.0 ixS

i

—
1

Vert Serration 4.5 ixS None 8.9 /*s[|]

Vert Blanking 1.14 mS min 4.48 mS

Vertical

Sync Pulse

190 uS
(3H)[3]

1.02 mS
(16H)

255 ixS
(4H)

Intended Output

Load Impedance
75 a 75 a

Peak-Peak Level

into 75 it

1.0 V 0-1.4 V (Adjustable)

Black Level +7.5 Units|4~| 0 Units

White Level + 100 Units + 110 Units

Sync Level .
-40 Units -30 Units

P-P Burst Level 20 Units 25 Units

Notes: [T] Recommendation.

[2~| Rev. 7^vertical serration is a double pulse, see Fig. B-2*.

[3]H = 1 horizontal line.

|
4

|
Level relative to blanking. 140. Units = peak-peak signal amplitude.
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OVERSCAN
The sweep circuits in a standard tv set are designed to overscan the face of the
picture tube. As a result, parts of the picture as broadcast are lost around the edges.
This is done so that even with component aging or line voltage fluctuations that tend
to shrink the picture, the screen will still be full. A 12% horizontal overscan is typi-

cal. This means that the picture area available for Apple’s output is limited if we are
to avoid losing part of the display due to overscan. Fig. A-7 shows (to scale) Apple’s
video area relative to that of a standard broadcast image.

SUMMARY
The parameters of the Apple II video output are listed in Table A-l next to the
applicable broadcast standard. Even though it does not meet the standards in all

ways, the Apple II works well with most tv sets and monitors. However, there have
been cases of partial incompatibility with some color sets, projection tv sets, video
cassette recorders, and broadcast switching equipment. Table A-l contains informa-
tion for those researching such problems. Note that later revisions of the Apple II

conform more closely to broadcast standards.
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APPENDIX

Apple’s Revisions

Like many electronic products that are manufactured for several years, the Apple II

has undergone revision from time to time. Some revisions are product

enhancements, such as adding more graphics colors. Some changes, like adjusting

the cassette input gain, improve performance or reliability. Other revisions reduce

cost by taking advantage of changing technology. An example is elimination of the

ability to use the old 4K RAMs. One revision expands the market by providing op-

tional compatibility with European television. Finally, some changes are mandated

by government regulation. Here we speak of the redesign required for compliance

with FCC rules on radio frequency interference.

The list of revisions may seem long, but the Apple II has actually sustained

little functional change since its initial release in 1977. This can be credited to the

foresight and innovation of the original design.

In this appendix we describe mother board and keyboard circuit changes that

have occurred since the Apple II’s initial design. We also note which changes oc-

curred at which revision level and how to determine the revision of a particular

PF>

The circuit description in the body of this book covers the current Revision D

RFI mother board and the two-piece keyboard. When earlier revisions require differ-

ent descriptions, those descriptions are provided in this appendix.

OVERVIEW OF REVISIONS

Mother Board

The Apple II mother board has been manufactured in two basic varieties: Non-RFI

and RFI. The non-RFI board was produced until 1981 when Apple switched to the

RFI board. Radio frequency interference (RFI) refers to the electromagnetic noise

' given off by high-speed circuits such as computers. This noise often interferes with

radio and tv sets. The FCC can restrict the sale of computers that exceed certain RFI

limits. For this reason, Apple redesigned the mother board to reduce RFI. This re-

designed board is referred to as the "RFI Mother Board.” Earlier boards are referred

to as "Non-RFI Mother Boards.”

149
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The RFI redesign involved such things as interchanging the location of + 5 volt
and ground buses, isolating some circuit grounds, and adding ferrite beads There
were few functional changes. (Note that the Apple II RFI redesign involved more
than the mother board. Part of the change involved shielding the plastic case and
using shielded cable to the peripherals.)

Within the two major categories of RFI and non-RFI, there are additional revi-
sions. We will list these in later sections.

Non-RFI The non-RFI mother boards are designated by the nine digit part
number 820-0001-XX. The "XX” is an incrementing revision number that starts
with 00. The part number is found near the FI location (left edge of board) on later
revisions, and under the 6502 microprocessor IC on earlier revisions. (In this latter
case, it is necessary to remove the 6502 to see the part number.) On the first or "Rev.
0” board, there may be no part number at all.

It is possible to determine the revision of a non-RFI mother board by examining
certain features on the board. This is handy if the part number is not visible A Rev
0 board does not have an Auxiliary Video Pin. This pin is a single vertical pin
located between the four-pin Auxiliary Video Connector and the video level adjust
potentiometer (see Fig. B-l).

.

Fig. B-l. Identification of early non-RFI mother boards.

Non-RFI revisions 0 through 6 all have Memory Select Jumpers at locations Dl,
El, and FI. Revision 7 does not have these jumpers.

There are no significant circuit differences between the revision 1 through 6
mother boards. Also, we have not found any distinguishing visible features (other.,
than the part number) that q#n be used to differentiate these revisions^ In this book

,
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we refer to the revision 1 through 6 non-RFI mother boards as simply "Rev. 1 .” Simi-

larly, revision 7 and higher non-RFI boards are referred to as "Rev. 7.”

RFI—The RFI mother boards are identified by the part number 820-0044-XX.
The "XX” is the revision and to date (July 1982) the latest revision is "D.” There
have been previous revisions of "01” and "C.” The part number is found near the FI
location (left edge of board). The differences between RFI revisions involve locations

and quantities of ferrite beads and other changes intended to further suppress RFI
emissions. To date there have been no functional circuit changes between RFI revi-

sions. We refer to all RFI mother boards (through revision D) as simply "RFI!’

Keyboard

Single-piece—The early Apple II computers contain a single-piece keyboard; the

keys and electronic components are mounted on a common PC board. This keyboard
uses the National Semiconductor MM5740-AAE encoder IC which is no longer

manufactured. The single-piece keyboard is described in this appendix.

Two-piece At about the time that Apple introduced the Rev. 7 non-RFI mother
board, they also introduced a two-piece keyboard. In this design, the keys are

mounted on one PC board, and the electronic components are mounted on another.

The two boards then plug together. There have been revisions of the board contain-

ing the keys. These revisions allow for key-switches from different manufacturers.

These different boards, however, are all plug-compatible with the electronics board.

The two-piece keyboard uses the General Instrument AY-5-3600 encoder IC and is

described in Chapter 7.

Apple 00 Plus

The Apple II Plus is not a revision in the same sense as the mother board circuit

revisions listed in this appendix. The difference between th i Apple II and the Apple
II Plus is the choice of firmware plugged into the mother board. Integer BASIC is on

the Apple II mother board, and Applesoft BASIC is on the Apple II Plus mother
board. In this book we have made no distinction between the Apple II and the Apple

II Plus.

DETAILED CIRCUIT ANALYSIS

In this section we work backwards in time, describing circuit differences between

revisions of the Apple. Remember that the RFI mother boards (part numbers 820-

0044-01, -C, and -D) are described in the body of the book. It is with respect to. the

RFI board that we describe circuit variations.

Revision 7 Non-RFI Mother Board

The revision 7 non-RFI mother boards are identified by part numbers 820-0001-07

and up.

Color Killer—Early Rev. 7 boards do not have IC A14 (Fig. C-19*). These boards

use transistor Q6 as a color killer. When TEXT MODE is high, base current through

R27 drives Q6 into saturation. This shunts COLOR BURST to ground. This use of

Q6 is not fully effective and some tv sets still display tinted text characters. In later

Rev. 7 boards, A14-1 and A14-4 are added to force COLOR BURST to a low when
TEXT MODE is high. For these boards, the last waveform of Fig. 4-3 is always low.

Note that A14 is inserted into the circuit differently on Rev. 7 boards than it is on

RFI boards. Also note the use of COLOR REF versus COLOR REF.
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Soft 5— Rev. 7 and earlier boards use high outputs of gates A2-8 and A2-11
instead of R28 to pull up unused logic inputs (Fig. C-2*).

Data Transceiver— Rev. 7 and earlier boards use two 8T28 quad transceivers on
the data bus (H10 and Hll in Fig. C-8) instead of a single 8304 octal transceiver.

H2 Inverter— Rev . 7 boards use Q7 and associated resistors (Fig. C-19*) instead
of A14

: 13 (Fig. C-20*) to invert signal H2. Q7 is located near IC B13.
Vertical Sync— Rev. 7 boards do not use A14-4 and A14-10 in the vertical sync

circuit (Fig. C-19*). This results in a slightly different vertical sync pulse waveform
as shown in Fig. B-2*. The waveforms that differ between Rev. 7 and RFI boards are
B14-1, C13-C, SYNC, and the COMPOSITE VIDEO OUTPUT. For Rev. 7, Fig. B-2*
replaces the vertical sync portion of Fig. 4-2*.

Auxiliary Video Pin—The Auxiliary Video Pin on some Rev. 7 boards is

mounted in a four-pin connector as shown in Fig. C-19*. Two pins in this connector
connect to unused solder pads 3 and 4 nearby. The fourth pin connects to signal AN2
and sojder pad 2.

Video Filter— Rev. 7 and earlier boards do not have the high frequency filter

consisting of L7 and C16 in the composite video output (Fig. C-19* and C-20*).
Miscellaneous—On Rev. 7 boards, the Clear input for text mode shift register

A3 connects to SOFT 5 via bow tie 5.

Revision 1 Non-RFI Mother Board

The revision 1 non-RFI mother boards are identified by part numbers 820-0001-01
through -06.

Color Killer— Rev. 1 boards use Q6 as their only color killer. The operation of
Q6 was described previously under Rev. 7.

Text Points— Rev. 1 and Rev. 0 boards do not have test points 3 and 4 or solder
pad 1 (Figs. C-2*, C-12*, and C-16*).

Memory Jumper Blocks— Rev. I and Rev. 0 boards have 16-pin Memory Jumper
Blocks at locations Dl, El, and FI (Fig. C-4*). These blocks allow 16K-bit or 4K-bit
RAMs to be used. The jumper blocks in Fig. C-4* are drawn in the configuration for

use o fall 16K RAMs. In this configuration, the memory system operates as described
in Chapter 5. The following ICs and gates are part of the 4K/16K memory arrange-
ment of Rev. 1 and Rev. 0 boards: Hl-11, Hi-3,- C14-3, and E2. The'lC E2 may be
removed if you are using all 16K RAMs in a Rev. 1 or Rev. 0 Apple.

RAM Address 6 Termination—R31 and R32 which terminate signal line RA6
are not present on Rev. 1 or Rev. 0 boards.

Solder Pads / and 8— Solder pads 7 and 8 (Fig. C-ll*) are not present on Rev. 1

or Rev. 0 boards. These pads are used to connect signals to peripheral I/O slot 7 for

use by European color video generators.

Cassette Input—The gain of the cassette mput circuit is different on Rev. 0 and
some Rev. 1 boards (Fig'. C-12*).

Test Connector -— Rev. 1 and Rev. 0 boards do not have a multipin test connector
near IC B2 (Fig. C-3*).

Character Generator-^On Rev. 1 and Rev. 0 boards,. IC A5 is a 2513 character
generator (Fig. C-15*). A 2513 is really a ROM containing the same set of 64 ASCII
characters that have been programmed into the 2316B ROM of the Rev. 7. and RFI
boards. The 2513 cannot be directly replaced by a user-supplied EPROM, however,
due to its supply voltages and pinouts.

The 2513 supplies only five outputs; the five horizontal dots of a character. As a
result, the B and H inputs of shift register A3 are tied to ground.' Bow ties 9, 10, and
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11 are not present on Rev. 1 or Rev. 0 boards. Apart from these differences, the text

.-node operation of Rev. 1 and Rev. 0 boards is the same as described in Chapter 7

Video Sync— Rev. 1 mother boards do not have IC A14 (compare Figs. C-18* and

C-20*.) The result is a horizontal sync pulse twice as wide on Rev. 1 as on Rev. 7 and

RFI boards. Fig. B-3 shows as typical the horizontal sync pulse that follows the

vertical sync pulse. When dealing with a Rev. 1 board, use Fig. B-3 to replace the

appropriate parts of Fig. 4-2*.

Fig. B-4 *shows the wider sync pulse and COLOR BURST in detail. When deal-

ing with Rev. 1, Fig. B-4 replaces Fig. 4-3. In summary, the video signals that differ

between Rev. 1 and RFI boards are B14-1, C13-C, C13-D, SYNC, COLOR BURST,

and the COMPOSITE VIDEO OUTPUT.
Miscellaneous—The following items also differ between Rev. 1 and RFI boards:

SOFT 5, Data Transceiver, and Video Filter. These items were described previously

under Rev. 7.

Revision 0 Mon=-RFI Mother Board

The revision 0 non-RFI mother boards are identified as shown in Fig. Brl,

Power-On Reset—-The Rev. 0 mother board does not have a power-on reset cir-

cuit. This function is provided by type 555 timer A13 on Rev. 1 and later boards (Fig.

C-13*). This means that Rev. 0 users may have to press the reset key to initialize the

6502. This is not necessary, however, if a peripheral is installed that drives a reset

pulse onto the reset line at power up. The Apple II floppy disk controller card is such

an example.

Without power-on reset, the keyboard strobe flip-flop (B10-9) may he set when

power is applied to a Rev. 0 board. As a result, the first keyboard command may

contain an extra leading character. Note: If an autostart monitor ROM is installed

in a Rev. 0 board, reset routines in the ROM will reset the keyboard strobe.

Color Killer—Rev. 0 boards use neither IC A14 nor transistor Q6 for a color

killer. Without a color killer, COLOR BURST is not suppressed in text mode. This

results in text characters with a color tint or fringe when using a color tv set.

Four HIRES Colors—The Rev. 0 mother board displays only four HIRES colors:

black, white, violet, and green. By comparing Figs. C-14* and C-15*; you can see

that some components are absent from Rev. 0. The key component not present is

flip-flop All-9. Recall from the HIRES discussion in Chapter 8 that All-9 provides a

delayed version of the HIRES serial bit stream from B4-15. Data selector A9 then

selects either the delayed or nondelayed bit stream under control of DL7. When the

delayed bit stream is selected, blue and orange are provided.

On Rev. 0 boards, there is no delayed bit stream, so there are no blue and orange

colors. Data bit DL7 is ignored in HIRES mode on a Rev. 0 mother board.

Also on Rev. 0 boards, DL7 does not connect to A9 (this connection is via A8 and

A10 on Rev. 1 and later boards). The data and select inputs of A9 are also arranged

differently on Rev. 0 boards, with A12-10, A12-13, and All-5 absent. Apart from the

two missing HIRES colors, the graphics and text operation of Rev. 0 is the same as

that of the RFI mother board described in Chapter 8.

24K Memory Size Problem—There is a problem on the Rev. 0 mother board that

affects Apples with 20K or 24K bytes of RAM. The problem causes BASIC to "think”

that there is more RAM in the computer than there is. This problem is corrected on

the Rev. 1 board by gate C14-3 (Fig. C-4*). See page 72 of the Apple II Reference

Manual for more details.
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European TV Standards—Bow ties 12 and 16, and solder pads 13, 14, and 15 on

Rev. 1 and later boards can be rearranged to convert the vertical frequency to 50 Hz
for use with European tv sets. These pads and bow ties are not present on Rev. 0

boards. The circuit differences may be seen in Figs. C-3*, C-17*, and C-18*. The
operation of the video address generator on a Rev-. 0 board is the same as described

in Chapters 3 and 4 for RFI boards.

Auxiliary Video Pin— Rev. 0 boards do not have an Auxiliary Video Pin (com-

pare Figs. C-17* and C-18*).

Slot 7— Signals SYNC and COLOR REF do not connect to peripheral PO slot 7

on Rev. 0 boards (Fig. C- 1 1 * ).

Video Sync— Rev. 0 boards do not havie ICs A14 and B14 (compare Figs. C-17*

and C-20*). Since there is n<j A14, the Rev. 0 horizontal sync pulse is twice as long as

the RFI horizontal sync pulse (see Figs. B-4 and B-6*). When dealing with the Rev. 0

mother board, substitute Fig. B-4 for Fig., 4-3.

VA-

-127.4 pS

innmnnjuijrijiru^^
VI

V2

V3

V4

C13-C

C13-D

SYNC

1

1

L

1

L

ii miimin i in Miinm

IIIIIIMlimilllll

VERTICAL
SYNC PULSE

Fig. B-5. Vertical sync—Rev. 0.

Since there is no B14, the Rev. 0 vertical sync pulse has no serrations and is

four times as long as the RFI vertical sync pulse (compare Figs. B-5 and 4-1*). Note

that to the scale of the figures, the Rev. 0 and RFI vertical sync pulses both start at

the same time relative to the video address. When dealing with the Rev. 0 mother

board, substitute Figs. B-5 and B-6 for the appropriate sections of Figs. 4-1* and
4-2*.

Miscellaneous—The following items also differ between Rev. 0 and RFI boards

(they were described previously under Rev. 1):

Test Points

Memory Jumper Blocks
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RAG Terminator

Solder Pads 7 and 8

Cassette Input

Test Connector

Character Generator

The following additional items of difference between Rev. 0 and RFI boards were

described previously under Rev. 7:

SOFT 5

Data Transceiver

Video Filter

Table B-l lists a summary of the major differences between mother board

revisions.

Table B.1 Summary of Major Mother Board Revisions

Rev. 0 Rev. 1 Rev. 7 RFI

Color Killer No Q6 Q6 or A14-4 A14-1

Horizontal

Sync Pulse

7.8 p.S 7.8 fiS 3.9 /xS 3.9 fiS !

j

Vertical

Sync Pulse

1.02 mS 255 {xS 255 nS 255 fiS

Vertical

Serrations

No Yes Yes Yes

H2 Inverter None None Q7 A14-13

Auxiliary

Video Pin

No Yes Yes Yes

j

Optional

50 Hz Video

No Yes Yes Yes

SYNC and

COLOR REF on
Slot 7

No Yes Yes Yes

Solder Pads
7 and 8

No No Yes
1

i

Yes
i

HIRES Colors 4 6 6 L_6- _ J
Power-on
Reset

No Yes Yes
|

Yes

. J
Character

Generator

2513 2513 231 6B |
231 6B

!

'
i

Memory Jumper
Blocks

Yes Yes No
i

j_

! No

]

Data Bus
Transceiver

8T28 8T28 8T28
j

.
•

8304

SOFT 5 A2-8 & A2-1

1

A2-8 & A2-11 A2-8&A2-11 R28
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Single-Piece Keyboard

The single-piece keyboards used in early Apple II computers are identified by their

physical arrangement. In the single-piece keyboard, the key switches and the ICs
are all mounted on a common PC board. The functions performed on the single-piece

keyboard are similar to those described in Chapter 7 for the two-piece keyboard. A
different keyboard encoder IC is used, however, and there are other circuit differ-

ences. In this section, we provide a circuit description for the single-piece keyboard
(Fig. C-21*).

(Note that very early single-piece keyboards use different reference designators
than those shown in Fig. C-21*. These early keyboards use essentially the same
parts and circuit, however. The early keyboards have a different PC layout that
allows the ICs to be seen when the lid of the Apple is removed. This is how the early
keyboards may be identified.)

Keyboard Encoder IC—The single-piece keyboard uses a type MM5740-AAE
keyboard encoder IC, U5. The IC’s 9 X outputs and 10 Y inputs are arranged in a
matrix with the character keys at the cross points. Only 47 of the possible 90 cross
points are occupied by keys. When a key is depressed, it connects the X line to the Y
line.

Keyboard encoder U5 contains counters that count through an X sequence and a
Y sequence as it scans the keyboard looking for a depressed key. These counters are
driven from an external clock supplied to pin 3. An oscillator is formed by U4-6,
U4-8, U4-11, C6, R6, and R7 that provides this clock. Its frequency (about 50 kHz) is

not critical, but it must be between 10 kHz and 200 kHz for U5 to operate properly.

Fig. B-7 shows the clock and the sequence of pulses generated on U5’s X out-
puts. When a key is depressed, one of the X outputs connects to a Y input. When this
Y input is scanned, the key closure will be detected. Keyboard encoder U5 then looks
at the SHIFT and CTRL key inputs and encodes the key into the proper ASCII
character. The character is latched and appears inverted at U5’s output (B1 through
B9). The Apple II uses only the lower seven bits.

Gates U2 and Ul-8 buffer the character and invert it to positive-true. The char-
acter then finds its way through the flat cable to location A7 on the mother board.
Since the character was latched inside U5, it will remain at U5’s output until an-
other key is depressed.

Each time a key is closed, U5 outputs a pulse on its Data Strobe Output (pin 13).

Pin 13 connects to pin 14 (Data Strobe Control), an arrangement that sets the pulse
length at one clock period.

Sequence of Operation— Follow along on Fig. B-7 as we describe the timing. We
will assume that the previous character was a "B.” The ASCII LSB for "B” is 0, so
U2-8 will be latched low from the previous character (point A). Now suppose you
depress the "A” key. From the keyboard matrix we see that the "A” key connects X9
to Y 4. Thus, as long as the "A” key is down, Y4 (point B) will be the same as X9
(point C). We will further assume that the Y scan is currently looking at Y4. This
means the pulse on Y4 at point B will be detected by U5. Since the ASCII LSB for
"A” is 1, U2-8 will go high (point D).

On the second clock falling pulse after detection (point E), U5 will generate a
strobe pulse (point F). The pulse is one clock period long. The strobe is buffered by
Ul-6 and Ul-3, then finds its way via .the flat cable to location A7 on the mother
board. There it sets flip-flop B10-9, point G. Chapter 6 covered the reading of the
keyboard as far as circuitry on the mother board is concerned.
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B*" 20 /xS (f^LOCK — kHz)

U2-8 (B1)

U1-3 (STROBE)-

B10-9

| till I (III
. Fig. B-7. X scan— single-piece keyboard.

Fig. B-8* is another view of the signals shown expanded in Fig. B-7. In Fig. B-8*

we can see one complete scan of the Y inputs. Again let’s assume that "B” was the

previous character so that B1 is low at point A. Sometime around point B we depress

the "A” key. This connects Y4 to X9, and these two signals will be the same as long

as the key is down. The key is not recognized until the Y scan reaches Y4 (point C).

At this point. B1 goes high and there is a strobe pulse as was shown expanded in

Fig. B-7.

The length of time it takes to detect a key closure is a function of where in the

scan the key is depressed. The time ranges from 1 to 90 clock periods.
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Non-TTL Levels— U5’s X outputs and Y inputs are not at TTL levels. Their

typical voltage levels are shown in Fig. B-9.

Contact Bounce— In most mechanical keyboards there is a possibility of contact

bounce when a key is depressed and again when it is released. The bounce (rapid on

and off fluctuations) can cause extra characters to be generated. Keyboard encoder

U5 alleviates this problem by ignoring key closures for 8 mS after a key is first

closed and again for 8 mS after a key is opened. This is accomplished by connecting

C4 to U5’s Key Bounce Mask pin. Fig. B-10 shows the timing and waveforms on C4.

+ 4.5 V

-9 V

0 V

-9 V

Y INPUT (NO KEYS DEPRESSED)

Fig. B-9. Encoder waveforms—-single-piece keyboard.

KEY DOWN

U1 -3 (STROBE)

U5-17 (KEY
BOUNCE MASK)

4 ^

+ 2 V

-10 V

— 8 mS—

H

Fig. B-10. Key bounce mask— single-piece keyboard.

Repeat Function—U3 is a type 555 timer connected to oscillate at about 10 Hz
as set by R3, R4, and C2 (Fig. C-21). U3 is normally held reset by R2. When the

REPT key is depressed, the reset is removed and the resulting 10 Hz signal is

applied to U5’s Repeat input (pin 16). During each positive half cycle of the Repeat
input, U5 will output a data strobe if a character key is also depressed.

Roll Over—The MM5740-AAE encoder IC is capable of N-key roll over. N-key
roll over means that you can have any number of keys down simultaneously, and the

encoder will correctly send the characters in the order keyed. This capability, how-
ever, can be used only if there is a diode at every cross point in the key matrix. The
Apple II keyboard does not have these diodes. Without them, depressing three or

more keys simultaneously may generate extraneous or phantom characters. As a

result, the Apple II keyboard is described as having 2-key roll over. No more than
two keys may be depressed simultaneously if phantom characters are to be avoided.

The sneak paths that are possible in a matrix without diodes can be used in the
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single-piece keyboard to generate characters not normally available from the

keyboard as shown in Table B-2.

Table B-2. Generate Special Characters

Character

Hold down these

keys simultaneously

(Underscore)

l (Left Bracket)

\ (Backslash)

SHIFT, U, 1, Y
SHIFT, U, 1, J

SHIFT, U, 1, H

With the proper editing, you can insert these characters into programs directly from

the keyboard.

Quad-Mode Operation—U5 is a quad-mode encoder. This means each key can

generate up to four different characters as a function of the SHIFT and CTRL keys

(see Table B-3).

Table B-3. CHARACTERS as a Function of Control and Shift

U5-19 (CTRL) U5-21 (SHIFT) Character Group

0 0 Unshift

0 1 Shift

1 0 Control

1 1 Shift-Control

The- four characters for each key are shown in Fig. C-21*. Only the P, M, and

"N” keys can generate four different characters. The rest generate one or two.

Initialization—C7 and R8 form a delay circuit that initializes U5 on power up

by taking SHIFT high for about 5 mS. Diode CR1. provides a rapid discharge path

for Cl.
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Apple II Schematics

This appendix contains schematics for the Apple II mother board, keyboard, and
power supply. Mother board schematics are provided for circuits dating from the

earliest Apple II to the most recent revision available for publication. The para-

graphs that follow contain information intended to help you use the schematics.

REVISIONS

Mother Boards

As described in Appendix B, the earliest Apple II mother board is known as Rev. 0. A
short time after the Apple’s introduction, several circuit changes resulted in the Rev.

1 mother board. Rev. 1 includes a color' killer and two more HIRES colors. There

were no more significant circuit changes until the introduction of the Rev. 7 mother
board. Rev. 7 deletes the Memory Jumper Blocks and changes the character

generator ROM. The next significant change involved modification of the mother

board and packaging to reduce RFI. Some minor circuit changes were made at the

same time. The major revisions of the mother board are denoted in this book as Rev.

0, Rev. 1, Rev. 7, and RFI.

Appendix B contains additional information on the differences between revi-

sions. It also describes how you can examine the mother board to determine the

revision of a particular Apple II. Note that the circuit description in the body of this

book corresponds to the RFI schematics. Material in Appendix B describes the

differences in operation of Revisions 0, 1, and 7 Relative to the operation of the RFI
mother board.

A notation on each schematic indicates the revision to which the schematic

applies. Most schematics apply to two or more revisions. Minor circuit differences

between the revisions are indicated by notes or insets on the drawing. When there

are major differences between revisions, separate schematics are used for each revi-

sion. As you trace a signal from schematic to schematic, be sure to use the drawing

that corresponds to the revision of interest.

162
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Keyboards

The original Apple II keyboard was constructed on a single printed circuit board and
is thus referred to as the "single-piece keyboard.” Apple later introduced a "two-piece

keyboard.” The two-piece keyboard contains one printed circuit board on which the

keys are mounted. A second printed circuit board containing the ICs then plugs onto
the first printed circuit board. This appendix contains schematics for both the single-

and two-piece keyboards.

SYMBOLS
Fig. C-l shows some of the symbols used on the schematics. When a signal enters or

exits a schematic, the signal name is shown beside an arrow symbol (Examples a
through d). The direction of the arrow indicates the direction of signal flow. A
double-headed arrow indicates bidirectional signal flow, such as on a data bus
(Example c). If the signal is part of the system bus, a number inside the arrow
symbol gives the peripheral I/O connector pin on which the signal appears (Exam-
ples c and d). A "To” or "From” notation beside a signal name indicates the other
schematics on which the signal appears. The designations "Part 1” and "Part 2”

refer to the two separate drawings used to show some schematics. For example, the

video generator schematic is divided into two parts.

Logic functions that are active on a low level are shown by a small circle or

EXAMPLE: from

Fig. C-l. Schematic symbols.
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"bubble.” For example, see the O output and CLR input in Example e.. The symbol at
pin 3 is a clock input.

The symbols in Examples f and g represent the shapes of printed circuit board
traces that are meant to be altered in order to modify the circuit. The bow tie in
Example f would be cut between the arrows to open the circuit. The semicircles in
Example g would be bridged with solder to close the circuit.

A number in a square (Example h) refers to a note shown elsewhere on the
drawing. The symbol in Example i represents a test point or other labeled solder
point on the circuit board.

When an IC'is powered from +5 volts and ground, and these voltages connect to
the usual opposite corner pins of the IC, then the power pins are not shown on the
schematic. If the +5 volts connects to an unusual pin or if the IC requires multiple
voltages, then the power pins are shown. In general, bypass capacitors, ferrite beads,
and isolated grounds are not depicted in the drawings.

The Apple II schematics are shown in Figs. C-2* through C-23*.
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video, 20
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Architecture, 17

Array, memory, 44, 47-49
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null, '93

space, 93

Asynchronous, 78

Auxiliary video pin, 152

B

Bidirectional, 59
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Black, 115, 120
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interval, 117

level, 140

signal, 111

vertical, 140

Block diagram, clock generator, 25-26

Blue, 112

Bow tie, 164

Broadcast standards, 141-142

Burst, 112, 144
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Card, peripheral, 68

Cassette

input, 152
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Character

generator, 124-126, 152

keys, 88

Check sum, 93

Clear interrupt disable bit (CLI), 78

Clock(s), 18, 24-25, 59-60
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generator, 26-27

block diagram, 25-26

microprocessor, 27
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LORES, 134

killer, 151, 153

Rev. 1, 152
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tv, 142-146

wheel, 112
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address, 42

strobe (CAS), 42

Combinatorial logic, 37-38

Comparator, 96
Composite video, 40, 139

Connector, peripheral, 68

Contact bounce, 160

Control, 59

bus, 18
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Counter overflow, 100

CR3, 33

CR4, 33

Cycle

extended, 29-30
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FCycle (continued)

read, 42, 47-49

write, 42-43, 49

D

Daisy

chain(s), 64

DMA, 73-75

interrupt, 77

Dark blue, 120, 136

Darlington pair, 96

Data, 47, 58-59

bus, 18, 58

in (DI), 42

out (DO), 42

path, 46, 47-49

strobe output, 90

transceiver, 152

Decoding, address, 62-63

DeMorgan’s theorem, 37

Device select, 68

Direct memory access (DMA), 18

Display modes, 19

DL7 effects, 130

DMA
daisy chain, 73-75

read from RAM, 75-76

write to RAM, 76

Dot matrix characters, 124

Dynamic, 41

E

Eafly-write, 42

cycle, 49

Edge-sensitive, 61

Enable, 37

Encoder IC, keyboard, 88-90

Equalizing interval, 141

European tv, 35, 153

Even
byte timing, 129-130, 134

character timing, 127

Extended cycle, 29-30

Feedback
path, 20

signal, 20

Filter, video, 152

Flash/inverse signal, 110

Flashing character, 126

Flip-flop, 111

4116 dynamic RAM, 41-43

4-bit adder, 46

Four HIRES colors, 153
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Full address decode, 68

G

Game
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paddles, 98-103

switches, 97-98

Generator

character, 124-126

clock, 26-27

sync, 21

video, 21

address, 20, 26

Glossary, 12-16

Gray, 120

Green, 113

H

Header tone, 93

High-order address, 18

HIRES, 111-116

and text, mixed, 121-123, 136-138

color generation, 130

mode, 19, 128-132

circuit configuration, 128-129

timing diagram, 129

Hold

state, 63

time, 42

Horizontal

blanking (HBL), 38

sync, 140

timing, 27-29
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H2 inverter, 152

Hue, 35, 112, 144

I

IC

keyboard encoder, 88-90, 158

nomenclature, 11

Impedance, high; 12

Inhibit (INH), 63

Initialization, 161

Input/output, 19-20

Interlace, 141

Interrupt(s), 77-78

daisy chain, 77

(IRQ and ItfMI), 60-61

request (IRQ), 48

sequence, 78

Inverse video, 126

I/O

select, 68

strobe, 68

K

Keyboard, 64, 86-87, 151

encoder, 90

IC, 88-90, 158

read from, 70-71

single-piece, 158-161

two-piece, 88-93

L

Level(s)

non-TTL, 90
sensitive, 61

Light

blue, 119

emitting diode (LED), 23

Logic

combinatorial, 37-38

three state, 12

LORES, 116-121

and text, mixed, 123, 138

color generation, 134

LORES (continued)

mode, 132-136

circuit configuration, 132-133

timing diagram, 134

Low-order address, 18

Lowercase operation, 93

Luminance, 142

M
;

Mapping, 52-55

video memory, 45-46

Maskable, 61

Medium blue, 119

Memory, 18

array, 44, 47-49

cell, 41

jumper blocks, 15?

mapper, 20-21

mapping, video, 45-46

Microprocessor, 17

clock, 27

6502, 58-64

MIX MODE, 19

Mother board revisions, 149-151

Multiplexed address, 42

Multiplexing, address, 44-45, 52-55

Mysterious orange line, 132

N

Non
-maskable; 61

interrupt (NMI), 18

-RFI mother boards, 150-151

-TTL levels, 90

Numeric pad, 93

O

Odd
byte timing, 130, 134

character timing, 128

On-board I/O, 19

Orange, 113

Output
high, 12

low, .12
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Overscan, 147

Overvoltage, 23

P

Paddles, game, 98-103

Page
1 HIRES, 55

1 Text, 53

2, 19

2 HIRES, 57

2 Text, 55

Patents, 10

Peripheral

card, 68

connector, 68

I/O, 19

read from, 68-70

write to, 70

Phantom(s), 91-93

characters, 92

Phase 1, 60

2, 60

0, 60

Pixel, 52, 104

Power
on reset, 153

supply, 21-23

Q

Quad-mode operation, 92, 161

R

RAM, 19

address 6 termination, 152
read from, 64-66

write to, 66

Random access memory (RAM), 18
Read

cycle, 42, 47-49

6502, 62

from I/O, 19

keyboard, 6502, 70-71

peripheral, 6502, 68-70

RAM, DMA, 75-76

6502, 64-66

ROM, 6502, 66-67

Read (continued)

modify-write, 42
only memory (ROM), 18'

write (R/W), 47, 60
Ready, 60

line, 73

Reclock, 128

Refresh, 41, 46, 57

Regulation, power supply, 21-23

Repeat function, 90-91, 160
Research, 12

Reset, 61, 78

power-on, 153

Retrace, vertical, 140
Return from interrupt (RTI), 78
Revision(s), 11

1 non-RFI mother board, 152-153
7 non-RFI mother board, 151-152
0 non-RFI mother board, 153-157

RFI mother boards, 151

Roll over, 91-93, 160

ROM, 18-19

read from, 66-67

Row address strobe (RAS), 25, 42

S

Saturation, 144

Scope loop, 6502, 80-85

Serrations, 140

Set overflow, 62
Shift

register, 111

A3, 126

C2„ 26

Signal

14M, 25

high, ,12

low, 12

nomenclature, 11

7M, 25

Single-piece keyboard, 151, 158-161

6502

access, 53

microprocessor, 58-64

read cycle, 62

from keyboard, 70-71

peripheral, 68-70

RAM, 64-66

ROM, 66-67
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6502 (continued)

’scope loop, 80-85

write cycle, 62

to peripheral, 70

RAM, 66

Slot 7, 155

Soft

5, 152

switches, 19, 88, 103

Solder pad 7, 152

Speaker, 87, 96

Standards, broadcast, 141-142

Strobe delay, 90

Subcarrier, 142

Switches

game, 97-98

soft, 103

Switching power supply, 21

Sync, 38, 61

bit, 93

generator, 21

video, 35, 155

Synchronization of clocks, 30, 33

Synchronous, 75

T

Test connector, 152

Text, 108-111

and HIRES, mixed, 136-138

LORES, mixed, 138

flashing, 126

inverse, 126

mode, 19, 124-128

circuit configuration, 126

timing diagram, 126-127

normal, 126

points, 152

Three-state logic, 12

Timing
diagram, HIRES mode, 129

LORES, 134

text mode, 126-127

even byte, 129-130, 134

character, 127

horizontal, 21 -2%.

odd byte, 130, 134

character, 128

vertical, 34-35

Trademarks, 10

TV
European, 35

standards, European, 153

24K memory size problem, 153

Two-piece keyboard, 88-93, 151

U

Undirectional, 58

USER 1, 72-73

V

VA, 35, 37

VB, 37

Vertical

blanking, 140

retrace, 140

sync, 140, 152

timing, 34-35

Video, 20-21

address generator, 20, 26

composite, 40, 139

display, basic, 139-140

filter, 152

generator, 21

inverse, 126

memory mapping, 45-46

pin, auxiliary, 152, 155

sync, 35, 153, 155

Violet, 112

W

Wait-states, 58

Waveforms, 12

White, 115, 120

picture level, 140

Write (WR), 42

cycle, 42-43, 49

6502, 62

to I/O, 19

peripheral, 6502, 70

RAM, DMA, 76

6502, 66
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